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UNIT NINE 
 


 


Lesson Planning 


 


 


Introduction 


 


Planning your lessons with care is particularly important when you are starting your 


teaching career. That is not to say that it isn't important once you have become more 


experienced, but the reality is that as time goes on you will acquire skills that you can 


turn to with ease and you will also acquire a collection of materials that you can dip into 


as the need arises. However, in order to become an effective teacher, it is important 


that you learn to plan your lessons very carefully at the beginning. It is a bit like 


learning to drive. When you begin you will have to think very carefully about everything 


that you do and you might do things quite slowly. When you are an experienced driver, 


you will still have to think carefully but it will be more automatic. 


 


Teacher training programmes often provide their trainees with a lesson plan form and 


ask them to fill it in each time they teach a lesson during their training course. They do 


this in order to ensure that the students think carefully about every aspect of their 


lesson. However, in many ways this is not the best approach. It forces the trainees into 


using a particular format that might not be appropriate when they start to teach. In fact, 


there is very little point in having a specific lesson plan form because so many lessons 


are different in their structure and style. What is much more important is to have in your 


mind a list of potential headings that you can use in your plan. Once you are familiar 


with each of these headings, you can use them as and when you want.  


 


We will be looking at a variety of lesson plan formats but the important thing is that your 


plan should consist of a clear set of notes that you can easily refer to.  


1. The notes should not comprise pages of detail that will be difficult to refer to in the 


classroom. Ideally, your notes should cover no more than two pages of A4 paper so 


that you can easily glance at them during the lesson. However, you may also have 
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other notes (e.g. related to tasks or role play cards or games) that will be linked with 


the main lesson plan.  


2. Try to make your plan clear and simple so you can easily refer to it. Number the 


steps clearly. Don’t sub-divide the steps into complicated sub-steps [e.g. 1 (a) (i)] 


because this is likely to be confusing for you as the teacher.  


3. Place examples of language that you are introducing or practising next to the 


appropriate step. This will help to remind you as you teach because it is easy to get a 


little confused.  


4. Always imagine that you are going to give your plan to a colleague to teach so make 


it clear and simple so that your imaginary colleague can teach it if necessary. 


 


Task 1 


 


Before you read on, make of list of what you think should be in the list of 


potential headings for a lesson plan. 


 
 


Lesson planning and variety 


Before you start to plan your lesson in detail, you should be very clear about the overall 


aim of the lesson. We noted above that a single lesson plan format was not appropriate 


because the focus of your lesson could vary quite significantly and hence the headings 


that you would need. In theory, your lesson could focus on one or other of the 


following:  


 


1. a topic or theme (e.g. opening a bank account) 


2. a function (e.g. giving polite excuses) 


3. an English structure (e.g. a tense such as the Present Perfect tense) 


4. a language skill (e.g. listening or writing) 


 


In practice, you are likely to include two or three of these elements in your lesson plan. 


For example, your lesson could be set in a shop (topic/theme); the functional language 


could be making requests; the structures might include I would like …..  Please can I 


have …….  Do you have ……; all four language skills might be practised in the course 


of the lesson.  
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It is very likely that your students will have different strengths and different ways of 


learning. Some will learn better by speaking while others will learn faster by reading. 


Some of them may learn best by speaking and writing. By providing your students with 


a variety of activities you will maximise their opportunities for learning. Apart from the 


students' strengths and weaknesses, all of your students will benefit from a change of 


activity in the course of the lesson. A switch from listening to speaking will immediately 


invigorate your students and give them something new to do. However, if the speaking 


goes on too long, they might start to wilt. A switch to a writing activity will provide the 


spark to get them actively involved again. You will soon discover that one activity can 


be utilised in a variety of different ways. For example, you might start by asking the 


students questions, then move on to look at a table, then listen to a tape based on the 


table, and finally give the students a writing task based on the tape/table. This 


integration provides variety and a more interesting lesson for the students. 


 


Some course books seem to concentrate on particular skills. For example, you may 


find that your course book has a large number of speaking activities. However, even 


the most ardent student does not want to spend consecutive lessons speaking in pairs 


and groups, so if this is the case with your course, it is important to supplement it with 


additional activities that cover all of the language skills. The language skills are 


mutually reinforcing and it is important to provide your students with practice that 


covers all of the skills. 


 


 


Lesson headings 


 


What sorts of headings are you likely to need in your plan? Certainly you will want to 


make a note of the class (including the level e.g. pre-intermediate), the date, and the 


time at the top of your page. 


 


• Class 


• Date 


• Time 


 


You will want to say what it is that you want the students to be able to do by the end of 


the lesson and this will be the overall aim of the lesson. Your aim might say something 
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like this: By the end of the lesson the students should be able to …… . An alternative 


might be To enable the students to ……… .  


 


• Aim 


 


Task 2 * 


 


Look at what these three teachers have to say about their lesson. Which one 


of them do you think has the clearest idea of the aim of the lesson? 


 


Teacher 1 - "I'm hoping for an enjoyable lesson today. The students will be talking 


about music and their favourite pop singers. That should really interest them." 


Teacher 2 - "The students need a lot of writing practice so I'm going to try to get 


them to write about themselves." 


Teacher 3 - “I want my students to be able to arrange a meeting for a date in the 


future."  


 
 


In achieving your lesson aim you are likely to involve the students in different activities, 


each of which will have its own particular objective. The objectives are the specific 


steps in the lesson that build towards achieving the overall lesson aim. For example, 


during the lesson we might want the students to practise a dialogue in pairs and the 


objective of this would be to provide them with speaking practice using the target 


language. The overall aim of the lesson might be to teach the students to arrange for a 


meeting in the future, like Teacher 3 in the task above. So we need the heading: 


 


• Objective(s) 


 


You may also want to mention the theme or context of a particular piece of work. For 


example, you may be doing a piece of work around the theme of houses, so it would be 


helpful to mention this. 


 


• Theme / Context 


 


You will want to outline the language that you will be teaching, but you might want to 


show this in two different ways. First, you might want to specify the language function 
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that will be the focus of the lesson. You might note in your plan that you are practising 


asking polite questions if this is what the students are practising. So the heading would 


be: 


 


• Language function – asking polite questions 


 


Second, you will want to be specific about the target language that the students will be 


using under the heading of polite questions. For example, you might include the fact 


that your students will be practising questions like Would you like to come in? Would 


you like a cup of tea? Would you like to see the garden? These examples would 


represent the new language in your lesson. Notice that you need to be aware of what 


other language the students have been taught previously before you move onto new 


structures. This is particularly important when the students are in the earlier stages of 


language learning. For example, it would be difficult to tackle the Past Perfect tense 


unless the students are already familiar with the Past Simple. 


 


• Target language 


 


Related to the target language, we have the new vocabulary. This consists of the new 


vocabulary that you feel you should include in the lesson. It is important to note that we 


do not have to teach each and every new word that appears in the lesson, only those 


words that are important in the context of the lesson. There may be other words that 


the students will not understand, but if these words are not important in that particular 


lesson they may not need to be taught. Also remember that students should be 


encouraged the guess the meaning of new words from the context. 


 


• New vocabulary 


 


It is important to specify the language skills that your students will be using: listening, 


speaking, reading and/or writing. It may well be that you will include some practice in all 


four language skills but you are very likely to have a significant amount of practice in, 


say, two of the skills, and your lesson plan should reflect this fact, hence: 


 


• Language skills. 
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In the course of your lesson you may use certain teaching aids (real objects, pictures, 


taped dialogues and so on) and these should be noted in your plan. You will not want 


to come in to every lesson loaded with an armful of pictures and objects because this 


could make your lessons more like conjuring tricks than lessons, and the repetitive use 


of aids might dull their significance. It is important to try to use teaching aids in a way 


that is both meaningful and memorable. Teaching aids (including the board) are most 


effective when they are integrated into the lesson as a whole and help both the teacher 


and the students to move forwards. If you are using a recording, always listen to it 


before the start of the lesson. There is nothing worse than bringing in a recording which 


is unclear or faulty. It is embarrassing and makes you look unprepared. 


 


• Teaching aids 


 


You may want to note any assumptions on which your lesson is built. If the class is 


well known to you these might be very specific assumptions (I assume that they will 


have completed last night's homework.) but if the class is not well known to you, there 


may be other assumptions that you will have to make. (I assume that the class has 


basic knowledge of how to use the simple past tense.)  


 


• Assumptions 


 


You may also want to note any potential difficulties that might arise during your 


lesson. These could be very specific with, for example, one particular sound being 


particularly difficult for the students. However, the anticipated problem could be 


something more general, such as whether the students will be able to work effectively 


in small groups. 


 


• Potential difficulties 


 


Perhaps the most important part for you as the teacher will be the various steps of the 


lesson. These will need to be thought through very carefully if your lesson is to be a 


success. Some of the other elements above may be omitted from time to time but you 


can never omit the lesson steps because this is the core of your plan. Your lesson 


steps (sometimes referred to as lesson stages) will be planned through very carefully 


so that they provide you with a logical progression through the lesson. If you have 


thought them through with care, your students will constantly be pushing forwards the 
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boundaries of their language competence. The steps outlined in your plan will include 


the lesson activities. These will be the various activities that form a central part of your 


lesson; for example: Tell the students to work in small groups and place the items in 


order of importance.  


 


• Lesson steps (lesson stages) 


 


You will not want to stand at the front of the class talking to the students for the whole 


lesson so make that clear in your lesson plan by clearly noting the class organisation 


/ interaction where appropriate. At which points will the students be working 


individually, in pairs, in small groups or altogether? Anyone looking at your plan will 


have a much clearer idea of how you will structure your lesson if this information is 


included, and of course, it is an important reminder for you when you come to teach the 


lesson. This information is often shown using the symbols S (for student) and T (for 


teacher). For example, where the teacher is addressing the students, the plan will show 


T � SS. Look at the following symbols: 


 


S   -   S       pair work 


SS   -   SS   group work 


S   -   T       student to teacher 


SS   -   T       students to teacher 


S   -   SS       student to students 


 


• Class organisation/interaction 


 


If, and only if, someone is coming to observe your lesson, you might also want to 


provide them with basic information about your students 


 


• Student profile 


 


To sum up, we have a list of 16 potential headings that we might want to utilise when 


we are preparing our lesson plans. This is a very large number of headings and of 


course we won't want to use each heading every time. Nevertheless, it is very useful to 


be aware of potentially useful headings. 
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The headings are: 


 


1. Class 


2. Date 


3. Time 


4. Aims 


5. Objective(s) 


6. Theme / Context 


7. Language - Function / Notion 


8. Target language 


9. New vocabulary 


10. Language skills 


11. Teaching aids 


12. Assumptions 


13. Potential difficulties 


14. Lesson steps (lesson stages) 


15. Class organisation / interaction 


16. Student profile 


 


Lesson steps 


Before we move on to look at a lesson plan, let us consider the lesson steps in a little 


more detail. As we have noted, these are particularly important because they form the 


backbone of the lesson. Your lesson step might describe what you are going to do.  


 


Use a family tree to teach the meaning of ‘have got’ as in ‘I have got one sister’. 


 


It could equally well be a student activity. 


 


Tell the students to read the first paragraph and find a word that means  


 the same as 'sustainable'. 


 


In planning your lessons, it is important to try to ensure that each one has as much 


variety as possible. Your lesson may be 40 minutes, 60 minutes or even 90 minutes in 


length, but whatever the length, try to ensure that there is variety. It is not easy to 


concentrate on learning a new language for 40 minutes if the lesson consists of only 


one activity. A much more successful approach is to divide the lesson into different 
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sections so that the students can practise the target language in different ways. A 


lesson consisting of 40 minutes of listening would be too long. The students would find 


it difficult to sustain their concentration. Similarly, a lesson of blank filling tasks is likely 


to become repetitive and boring and the students are unlikely to be able to sustain their 


interest. A much better approach is to break your lesson into several smaller chunks 


which each have a different activity. For example, let us imagine that the theme of your 


work for the week is 'friendship'. On the first lesson of the week you might do the 


following: 


 


• ask the students to write a list of words/phrases showing what friendship means to 


them (e.g. good times, help, liking, sharing etc.) 


• ask them to compare their list with another student 


• write friendship in the middle of the board and ask students to come and write one 


or more of their words/phrases around the central word 


• ask them to agree on the five most important points 


• listen to a taped dialogue with two friends talking 


• complete a writing task - sentence completion activity based on the dialogue 


• read a passage on friendship 


• answer questions (factual as well as why questions) 


 


A variety of different activities like this would keep the students attentive and interested, 


and consequently learning more successfully. A sequence like this would provide the 


students with practice in listening, speaking, reading and writing. Each language skill 


would have the same thematic focus (friendship) and each one would reinforce the 


others and build up the students' knowledge and confidence step by step. The different 


activities would also involve the students in working individually, in pairs and as a 


whole class. This change of organisation and activity would help to maintain the 


students' attention and interest. 


 


Task 3 * 


Imagine that the theme of your work is 'holidays' with an intermediate class. 


Try to make an outline of the steps that you might include in your first lesson 


of the week. Look back at the list above. 
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How much time will planning take? 


Planning will take up some time of course, but it should not come to dominate your life! 


Most teachers find it helpful to plan for the first two or three days of the week on 


Sundays and then to plan the remaining days during the week. Many teachers find it 


best to plan in the evenings, while others believe that it is better to get to work an hour 


or so early in the morning and do the planning then. It doesn't matter when you do your 


planning but you should be prepared at first to spend, say, an average of at least an 


hour for a one-hour lesson. There will be times when you will only need twenty 


minutes, but there will be other times when you'll need much more than an hour. 


 


Some teachers mistakenly see planning as an inconvenience that takes up too much 


time. They believe that five minutes before a lesson is quite sufficient. They forget that 


a teacher does not prepare a lesson plan for an inspector or a head teacher, but for 


themselves because it provides them with the support they need during the lesson. It is 


true that it can sometimes be a difficult task to find imaginative approaches on a regular 


basis but a carefully planned lesson can provide both the teachers and the students 


with a great deal of satisfaction and enjoyment. A well-planned lesson will give you 


confidence when you walk into the classroom, knowing that you have plenty of material 


to use and you are prepared to answer any questions on the target language of the 


day.  


 


 


Sample lesson plans 


 


Let us now take a look at some examples of formal lesson plans. These are not offered 


here as model lesson plans, merely as different styles of lesson plans that you can use. 


The first plan is for an elementary class. Note the use of the word 'elicit' in the lesson 


steps. We use this word where we are trying to draw out knowledge from the students. 


 


Lesson Plan 1  


 


Class …..…………  Date ……..……..  Time ……..…. 


 


Lesson theme        Houses 


Lesson objective  To practise wh- questions where 


Teaching aids        1.  a sketch of a house on the board 


                                2.  word web photocopied handout 


                                3.  question and answer sentences cut up into individual words 
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Functions  Asking questions 


New language         Where do you keep …………? 


New vocabulary   saucepan, kettle, washbasin, sink, dishwasher, living room, garage 


 


Lesson steps 


1.  Elicit the difference between a house and a flat. Ask them which is more common in their 


own countries. Ask which type they live in. Ask them which they prefer. 


2.  Draw a house on the board. Ask them to name the rooms in an average house. Write the 


words they suggest around the drawing. 


3.  Hand out the word web. Let them work individually to fill in as many words as they can 


showing what objects they might expect to find in each room. 


4.  Tell them to work in pairs and compare their webs. 


5.  Go through the webs with the whole class ensuring that each student adds any new words 


to their own web. 


6. Class presentation - Sample Q and A: Where do you keep your saucepans? I keep them in 


the kitchen. Write the example on the board. Give other examples. 


7. Ask individual students questions: Where do you keep your toothbrush? I keep it … 


8. Pair work - oral practice of Qs and As.  


9.  Pair work - hand out Q and A sentences cut into individual words. Ask the students to form 


the question and answer correctly. Go around checking their sentences. 


10. Class practice – Give the students a dialogue with some sentences missing. Ask them to 


complete it and to practise in pairs. Go around checking their work. 


11. Play a recording of someone describing the things in their house. Students fill in details in 


a descriptive passage.   


12.  Play again. 


13. Check their understanding. 


14. Students write out a short passage describing their own house. 


 


Anticipated problems:  Word order with the questions. 


Phonological points:     Pronunciation of ‘l’ and ‘r’ as in ‘living room’. 


 


This is one example of a lesson plan, but as we have noticed, lesson plans can take 


different forms. The lesson plan below is equally well prepared but follows a somewhat 


different pattern. You will notice that the lesson steps are more precisely sign-posted 


and that there are two presentation stages. This is not to say that it is a better lesson 


plan, just that it has a different style. 
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Lesson Plan 2 


 


Aim   To practise using forms of comparison:  more and most  


New Vocabulary   zoo, exciting, amazing, scary, wonderful 


Teaching aids   photographs of a zoo / animals in a zoo 


Structures   Past Simple with more/most e.g. It was the most exciting ……..  


                                                                         It was more exciting than …… 


 


Review     


Step 1: Review the use of -er and -est forms of comparison (practised last week). 


 


Presentation 1 


Step 2:  Show pictures from a zoo with the various activities. Ask them if they have been to a 


zoo and what they enjoyed  - help them with the vocabulary.                  


Step 3:  List the different animals on the board; ask students to work in pairs and rank them in 


terms of enjoyment.  


Step 4:  Present 'The …… was more enjoyable than the …….. ‘. 


 


Practice 1 


Step 5:  Stick photos on the board. Students practise similar sentences in pairs. 


 


Presentation 2    


Step 6:  Elicit individual student’s favourite animals      


Step 7:  Present 'The …… was the most wonderful of all.' 


 


Practice 2   


Step 8:  Individual students use 'most' to make comparisons, as in Step 7. 


Step 9:  Ask the students for other words to describe the animals (e.g. friendly). Give them 


new words as necessary: exciting, amazing, scary, frightening. Write on the board. Elicit the 


meaning; explain where necessary. 


Step 10: Ask the students to work in pairs and make sentences using those words.  


 


4. Listening    


Step 11:  Listen to a passage about a visit to a zoo – general listening 


Step 12:  Listen again for names and times (students write them down) 


Step 13:  Hand out list of activities. Students listen again for the detail and tick them off a list 


on the handout. 


 


5. Writing    


Step 14:  Students complete a blank-filling passage based on the listening passage. 
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In the third plan (below) for a pre-intermediate class, the teacher's and students' 


activities are clearly shown. This plan is arranged in 'portrait' layout although teachers 


often use 'landscape' layout for plans of this style so they have more space to write. 


You will notice that it is quite useful to differentiate between the teacher's and the 


students' activities but that this can lead to some repetition in the plan itself. 


 


Lesson Plan 3 


Class 


 


Date 


 


Time 


 
Aim - To practise giving reasons and opinions 
 
Topic/Context 
 
bicycles/cycling 


Language 
 
I like cycling because .. 
I think that ….. 
As far as I can see .. 
I believe that … 
 


Function 
 
Giving reasons and opinions 
 
 


New vocabulary 
 
parts of a bicycle 


Assumptions 
 
They can use the 
Present Simple tense. 
Some parts of a bicycle 
are known to some SS. 
 


Anticipated problems 
 
Confusion with different ways 
of giving opinions. 
 


Teacher's activities 
 
1. Place the bicycle at 
the front of the class. 
Ask students to say 
what it is. Ask them if 
they use a bicycle 
regularly. Why? Why 
not? Good things about 
using a bicycle? 
 
2. Ask SS to come and 
point to one part of the 
bicycle and name it. 
Write words on the BB. 
 
3. Give out reading 
passage on Yema 
cleaning and mending 
her bicycle. When 
they've finished ask five 
'why' questions. 
 
 


Students’ activities 
 
SS answer and talk 
about their own use of a 
bicycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SS come and name the 
parts. 
 
 
 
SS read the passage 
silently and answer the 
'why' questions. 
 
 
 
 
 


Objectives 
 
To get the students talking 
freely as possible about their 
use of bicycles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To elicit and build up their 
vocabulary knowledge. 
 
 
 
To practise answering 'why' 
questions. 
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4. Give out blank-filling 
passage. Let SS work in 
pairs to complete. 
 
5. Tell the SS that they 
are going to listen to a 
man talking about why 
he goes to work by bike. 
Ask the SS to speculate 
on what reasons he 
might give. 
 
6. Play recording – 
general listening to 
adjust to topic and 
pronunciation. 
 
7. Play recording – SS 
listen for advantages of 
cycling. 
 
8. Play recording –  SS 
listen for disadvantages 
of cycling. 
 
9. SS work in pairs and 
list down the advantages 
and disadvantages of 
cycling to work.  
 
10. Pairs get together 
with another pair and 
compare their notes.  
 
11. Ask SS to report 
back. 
 
12. Tell SS to prepare a 
dialogue between two 
people, one of whom is 
in favour of cycling to 
work and the other is 
against it. SS to record it 
when they have finished. 
 


SS complete blank-
filling passage in pairs. 
 
 
SS provide reasons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students listen. 
 
 
 
 
SS listen for the 
advantages of cycling. 
 
 
SS listen for the 
disadvantages of using  
a bicycle. 
 
SS work in pairs. 
 
 
 
 
SS work in small 
groups. 
 
 
SS report back. 
 
 
SS work in pairs to 
prepare dialogue. 


To reinforce vocabulary and 
also show understanding. 
 
 
To practise skill of predicting 
what people are going to say. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students get some familiarity 
with the recording.  
 
 
 
To listen for specific 
information. 
 
 
To listen for specific 
information. 
 
 
To demonstrate their 
understanding and practise 
making notes. 
 
 
To share their understanding. 
 
 
 
To practise reporting. 
 
 
To prepare a conversation 
between two people. 
 
 
 


 


You will have noticed in all these plans that the students are sometimes working in 


groups, sometimes in pairs, sometimes individually, and sometimes as a whole class. 


The various activities that the students engage in will sometimes naturally slot into one 


arrangement of students or the other, but at other times, you will want to make a 


specific choice. Knowing how to organise your students effectively is one sign of a 
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professional teacher; nevertheless, two excellent teachers may well approach an 


activity in different ways. 


 


Task 4 * 


 


Which type of interaction/class organisation do you think would be most 


effective for these activities? Individual work? Pair work? Group work? 


 


1. Answering comprehension questions following a reading passage. 


2. Placing sentences in order. 


3. Answering multiple choice questions. 


4. Preparing a dialogue. 


5. Writing a composition. 


6. Comparing pictures. 


7. Completing a blank-filling passage. 


8. Predicting what a passage will be about from the headline. 


 
 


 


Timing 


Some teachers like to include an indication of time in their lesson plans and they will 


note down how long they expect a particular activity to take them during the lesson. 


This is particularly useful when you are fairly new to teaching. However, even if you 


don't actually write the timing on the lesson plan, you need to have an idea in your 


mind of how long you will spend on each section.  


 


When estimating time, try to think about the average student in your class. You will not 


want to speed along at the pace of the fastest student because then you might leave 


some of the others behind, and they might lose confidence. Conversely, if you proceed 


at the pace of the slowest student, you may find others becoming impatient and 


frustrated in the class. If you plan to pace the lesson according to the average student 


in that class, you will have the best chance of keeping everyone happy. You will aim to 


provide the slower students with additional support at certain points in the lesson, while 


you might be able to give the faster students an additional activity. 
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An extra point; try not to find yourself halfway through an activity at the end of the 


lesson. It is awkward to have to break off an activity halfway through and sometimes it 


is difficult to pick it up during a subsequent lesson. If you do have a few minutes left at 


the end of a lesson, it is better to use one of your collection of short activities (games, 


role play etc.) to fill up the last few minutes, rather than starting on something that you 


know you can't complete in the time available. Timing is important so always wear a 


watch. 


 


 


Sitting down to plan 


 


Nobody wants to go into a lesson unprepared. If you ever suddenly find yourself ten 


minutes away from a lesson with nothing prepared, the likelihood is that you are going 


to feel somewhat panicky and exposed. It would not be sensible to put yourself through 


such an ordeal when a modest period of planning the day before will ensure that you 


have material and activities ready to use for your next lesson. The planning need not 


always involve writing many pages of lesson steps and the preparation of dialogues, 


role playing cards and pictures, as well as the collection of teaching aids, although 


there will be times when a teacher will want to use a number of different teaching aids 


in one lesson. However, spending many hours preparing every lesson would be too 


much and most teachers simply would not be able to keep up such a level of 


preparation. In general, preparation will involve the writing of clear lesson steps and it 


may involve the preparation of material that will supplement the textbook. As we 


pointed out before, you may find yourself spending an hour or more preparing a one-


hour lesson at first but with experience this will decrease. It would be very odd if the 


planning always took longer than the lesson itself, although having said that, this might 


happen on occasions. In practice, an experienced teacher might regularly spend, say, 


an hour preparing a couple of one hour lessons, with sometimes more time being 


needed and sometimes far less. What are the key points to remember when planning? 


 


1. Crystal clear aims 


It is important that the aim of each lesson is crystal clear; the importance of this cannot 


be stressed strongly enough. If the aim of the lesson is very clear then you will find that 


the separate objectives and the stages of the lesson will slip more easily into place. 


This means that you will need to be very clear about precisely what you want the 


students to be able to do by the end of the lesson. Of course, the precision with which 
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you can state this may vary to some degree with the style of the lesson but, 


nevertheless, you need to think very carefully about the lesson aim when you are 


planning. Once the aim of the lesson has crystallised, the lesson objectives will be 


easier to define.  


 


2. Crystal clear lessons steps 


The lesson steps will more closely reflect the objectives of the lesson and they too 


must be crystal clear. If the objectives are clear, the content of each step will be easier 


to define and you will find it easier to ensure that one step really does mean one step 


and not five steps that you have bundled together. Bundling a variety of steps together 


is one of the commonest mistakes that new teachers make and it often results in the 


teacher trying to force the students to do three different things at the same time, some 


of which may involve totally new language. This is very likely to lead to a rather 


confused class of students and a rather irritated teacher; the irritation would not be 


directed at the students but would be directed at himself or herself with the realisation 


that the lesson steps had been poorly thought through. This feeling can be contrasted 


quite clearly with the feeling a teacher gets when a plan really does ‘come together’ 


and you can watch the students involved in meaningful language practice that directly 


reflects the aim of the lesson. 


 


3. Example sentences in your plan 


Many new teachers think that their lesson plans need only be a brief description of 


what they intend to do in the lesson, but this is only partly true. One very important 


element that teachers often leave out is examples of the target language; they are 


extremely useful, and especially for teachers who are not very experienced.  


 


Why are examples of the target language so important? One reason is that there are 


invariably slightly different ways to say the same thing and in the ‘heat’ of the lesson, 


and especially on the day when your head of department has decided to sit in on your 


class, it is very, very easy to become confused. For example, imagine that the target 


language for the day is the Present Perfect tense and Step 4 of your lesson states that 


you will introduce statements to your students in that tense. What sentences, precisely, 


will you use in the class?  


John has lived in Birmingham for 5 years. 


The twins have worked in Newcastle since 1998. 


Jacob has been living in Manchester for all his life. 


Dorothy has been writing an essay. 
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These example sentences are all different in various ways and the most obvious is the 


use of both the simple and the continuous forms for the Present Perfect. However, they 


also differ in the use of the has/have form as well as the fact that one sentence uses for 


+ a period of time, one sentence uses since + a date and the final sentence has no 


time reference at all. If you do not write down examples of the language that you 


intended to use in each step, you will find that you make mistakes and accidentally slip 


into using a form that is slightly different from the one you intended. The result could be 


very confusing for the students and a very embarrassing muddle for the teacher.  


 


4. The length of your lesson plan 


Some teachers are so determined to impress their head of department that they will 


produce very long lesson plans of 4 pages or more; sadly, this is unlikely to impress. 


Unduly long plans take a long time to prepare of course, and are very likely to be rather 


too complicated. While it is necessary to have a plan to refer to, it is counter-productive 


to have an over-elaborate plan that the teacher has to constantly look at in order to 


remember the next step. The sight of a teacher flicking through a plan to find out what 


to do next is unlikely to give the students much confidence. A better approach is to 


have the plan for the lesson on no more than two sides of a piece of A4 paper. The 


steps should be clearly defined and logical in their progression, with each step building 


on the one before. Next to this plan, you may have the notes on the game, the role-play 


cards, gap-filling activity or whatever else you want to use in the lesson.  


 


5. Content – what do they know / what do they need to know? 


When thinking about the content of a lesson, make sure that you are clear about the 


current knowledge of the students. There is little value spending time going over what 


they already know. While it is a good idea to make a start from the Past Simple tense 


when teaching the Past Perfect, it would be inappropriate to spend a significant amount 


of lesson time revising this tense. Conversely, a teacher should not assume knowledge 


that the students do not have. The Past Simple tense and the Past Perfect are closely 


linked in the way that they are used and it would be wrong to consider the latter tense 


unless the students were already familiar with the Past Simple. Similarly, if you want to 


practise the use of the hypothetical or unreal conditional form (If I had a million pounds, 


I’d buy that house.) then it is important that the students have already met the modal 


auxiliary would. One further point: if you are involved in a communicative activity that 


entails the students working in pairs or small groups, you would normally want to 


ensure that certain important elements of the language were known, or could be taught 
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beforehand. (However, remember that a teacher adopting a TBL approach may not 


want to teach the language normally required for the activity beforehand.) For example, 


if the students are expected to do an activity that involves filling in the plan of a room to 


show the pieces of furniture, it would be a good idea to ensure that they know 


expressions such as on the right-hand side, on the left-hand side, in front of, behind, on 


top of and so on.  


 


6. Balancing form and meaning 


Although many new teachers appear to accept the value of communicative activities 


and a clear focus on meaning, when it comes to planning a lesson some of them 


nevertheless continue to start their lesson in a very traditional way by focusing on the 


form of the target language for that particular lesson. The result is that instead of 


considering how a grammatical structure is used (the meaning) the teacher will spend 


valuable time looking at how the structure is put together (the form). For example, 


when considering the Present Perfect, a teacher might allocate a significant amount of 


time showing that the tense is formed with have + the past participle and looking at 


irregular verbs. A table might be drawn on the board to show how the Present Perfect 


changes with the subject of the sentence (I have lived, he has lived) and students 


might be given verbs and asked to make similar transformations into the Present 


Perfect tense. This would not be a good approach. The problem with such an approach 


is that the tense is being examined without reference to how it is used (i.e. the 


meaning) and so this activity is unlikely to have much value. The form of a language 


item is far less of a problem for learners than its meaning and use; once these are 


clear, the form will invariably be absorbed very quickly. 


 


Communicative approaches to language teaching do not prohibit the use of language 


rules, charts and tables if the teacher believes that they would be helpful for the 


students. However, they are approaches that are better adopted after the meaning of 


the particular grammatical structure has been fully addressed. If a teacher wants to use 


tables and other approaches that focus more on the form of the language, it is better to 


do this at a later stage in order to supplement more meaningful approaches. If you do 


feel that a chart would be useful, prepare a computer image or draw the chart on a 


piece of card before the lesson as drawing on the board can take time.  
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7. Teacher’s questions  


The questions that a teacher asks in the classroom are very important so it is essential 


to ensure that they are precise and have meaning for the students when the lesson is 


being planned. One common mistake that new teachers make is to ask questions that 


are so general that they lack significant meaning. For example, a teacher might ask a 


question like this: Who can tell me about the Past Simple? Apart from the fact that this 


question focuses far too much on grammar without considering meaning, this question 


is far too vague and even the most enthusiastic student would find it almost impossible 


to answer such a question. What can you tell me about holidays? Again, this is such a 


general question that most people would find it difficult to answer, even in their own 


language. If a teacher wishes the students to describe their own holiday then tell me 


about your last holiday would be far more appropriate. 


 


Poorly directed questions can also cause considerable problems when students are 


asked to work in pairs or small groups. The students may be asked to work in pairs and 


to talk about colours that you like. Once again, this is very vague and does not leave 


the students much scope to say more than I like red. It certainly would not easily 


generate a conversation. A more productive approach would be to ask the students to 


a) think of brightly coloured objects that they have seen b) say where they saw them c) 


say whether they liked these colours or not, and why? This would give the students a 


clearly expressed task and would easily generate a considerable amount of talking in 


pairs.  


 


Questions that expect an unreasonably high level of grammatical knowledge from the 


students are best avoided. A teacher who asks an intermediate class to explain how 


we use the Past Perfect tense may be placing quite a linguistic burden on the students 


and is likely to be less successful than a teacher who elicits information from students, 


perhaps by giving them two contrasting sentences to consider.  


 


Teachers also need to be well aware of the level of difficulty of their questions. Factual 


questions that may arise as a result of a reading task (How many …?  Which …?  Who 


…?) are significantly easier in general than questions that seek an explanation (Why 


…?). Questions that necessitate the students placing themselves in someone else’s 


shoes (If you were Peter …?  If you had been in that situation …?) are also generally 


more difficult than questions that require the students to think about their own 
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experiences. It is important to be aware of these differences and to structure your 


questions accordingly. 


 


Task 5* 


What do you think of these questions? Write a brief note about each one and 


then check feedback at the end of the unit. 


 


1. Who can explain how the Present Perfect Continuous is used? 


2. Sit together in small groups and talk about when you were young. 


3. What do you know about families? 


4. Which sentence refers to the future; which one refers to the present? 


5. Who can point to the subordinating clause and the relative pronoun? 


 


 


 


8. Timing your lesson 


Many lessons in schools will last 45 minutes but it is very likely that lessons for adults 


in colleges will last 60 or 90 minutes, or longer. Whatever the length of the session, it is 


important for the teacher to ensure that the timing of the lesson is balanced as well as 


possible. In other words, as the teacher in the classroom, you will need to try to ensure 


that the various activities and tasks that take place during the lesson are arranged to fit 


in with the available time. At the most obvious level, this means that it would be 


inappropriate to start a new activity that you know you will not be able to compete 


before the end of the lesson. Making judgements on timing is often quite difficult for 


new teachers and you may find at first that you have to rush activities to get them 


completed on time. Alternately, an activity that you had expected to take 20 minutes 


might be completed much more quickly with the result that you suddenly find yourself 


with ten minutes left at the end of the lesson, but nothing prepared. 


 


How can you best deal with these situations? The first point to remember is that your 


estimate of how long activities will take in class will improve quite quickly once you start 


to teach so that this will result in a gradual improvement in your timing. As a general 


rule, it is better to err on the side of caution and assume that activities will take less 


time than you might expect. The reason, of course, is that it is better to have more 


material than you need ready to hand rather than running out of material to use. 


Second, always have a couple of short, interesting activities that you can easily turn to 
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if you find yourself, for example, with ten minutes of a 90 minute lesson still to go. On 


some occasions you will find that activities will be completed earlier than expected, but 


if you have a fun activity to use for the remaining minutes this will provide useful and 


interesting variety, and end the lesson on a positive note. The activity you decide to 


use may be a simple game or a listening activity, a limerick or a funny poem, a song, a 


cartoon or a very brief passage from a newspaper. It does not matter what it is as long 


as it is an activity that you believe the students will enjoy and which will also provide 


useful reinforcement practice.   


 


9. Using your textbook 


The textbook you are using is a great asset and you may base quite a few of your 


lessons on the contents. However, when planning your lesson, it would not be a good 


idea to follow your textbook slavishly to the exclusion of any other material. There are 


two reasons for this: the first is that, however good the textbook, you will always be 


able to find supplementary material that is more appropriate in certain respects. For 


example, another set of materials may introduce an element of language in an elegant 


and amusing way that you know your students will appreciate. You may also find 


additional practice material in other books that is considerably more interesting than the 


practice material in the textbook. It is always worth while trawling through resource 


books because you are very likely to find interesting ideas that you can use. In addition, 


there are very likely to be sections of your textbook that you feel are not appropriate for 


your students for one reason or another. You need to feel confident enough to by-pass 


selected parts of the book and to concentrate on others. Similarly, you may feel that the 


order in which the items are presented needs to be modified for your students and this 


also would be a valid change as long as you have a clear reason for the alteration.  


 


The second reason for using other materials is that they provide variety for the 


students. Once again, however good the textbook, students don’t like to feel that they 


are ploughing relentless through each page of the book to the exclusion of other 


interesting activities. Textbooks tend to follow a set pattern so that each one of their 


chapters or units follows the same arrangement. This can be helpful for the teacher to 


some degree but the students do not want to be able to predict what will happen in the 


next lesson merely by looking at the textbook. This will reduce the sense of excitement 


and interest that they might have and introduce a sense of tedium. A teacher who is 


constantly bringing in new ideas and lively activities is always going to be more 
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successful than a teacher who insists on covering every item in the book and does not 


deviate from the content. 


 


Preparing your own material is a particularly interesting way to provide meaningful 


materials while also responding to the needs and interests of the students; it is also a 


way to develop your own pedagogical skills. You will find that preparing your own 


dialogues and stories will generally make your lessons far more interesting both for you 


and for the students. You can include the names and background of the students in the 


class and this will help to ensure that the content is relevant. The related activities can 


be designed with your own students clearly in your mind. Teaching while using your 


own materials makes the whole teaching process even more enjoyable than usual! 


 


10. Variety in the lesson 


Variety is essential in any lesson whether the lesson is 30 minutes long or 90 minutes 


long so always try to ensure that you build a variety of different activities in to every 


lesson so that the students do not get restless. One way to ensure variety is to provide 


opportunities for the students to practise all of their language skills. Let me give you 


two examples where there was no variety and where the students became bored. 


 


Example 1: The teacher gave the students a task to prepare for homework and this 


involved thinking back to when they were in primary school. The following day, the 


teacher asked each of the students to report back to the class. There were twelve 


students in the class and they were sitting in a semi-circle in front of the teacher’s desk. 


The teacher started at the left-hand side and asked each student in turn to give their 


own short report. The students’ reports were quite short and never exceeded 5 minutes 


but since there were 12 students this process took a considerable time.  


 


Comment: They may have been able to listen actively to the first two or three but were 


unlikely to have been able to maintain their attention while listening to reports from 


eleven other students. There was no time for questions and so for much of the time 


that this process took place (about 45 minutes) the students were sitting, apparently 


listening, but in reality, inactive. This was time poorly spent and the students were not 


likely to have learned anything significant during this lesson. How could the teacher 


have planned to ensure that the students were more actively involved? A far better 


approach would have been to ask the students to work in threes for 5 - 10 minutes and 


exchange information with each other. The teacher could have moved around 
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unobtrusively listening to each pair/group. All of the students would have been actively 


involved for about 10 minutes and no time would have been wasted. 


 


Example 2: In this case, the teacher wanted to practise the Past Perfect tense. Having 


done some introductory work, she then moved on to practise the tense with a series of 


independent, unrelated sentences. The material that she chose came from a grammar 


book where 30 sentences needed to be transformed. She went through each of the 


sentences, asking individual students to produce the correct answer. Some were more 


difficult than others and the whole process took about 25 minutes. With 10 students in 


the class, most students only had the chance to answer two examples, although some 


only answered one.  


 


Comment: Much of the time the students were sitting silently and were rather 


unresponsive and only spoke when called upon to complete a sentence. The teacher 


spent far too long on one activity and in this case the presence of 30 unrelated 


sentences would have made this a tedious and wearisome activity. It is unlikely that 


they would have been able to concentrate for so long on this task and, again, most of 


them would have been bored. How could the teacher have planned to make the activity 


more interesting? A far better approach would have been an activity that focused far 


more on meaning rather than simply on form. A piece of continuous text that needed to 


be modified would have more interesting and if this had been linked to a listening 


activity, the students would have found their lesson far more interesting, challenging 


and fruitful. 


 


11. The pace of the lesson 


Closely related to the issue of time, is the issue of the pace of your lesson. You need to 


think carefully about this when planning your lesson. Once again, this is something that 


you will find easier to judge as you become more experienced. The important point 


here is that the pace of your lesson should be appropriate for the level of your students. 


They should not be obliged to plod heavily and slowly through a lesson, but neither 


should they be hustled in an uncontrolled way through the lesson activities. Let me give 


you an example; a teacher who spends the first 20 minutes of a lesson revising the use 


of used to/didn’t use to with a long collection of unrelated sentences will find the class 


showing severe signs of boredom very quickly. In contrast, a teacher who spends 8 


minutes on a revision activity involving a short recorded conversation followed by a 


short blank-filling activity is likely to find that the students are far more interested and 
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lively. Similarly, a teacher who takes 30 minutes to establish what the students 


understand by the word community is likely to find the students showing little solid 


interest in the next stage of the lesson. However, a teacher who quickly establishes 


what they mean by this word with a brain-storming activity will find the students far 


more interested in the next step of the lesson. In other words, the teacher must always 


be very alert to the responses of the students and should neither plod slowly through 


the steps of the lesson nor skip too quickly from one step to the next without allowing 


space for practice, questions or personal comments from the students. 


 


12. Be flexible, and be prepared to modify your lesson plan 


A lesson plan should always be prepared so that you have a clear idea of what your 


aim is and what your objectives are. The steps should be clearly defined and logically 


ordered. Many trainers feel that a teacher must always follow the plan and they will 


criticise the teacher for not following the stages of the lesson step by step. However, 


most teachers working in the classroom every day accept that even the most carefully 


designed plan may have to be modified during a lesson for a wide variety of reasons. 


We would argue that although all teachers should do their best to follow their plan, in 


practice it may have to be modified because of what occurs during the lesson. 


However, this is not easy for inexperienced teachers so do not be tempted to modify 


your plan unless there are very good reasons and you have a clear idea about what 


changes to make.  


 


Let us consider an example; you come into a classroom and find that several students 


have questions about work that was done during the last lesson the previous day. Their 


questions are perceptive and indicate a clear need that deserves to be addressed. You 


have a choice; you can either respond to their questions immediately or you can tell 


them that you will do so in the following lesson. Both responses are appropriate but in 


practice, most teachers like to respond to their students’ questions as immediately as 


they can. This gives a more flexible feel to the classes and helps the students to feel 


that they too can have a say in the content of the lessons. However, the disadvantage 


of responding immediately may be that you cannot cover everything that you have 


planned for your lesson. Under these circumstances you may decide to modify your 


plan to some extent. 


 


Let us consider another example; you have reached the half-way point in your lesson 


but have become aware that your students are struggling with the pair work activity that 
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you gave them because they appear to have forgotten a conditional construction that 


you taught them a few weeks ago. You know that if you can spend five minutes 


revising this construction, your students will be able to complete the pair work 


successfully. Under these circumstances, you may decide to switch over to a revision 


activity before letting the students return to their pair work. Making changes like this to 


your lesson plan is not uncommon and you will need to be flexible and imaginative if 


you are to be able to respond to the students’ needs as they arise.  


 


13. How flexible should we be? 


Some trainers seem to feel that once you have prepared your lesson plan, you should 


follow it from start to finish. We have seen trainers/advisers who have criticised 


teachers for deviating from their lesson plan. To us, this makes no sense at all. A 


teacher plans a lesson in the expectation that certain things will happen during the 


course of the lesson. However, no teacher can be certain that the students will respond 


in a particular way. As we noted above, there are all sorts of things that can push or 


pull a lesson in one direction or the other. When you walk into your classroom a 


student might ask you a question related to yesterday's lesson which sparks off all 


sorts of unplanned but very useful and interesting activities. You cannot always 


respond to every suggestion from the students and postpone your lesson plan, but you 


should be flexible enough to be able to modify your approach. Questions that arise 


from the students may not have been planned for in your lesson plan but if it is 


appropriate and possible to deal with the point, then you should be prepared to modify 


your lesson. If you do, and if you can think of good ideas during the lesson in order to 


produce a more effective lesson, then you should do so.  


 


The two words appropriate and possible are very important here. At times it may be 


appropriate but not possible to respond to a need and change your lesson plan. For 


example, when you know that you will need to prepare something carefully before you 


deal with the point. At other times it may be possible but inappropriate to deal with the 


point arising. You should have the flexibility to modify your lesson at times, but also the 


authority to say something like this: That's a very interesting question, but we do not 


have time to look at it today. We will look at this question later this week. Similarly, you 


may have a bright idea half way through a lesson but decide that the students are too 


tired to tackle that particular activity; note it down (or you're likely to forget it) and save 


it for a future lesson. 
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As a new teacher in the classroom, it may not be a simple matter to respond effectively 


to every twist and turn of your lesson, but as time goes on you will recognise 


opportunities for language development and perhaps class discussion that might not 


have been included in your lesson plan. Good teachers all make plans, but they also 


think on their feet and some of them can change tack very quickly in response to the 


mood or the response of a class. They can then follow a slightly different but related 


path that will bring the students to the same objective in the end. This is a normal and 


natural part of many lessons. You should learn to be flexible, imaginative and 


resourceful in order to be able to respond to the needs of your students. Certainly it is 


important to make a plan, but you must also be prepared to modify that plan if it is clear 


that it is not answering the needs of your students, and a new opportunity presents 


itself. 


 


14. Be positive 


However good your lesson plan, you need to think carefully about delivery and your 


relationship with the students. Even the best lesson plan is going to fail if it is delivered 


in a flat and unexciting way and there is no apparent personal link with the students. 


Whatever the stage of your lesson, you need to try to relate to the students in a lively 


and friendly manner so that they can feel the positive atmosphere within the room. This 


does not mean that you have to unleash a barrage of flamboyant gestures and witty 


comments every time you enter the classroom but it does mean that your lesson will be 


more successful if it is characterised by smiles and some laughter (with the students) 


as well as encouragement and a clear indication that you are interested in them as 


individuals. In many ways, providing your students with variety while also providing 


them with a positive working atmosphere, are the two most important elements of all 


when it comes to good teaching practice. 


 


15. Evaluating your lesson 


As you come out of your lesson you will inevitably already be replaying it, or at least 


parts of it, through your mind. Unless you are rushed off your feet with other tasks you 


will find yourself thinking over the lesson and considering what worked and what didn't 


work so well, as well as who worked and who didn't. It is very likely that some aspects 


of your lesson went off very smoothly while others were less successful. You will think 


about the students' response to the lesson and the lesson materials.  
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Task 6 * 


List down as many criteria as you can for evaluating a lesson. Two have been 


done for you. 


 


1. To what extent was the lesson well planned? 


2. To what extent did the students enjoy the lesson? 


 


Having made your own list, check the feedback section at the end of this unit. 


 


 


When you've looked through the list in Feedback, think about which are the three most 


important factors. That might not be an easy thing to do; however, you are very likely to 


place the quality of the students' learning high on the list. Clearly, whether or not the 


students learnt what you intended them to learn in the course of the lesson is of great 


importance. Of course you want the students to enjoy your lessons but enjoyment 


doesn't necessarily equate with learning. The students might have had an enjoyable 


time talking about music and current pop idols, but if that wasn't the main aim of the 


lesson you will have to consider what was achieved. As we have already said, you 


must feel free to modify your lesson plan in the light of the events and needs within the 


classroom, and having done that, you will then need to reflect on what was actually 


achieved in terms of learning.  


 


In other words, always make notes after every lesson recording what worked well, what 


was not so successful and what changes you would make if you were to teach the 


same lesson again. This need only take five minutes but it will be invaluable when you 


come to teach a similar lesson again. It will also help you as a new teacher to pinpoint 


the successes and weak points of your classes and so significantly help you to grow as 


a teacher. Go through you plan and note the strong points and the weaknesses.  


 


In a sense, teachers are involved in a constant balancing act. We are constantly trying 


to balance a whole range of needs, and in achieving an effective balance we have to 


make a large number of finely judged decisions. What is it that we are balancing? 


Study this list of paired objectives carefully. If you are already teaching, reflect on your 


own teaching experiences. 
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1. improving fluency - achieving accuracy 


2. building confidence - correcting mistakes 


3. teaching specific language - encouraging discussion 


4. providing a relaxed learning environment - demanding high standards 


5. providing for the needs of individual students - providing for the needs of the 


group 


6. providing time for individual learning - sharing the learning task and developing 


collaborative skills through pair/group work 


7. teaching specific skills - teaching general skills 


8. improving one language skill (e.g. speaking) - improving all of the language 


skills 


9. providing variety - providing adequate time for particular activities 


10. responding to the personal needs of the students - providing for their academic 


needs 


11. requiring the students to complete an activity - giving the students the space to 


make their own choices 


12. providing a structured environment for learning - providing a flexible learning 


environment 


13. providing communicative activities - asking the students to learn specific 


language rules 


14. following the course book - developing your own materials. 


 


This list could be extended but it is clear that teaching is a complex activity that 


requires considerable thought and skill if it is to be done effectively.  


 


16. Schemes of work 


A scheme of work is an outline of the work that you hope to cover with a particular 


class over a specified period of time. This might be one month, half a term or a whole 


term. In a government school it could be for much longer, but this would be unusual in 


a language school. You might find that the best thing to do at first is to plan for a 


maximum of one month. In many cases, your scheme of work will be the course book 


that you are using. The course book is there as a source of material for you to use, but 


you do not have to slavishly follow it step by step, and an experienced teacher will 


always want to modify the material to some degree. This will involve changing the 


order, leaving out specific activities or adding in activities of your own. These are the 


changes that you should include in your scheme of work. This might be quite difficult 
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when you first start teaching, but if you keep your plans and lesson notes you will be 


able to refer back to previous work plans. 


 


 


Other approaches to lesson planning 


 


In this course, the pattern we have considered most thoroughly is the Presentation, 


Practice, Production model (PPP); this is in many ways the simplest framework to 


consider, and certainly the best for new teachers. However, there are also other 


approaches. In this unit, we will be considering these approaches as we try to ensure 


that our lesson plans are well focused and well designed.  


 


It is very important that every lesson plan we produce has a clear aim and that the 


focus remains firmly on meaning. Without well-designed lesson plans, we are unlikely 


to teach well-structured lessons; for example, producing a plan that has a clear aim but 


which remains focused on grammar rules and the form of the new language, with very 


limited opportunity for practice, is unlikely to be a satisfactory approach. Similarly, 


producing a lesson plan that includes a variety of interesting communicative activities, 


but which has no clear outcome, is equally unsatisfactory. What we need to aim for is a 


lesson plan with logical steps and a clear outcome at the end.  


 


In this section, we will consider other frameworks and the way that they can help 


teachers to combine the different components of their lesson. The first one we will look 


at is commonly referred to as the ARC approach. 


 


 


ARC 


 


In this course, we have examined different methodological approaches to language 


teaching and we have also considered ways in which we can present and practise new 


language in the classroom. We have also stressed the vital importance of ensuring that 


the meaning of a new language item is crystal clear through the use of an appropriate 


context in which the language is found. We have pointed out that meaning and 


communication are far more important than form, and that grammar rules should be 


introduced sparingly and only when there is a clear need or perhaps a consistent 


demand from the students. We have emphasised the importance of language use in 
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the classroom in a clear, realistic context and the avoidance of approaches which focus 


too heavily on form and rules. 


 


However, the PPP framework we have considered is not the only approach to lesson 


plan design, and should not be seen as the only framework we can use. One recent 


approach, ARC, proposes a somewhat different approach, where 


 


A = authentic use of new language,  


R = restricted use of new language, and  


C = the clarification and focus of new language.  


 


The basis of the approach reflects communicative methodology that is widely used 


today and that we have recommended in this course. One value of the ARC approach 


advocated by its users is that it can help with lesson planning. The four language skills 


can be practised in any of the three components listed above but with R or C, in 


particular, it is quite likely that practice would be limited to some degree. Although the 


approach is commonly referred to as ARC this does not mean that this reflects the 


order of the activities within a lesson. In fact, the three components A, R and C can be 


used in any combination depending on the lesson aim, the type of students and the 


approach of the teacher. Below we will look at each of the three stages in more detail. 


 


A = authentic use of new language 


This term is used to refer to the students using known language as well as items of 


new language in authentic situations, and in some respects this is closest to the 


production stage that we have looked at before under PPP. The focus here is on 


communication and fluency while accuracy is seen as being of rather less importance. 


This component attempts to link grammar and communicative methodology and the 


activities here would include the communicative tasks and activities that we have 


considered in this course and, in fact, any activity that provides practice in any 


language skill in a meaningful, authentic way.  


 


R = restricted use of new language 


This component involves the students in carrying out any activity which aims to practise 


a particular structure in a controlled way. In other words, the language that the students 


use is controlled by the teacher in order to provide practice in the target structure; in 


doing such an activity the students will, of course, also be able to use language that is 
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already known to them. The most controlled example here would be drills, but could 


also include blank filling, rewriting, choosing the correct tense, reordering and so on. 


 


C = the clarification and focus of new language 


Here, the students meet the new language, and there are of course many different 


ways in which the language can be introduced. This element can best be compared 


with the presentation stage within PPP. Using a presentation stage (with perhaps a 


situation in which to present the new language) may well be the best approach with 


some students; however, this is not always appropriate for all learners, especially more 


advanced learners. For some students, an approach that encourages self-discovery 


may be much more appropriate. In this case, the students will be expected to take a 


more active role in pinpointing the language they need to learn in a particular situation, 


or even the rules that govern a structural item. The teacher may leave the students to 


explore the language for themselves or may take a more supportive approach and 


encourage self-discovery by the students whilst also providing them with some 


guidance that will help them complete their task. In summary, this component of ARC 


could involve a teacher providing the students with language situations that 


demonstrate how a new item of language is used, or perhaps the students examining 


examples of language and suggesting which are right or wrong, and maybe coming up 


with their own rules. 


 


One of the ways in which the ARC approach can be useful in lesson planning is that 


once a teacher has become familiar with the three components, they can be slotted 


into a lesson in a variety of combinations to achieve a particular aim. For example, if 


we were to redesign a PPP lesson in this style, we would perhaps find a CRRA 


combination rather like this: 


1. the teacher introduces a new item of language using a picture and some real 


objects plus a dialogue (C) 


2. the students practise the new language in a dialogue (R) 


3. the students write out two short dialogues, filling in the blanks (R) 


4. the students do a more communicative activity that naturally involves practising 


the new language (A). 


 


However, a teacher may want to adopt a more task-based approach and this might 


result in an ACRA pattern: 
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1. the teacher asks the students to do a particular real-life activity (for example, 


redesigning a living room); the teacher observes the students doing the activity 


and notes down significant language gaps that they have (A) 


2. the teacher teaches the significant language items (C) 


3. The students practise the new language in an environment that requires the use 


of the new language (R). 


4. the students complete a similar (not identical) task using the new language (A) 


 


Another teacher may adopt an approach that encourages discovery by the students 


through a CCRA pattern: 


1. The teacher gives out a passage with examples of the Past Perfect tense. The 


students work in pairs to consider how the tense is used (C) 


2. The students make suggestions about the use of the tense (C) 


3. The teacher gives them a practice activity that requires the use of this tense (R) 


4. The students do a second more communicative activity that naturally calls for 


the use of the tense (A). 


 


You will have seen that the three elements of this approach can be used in any order. 


The number of stages could also vary with anything from CRA through to something 


more like ACCRRRA. ARC, therefore, can be viewed as a useful planning tool for 


teachers to use; it can often help to highlight problems with a particular lesson plan or 


to indicate where something is missing.  


 


Task 7* 


 


What order of components (A, R and C) would you find in these outline plans? 


 


Plan 1:   a) Give the students a language rule.  b) Ask them to learn it by heart. 


c) Ask individuals to repeat the rule. d) Give the students individual sentences 


that require the language rule to be applied.         


 


Plan 2:   a) Tell the students to draw their family tree and then work in pairs to 


ask each other questions about their families.  b) Tell them to make a tape 


recording describing their partner’s family.  c) Ask them to write a comparison 


of their own family and their partner’s family.      
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Plan 3:   a) Introduce new language using a picture. b) Give out a dialogue for  


the students to practise in pairs.  c) Hand out a blank-filling activity. d) Hand out 


a picture for students to work with in pairs to prepare a dialogue of their own.  


e) Give out magazines and ask students to find appropriate pictures and then 


develop their own situations and dialogues.  


 
 


We will now move on to look at another approach to lesson planning. 


 


 


Task-based learning 


 


In the PPP approach, the aim is to teach a specific language form – a grammatical 


structure, a function or a notion in regular pattern of lesson steps. With ARC the aim 


may be very similar but the lesson steps may vary considerably as the teacher seeks to 


modify the order according to the needs and level of the class.  


 


There is another model of language teaching that we need to consider since it is 


becoming increasingly common in language classrooms and has recently formed the 


teaching basis for a number of English language course books (e.g. the Cutting Edge 


series). This model is known as Task-Based Learning (TBL).  


 


The TBL framework 


In English language teaching, the term task is used in a number of different ways; it 


has been used in the past to refer to classroom teaching elements as diverse as 


grammar exercises, controlled practice activities such as gap filling and freer work like 


role plays. However, in the context of TBL, task refers to any activity where the target 


language (in this case, English) is used by the learner for a communicative purpose to 


achieve a particular outcome.  


 


Most teachers agree that one of their main roles in the classroom is to choose topics 


and materials that will motivate the learners, offer an intellectual and linguistic 


challenge and promote efficient language development. It is claimed that this is the 


rationale behind the use of tasks in the TBL paradigm. While learners are working on 


these goal-oriented tasks, they are using language of their choice in a meaningful way 


to achieve a specified objective, usually in a limited time. All tasks should have an 
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outcome, often in the form of a written or oral report and it is the challenge of achieving 


the outcome and producing a report that helps to motivate the learners. Since the task 


is such an integral part of TBL, in the following sections we will first look at some 


possible task types and then we will examine how these principles are carried out using 


the TBL approach. All types of tasks can involve reading and speaking and many of 


them lead to a writing phase. The six basic types of tasks are as follows: 


 


Listing / Brainstorming 


This type of task often involves a lot of speaking and negotiation since the learners 


often have to explain and justify their particular choices. The process involved might 


include:  


 


• learners using their current knowledge and experience to brainstorm ideas in 


pairs or small groups, or perhaps even as a whole class 


• learners asking each other questions, or referring to books or the Internet, to 


discover facts which will help them to complete a task. 


 


This kind of approach is useful as a way into a topic that you would like the students to 


focus on. Brainstorming ideas or facts that might be connected with a topic is perhaps 


the best example of this – so, in pairs, groups or as a class you may want your 


students to share the vocabulary they know for furniture or parts of the body. This could 


be carried out either by making a list or developing a word web. In this way, the 


vocabulary that the students are likely to meet during the lesson is introduced, while 


the learners are immediately engaged in the lesson. 


 


Ordering and sorting 


This may seem similar to listing items but can be thought of as the next level of 


categorising ideas. Ordering and sorting tend to generate some excellent opportunities 


for speaking without the constraints of, say, a particular grammatical focus. Four main 


processes are involved here: 


 


• sequencing items in either chronological or logical order 


• ranking values and opinions according to the students’ outlook 


• categorising items into groups according to predefined criteria, or grouping 


under particular headings 


• classifying items in different ways where there are no predefined categories. 
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Examples such as ordering a set of instructions (e.g. setting up a video recorder), or 


the sentences of an anecdote or news story often stimulate useful discussion and 


provide vocabulary and lexical phrases that can be used again in the classroom while 


students are working on a task. Ranking exercises requires students to sort things or 


values according to a set of criteria or the students’ own opinions, while categorising 


tasks asks students to organise statements under different headings or to complete a 


chart or table from written or spoken information. Finally, classifying entails finding 


different ways of grouping items, events and so on in as many ways as possible. 


 


Comparing and contrasting 


Tasks of this nature involve comparing or contrasting items of a similar or different 


nature taken from various sources in order to identify common or different features. 


Possible processes here include: 


 


• matching and relating items to each other 


• finding similarities  


• finding differences. 


 


Matching games and activities fall under this task type – students can be asked to 


listen to a tape describing a scene and then to select the correct pictures based on the 


description. Students often enjoy comparing their own version of a story (or just the end 


of a story) to the original, while ‘spot-the-difference’ pictures or stories (written or 


spoken) also often prove very engaging. 


 


Problem solving 


Tasks of this type can be intellectually challenging as well as satisfying to solve. The 


process and the amount of time that needs to be devoted to problem solving will vary 


enormously according to the complexity. Tasks can include anything from puzzles to 


everyday experiences which require the students to explain their reasoning or describe 


a relevant personal experience, compare and contrast the various options that have 


been suggested, and then agree upon a possible solution. 


 


A wide range of tasks fit into the problem-solving category, from logic puzzles to real-


life problems, to full case-studies for professional people. Puzzles are useful for 


eliciting purposeful discussion between the students as they try to solve problems. One 


typical example is the puzzle of how a farmer can get a fox, a hen and bag of corn 
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safely across a river in a boat that will hold only the farmer and one other item at the 


same time. Real-life situations can cover anything from personal problems to 


hypothetical issues. 


 


Sharing personal experiences 


With this type of task, students are encouraged to talk freely about themselves and to 


share their experience of, for example, a topic that has already been agreed upon by 


the class as a whole. The goal of this type of task is not as clearly defined as in the 


previous task types. Possibilities here include re-telling anecdotes about people, places 


or incidents in the students’ lives, including such topics as accidents, favourite 


teachers, previous homes or embarrassing events. Personal reminiscences provide a 


good source of task ideas such as talking about festivals and celebrations, personal 


regrets and important life events. Other motivating ideas tend to focus on the students’ 


attitudes and opinions regarding certain issues, either trivial, like shopping preferences, 


or more contentious, like justice and prison. In this section, we could also add quizzes 


and questionnaires taken from books or magazines – these often generate a good deal 


of discussion and debate. 


 


Creative tasks 


Most people would equate this kind of task with project work and it naturally involves 


the learners in freer work that is not so obviously teacher led. This kind of task may 


also draw on some of the processes discussed in the task types above – for example, 


problem solving, ordering, listing and so on. If you think back to the project work you 


may have done at school or university you will get a good idea of what is expected of 


the students, for example, organisational skills and the ability to work within a team. 


The students can work in pairs or groups to decide on a particular situation, write a 


dialogue for the situation and then perform it in front of the others in the class – the 


situations could cover anything from buying a train ticket to carrying out a job interview, 


depending on the students’ level and interests. Visits to local institutions, places of 


interest or factories could be arranged; students might then carry out interviews with 


staff and visitors. The students might also aim to produce a leaflet or brochure of their 


own country for potential tourists. 
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The components of TBL 


Having looked at some of the task types, we will now move on to a brief overview of the 


fundamental components that make up the TBL framework. These are the pre-task, the 


task cycle and language focus. We will look at each of these components in turn. 


 


Pre-task 


At this stage, the teacher’s main roles are to introduce and explore the topic of the 


lesson and then to help the learners understand the theme and objectives of the task 


itself. To introduce the topic, the teacher might want to brainstorm ideas with the class, 


use pictures, charts or other graphics to stimulate ideas or even to relate a personal 


experience or anecdote to highlight the subject of the task cycle. The teacher may also 


want to draw the learners’ attention to some useful phrases or lexical items that would 


help them to complete the task. The most important point to note is that the teacher will 


not pre-teach any new grammatical structures at this stage since this would only serve 


to restrict the students’ language use. The grammatical structure that will form the 


basis of the third component of the framework should be allowed to develop from the 


students’ interaction during the task cycle.  


 


There are several steps that the teacher can take in order to help the students to 


prepare for the task. Perhaps the most crucial of these is allowing sufficient time for the 


students to understand what they need to do to complete the task and to think how 


they might carry out the task. The teacher could help here by playing a cassette of 


native speakers doing a similar task so that the students can hear the kind of language 


they could use, and also as an illustration of how to carry out the task. If the task is 


based around a text, then you might want to let the students read a small part of it just 


to have an idea of the main focus. 


 


As with all instruction-giving in the TESOL classroom, there are a few approaches that 


you can adopt according to the language level and motivation of the class. The first of 


these was given in the previous paragraph where the students are allowed to watch or 


listen to fluent English speakers carrying out a similar task – it is of course important 


that the solution to the task is not revealed at this stage. Another method is the teacher 


reading out the task instructions to the class and then checking comprehension by 


asking one or two students to repeat what they are expected to do. This offers good 


exposure to the language since the students have to listen carefully to make sure they 


know what is expected of them. If you would prefer to emphasise the reading skill then 
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the students could be asked to read the instructions for themselves. If there are 


sections that they do not understand, they can always ask the teacher for help. Finally, 


you might want to use work that has been done by previous students as an example of 


what is required from the task. Again, this would provide useful lexical input and would 


clearly demonstrate what the students should be aiming for. 


 


Task cycle 


The task cycle consists of three stages – the task, planning and the report.  


 


The task stage itself can be carried out by the students in groups or pairs. This allows 


them the space to use whatever language they already have at their disposal to try to 


complete the task that has been set. The motivation to communicate comes from the 


desire to achieve the goals of the task rather than from any teacher-induced 


encouragement for the students to use a particular grammatical form in, say, a 


simulated situation or role play. The teacher’s role at this stage is that of monitor, 


supporter and provider of language ideas. As a monitor, the teacher should be noting 


down any language items or persistent errors that arise during the students’ 


spontaneous efforts to carry out the task. The teacher also needs to encourage the 


students to use the language they have to communicate as effectively as possible in 


the target language. Language support should only be given when asked for by the 


students; the teacher should on no account intervene in the discussions to correct 


errors or to offer alternatives, unless specifically requested, as this would restrict and 


inhibit the natural flow of conversation that the teacher is trying to encourage. 


 


Before moving on to the planning stage of the task cycle, you might want to ask the 


students for a quick verbal report of what happened during the task and what the 


results were, if any.  


 


In the planning stage proper, the students are given time to think about and, if 


necessary, draft what they want to say or write. For a piece of written work, the teacher 


might want to encourage peer-editing and peer-correcting of the draft and also ensure 


that students are using dictionaries effectively. At this time, the students can ask the 


teacher for more specific help with language items and so the teacher’s main role shifts 


to that of language adviser and dictionary. Since the report stage of the task cycle is a 


public piece of work, the students will need to ensure that they aim for accuracy, clarity 


and organisation in whatever they produce. 
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In the report stage, the teacher asks one or two pairs to report to the class to give 


everyone the chance to compare their results and to comment or add other details. The 


teacher here acts as the chair, possibly rephrasing and commenting on the reports 


without giving any overt corrections. At this point, the teacher may play a recording or a 


video of native speakers carrying out the same task if this was not done at the pre-task 


stage. 


 


Language focus 


Throughout the task cycle, students have been asked to concentrate on expressing 


and comprehending meaning in trying to achieve the task outcome and in reporting 


back to the rest of the class. The main focus so far has been on providing exposure to 


a rich variety of language, encouraging students to use the language they already have 


at their disposal in completing the task and motivating the students by supplying 


interesting material. However, some instruction focusing on language forms may be 


effective in developing the students’ linguistic knowledge and can help to raise the 


students’ level of attainment. As we have already noted in previous modules of the 


course, this instruction is not always most effective when it is teacher-led. The 


tendency nowadays is to encourage the learners to notice the features of the language 


for themselves and to come up with their own rules and explanations. The teacher’s 


role here is to provide meaningful and contextualised examples of language to assist 


the students in this process.  


 


To this end, in the language focus section of the TBL framework, the teacher gives one 


or more specific language-focused tasks to the learners. Ideally, these should be based 


on the reading texts or the recordings the students have listened to or watched since 


we want to make reference to the grammar in context. You may need to provide a 


script of any recorded material. The activities that you provide for the students based 


on the materials they have already seen should aim to help them to build on the 


language forms that they already know, to make and test their own hypotheses about 


new language and to increase their bank of lexical items - that is, phrases and chunks 


of language, not just single isolated words.  


 


A sample lesson 


Let’s look at a model lesson to illustrate some of the points that have been made. The 


following is an outline lesson plan with associated materials that might be aimed at 


upper-intermediate to advanced level students. This would form the basis for a one-
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and-a-half hour lesson. Although this is too long for many schools, there are some that 


prefer to have longer lessons. The lesson could, in fact, be divided quite easily 


between two sessions. 


 


Aims: 


• to develop the students’ vocabulary in the area of crime and justice 


• to discuss opinions of three different criminal cases and to reach a decision on 


the punishment that should be applied in each case 


• to write a short essay detailing the arguments arising during the discussion. 


 


Predicted language: 


• phrases for presenting an argument and opinions, agreeing and disagreeing 


with people, interrupting 


• use of modal verbs to express opinions of varying strength – e.g. must, have to, 


should, ought to. 


  


Aids:  


• two vocabulary worksheets, one detailing some verbs connected to the UK 


criminal process, the other listing different types of crime 


The aim here is to acquaint students with some of the vocabulary that they will 


meet in the reading and task sections of the lesson. It also gives the students 


an opportunity to share their knowledge of words on the topic of crime and 


justice. At the end of the lesson, they will have a clear, useful record of some of 


the vocabulary connected with the topic. 


 


• a reading text examining the differences in jail terms handed out in various 


countries 


The students write down the information that they find in the text into a table to 


show the length of the sentences handed out by the countries mentioned for 


each of the three crimes. This will allow the students to see some of the new 


vocabulary and phrases used in a meaningful context, while stimulating interest 


in the topic area. It could also lead to a useful discussion about prison 


sentencing in the students’ own countries. 


 


• a recording of three native speakers discussing their ideas on a criminal case 


similar to those (but not the same) in the main task sheet 
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This should be played after the students have completed the task and made 


their reports back to the class. A tape script is also available for the students to 


examine; this will form the basis of the language analysis later in the lesson. 


 


The teacher would hand out, in turn, the two vocabulary exercises and accept feedback 


and questions from the students as necessary. The students then read the text 


individually, making notes in the table. A check could be made first in pairs and then as 


a class. The students will now be ready to deal with the main task and to prepare an 


oral report of their results. Written homework could be assigned based on their 


findings. One possible aim for the language analysis section could be to ask the 


students to focus on the language of agreement and disagreement that the native 


speakers used in their taped discussion. You could perhaps provide gapped sections of 


the tape script for the students to fill in. There may also be some useful lexical phrases 


that you might want the students to concentrate on. The precise details of this stage of 


the TBL cycle will depend on the taped discussion and the language that arose 


naturally from the students’ communication. 


 


Vocabulary exercise 1 


 


 


The following expressions are all connected with the criminal process in the UK. 


With a partner try to put them in the order in which they would normally happen. 


Some may happen at approximately the same time. Can you add any other expressions 


to the list? 


 give a verdict 


 charge someone (s-o) with a crime  


 defend/prosecute s-o 


 find s-o guilty/not guilty of a crime 


 commit a crime 


 send s-o to prison 


 acquit s-o of a crime 


 accuse s-o of a crime 


 arrest s-o 


 plead guilty to a crime 


 fine s-o for 


 sentence s-o to a punishment 
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Vocabulary exercise 2 


 


 


Which of the following crimes are against property and which are against people? 


Make two word webs at the bottom of the page. Add other words you know. 


murder 


shoplifting 


kidnapping 


manslaughter 


burglary  


mugging  


assault  


theft 


robbery  


arson  


blackmail  


drug-trafficking  


forgery  


rape  


hi-jacking 
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Reading text 
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Task Sheet 


 


Task 


 


In small groups consider the following crimes. Discuss each case and decide what 


punishment should be given in each case based on the severity of the crime and any 


mitigating circumstances. One member of the group should act as secretary noting 


down the final verdict and arguments that you have used to justify your decision.  


 


Case 1 – A man drove through a red light and killed two pedestrians. He was taking his 


pregnant wife to hospital at the time. The baby was eventually delivered while she was 


still in the car. 


 


Case 2 – A woman shot in the leg an unarmed man who had broken into her house with 


the obvious intent to burgle it. He spent 6 months recovering in hospital and still 


cannot walk properly. 


 


Case 3 – Two men have been accused of receiving antique items of gold jewellery that, 


unknown to them, have been taken from an ancient temple which is being excavated.  


 


 


 


A comparison of a PPP lesson plan and a TBE lesson plan 


The development of the TBL framework came about partly in response to some 


criticisms of the PPP approach. In the section that follows, we will compare a PPP 


lesson plan with a TBE lesson plan. Before we do this, try the tasks that follow. 


 


Task 8* 


 


Thinking back to PPP, can you outline what the teacher aims to achieve at 


each of the three stages in the lesson? 
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Task 9* 
 


Below is a PPP lesson plan followed by a TBL plan. In the light of the points 


made above relating to effective lesson planning, comment on the usefulness 


of the approaches proposed, the individual elements (e.g. clarity of the aims, 


range of teaching aids, the completeness of the target language) and any other 


features that you feel should be mentioned to the teacher. 


 
 


 


Example PPP Lesson Plan 


This lesson plan was prepared for a pre-intermediate level class of 12 students (ages 


22 – 37) from a mixture of different countries. 


 


The aim of the lesson was to present and practise the use of the Past Continuous 


tense. 


 


Step 1 


Ask them about holiday trips they have made in the past. Show the students 


photographs taken during holiday journeys. Ask them to discuss where they might have 


been taken. Ask them to think about where the travellers might be going.  


 


Step 2 


Give the students a portion from two letters from friends describing trips they have 


made during their holidays. 


 


 


The road was very bumpy and dusty and we had to go quite slowly. The 


woman was driving quickly and she was swerving from one side to the 


other in order to avoid the large holes. I asked her several times to slow 


down but she didn’t. I don’t think she was listening to me. We were 


starving hungry! Eventually, we arrived at Himo at about 6 o’clock but it 


was dark and we had no idea where to stay. 
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It was probably about 6.30 in the evening when we saw the mountain. In 


fact, we could see three mountains in the distance! They were in a row 


right in front of us, but about 65km away. They looked wonderful! 


Kilimanjaro was covered in snow and it was shining brightly in the light 


of the setting sun. Behind it was Kibo and behind that was Meru. Anna 


got out of the Land Rover and then climbed on top of it. She couldn’t stop 


laughing and she was jumping up and down with excitement! 


 


Ask them factual questions about the content. Check that they understand the new 


vocabulary. 


 


Step 3 


a) Ask the students to underline the verbs in the two letters.  


b) Write examples of the verbs on the board. 


c) Highlight the Present Continuous tenses. The writer has used this tense for a 


reason; what is the reason? 


 


Step 4 


Give out the matching table. Ask the students to complete it individually and then 


compare with their neighbour. 


 


1. John was smiling 


2. It was raining 


3. My back was aching 


4. The water in the house was rising 


5. While I was waiting at the bank 


6. As he was getting out of the bath 


so I climbed onto the roof. 


he slipped and fell down with a crash. 


because he had passed his exams. 


and I knew I had to stop work. 


so I went back and got an umbrella. 


a man with a gun burst in. 


 


Step 5 


Go through the answers with the students.  
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Step 6 


Draw a timeline on the board and show how the first sentence in the table fits in to it. 


Ask students to come to the board to demonstrate how the other sentences would fit on 


to the timeline.  


 


Step 7 


Give the students half sentences and ask them to work in pairs and complete them. Do 


the first one together and encourage them to use humour! 


1. As I was walking to work ……………. 


2. While I was cooking the evening meal ………… 


3. As he was leaning over the bridge ………… 


4. The telephone was ringing as I opened the door so ………… 


5. The woman was staring at me so I ………… 


6. The burglar alarm was ringing loudly and ………… 


 


Step 8 


Give the students the blank-filling passage and ask them to complete it individually. 


When they have finished, go through the answers with the class. 


 


Complete the following passage 


 


Last week, while I  ………………(come) home from a party, my car …………. (begin) 


to make loud noises. I was not happy about this. It ……………(be) very late and I 


…………………..(feel) tired after a long day at work. I …………. (stop) the car and 


………………….(get out). I ………………..(open) the bonnet of the car and 


…………………..(look) inside. Some steam ……………. (come) from the engine. I 


………………..(be) very unhappy because this was a new car. I 


…………………..(find) a bottle of water and filled the radiator. Then I 


………………….(sit) beside the car to wait for it to cool down. While I 


………………………. (sit) beside my car, it started to rain. I got back into my car. My 


head …………………… (ache). I ……………………..(sit) in the car when my phone 


rang. I ……………… (pick) it up. It was a friend of mine. She ………………….(plan) 


a holiday in Greece. She ………………….(want) me to go with her. I 


………………….(feel) tired and wet and unhappy so of course I said yes! 
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Step 9 


Ask them to start to plan a passage of about 150 - 250 words describing a journey that 


they have made in the past or an interesting event that happened to them. 


 
Example TBL Lesson Plan 


Class: intermediate-level students from several countries with ages ranging from 21 - 


32 


 


Aims of the lesson: 


• to listen to people talking about bad journeys by road, sea, rail or air 


• to talk about students’ own bad journeys  


• to examine some of the language that is used in this type of narrative 


• to compare planned and unplanned speech 


 


Teaching aids:  


• a short piece of listening with someone relating a short story about a dreadful 


journey (preferably one from a textbook CD as these are usually scripted and 


performed by actors) 


• the tapescript of the listening activity 


• two tape players 


• an extra room for the second group 


• a blank CD, memory stick or cassette for recording 


• some short notes of the teacher’s own story (if needed) 


 


Introduction 


1. Ask the students about their favourite means of transport and why they prefer it to 


other modes. Ask them about their least favourite means of transport and 


encourage short explanations from two or three of the students explaining why. 


 


2. Pin a word web on the board (or use PowerPoint) and elicit from the students 


useful, relevant words and phrases connected with transport (outline shown below). 


Add them to complete the word web. As necessary, add some of the potentially 


new/difficult words and/or phrases from the two stories you are going to present. 
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Pre-task 


3. Divide the students into two groups and tell them that Group 1 will go into another 


room and listen to a recording of someone telling a story about a bad journey, while 


Group 2 will stay and listen to a story that the teacher will relate – do not give any 


more information. The recording contains a story about a flight between Voronezh 


and Moscow in Russia which was very unpleasant, while the ‘live’ story is about a 


traffic accident in the rain between Ankara and Istanbul. In both cases, hand out a 


set of general questions that the students need to answer while they are listening; 


see worksheet below: 


 


While listening, answer the following questions: 
 


1. What mode of transport is mentioned in the story? 
2. Who is involved? 
3. Where does the story take place? 
4. What time of day is it? 
5. Why is the journey so bad? 
 


 


4. Group 1 moves to the spare room with a recorder and begins to listen and 


complete their worksheets. Group 2 listens to the teacher telling his/her story and 


completes the worksheet in the same way. The teacher records his/her story ‘live’ 


for possible later playback. 


 


transport 


road 


air 


sea 


  articulated lorry       


slippery 


ferry 


land 


sink 
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5. Students are paired off, one from each group. They tell each other the stories they 


have heard as best they can, trying to include as much information as possible. 


They try to find as many similarities and differences as they can. The teacher 


monitors the class and jots down any useful expressions or sentences that arise 


during the discussion. 


 
6. Check the answers to the worksheets and collect ideas about the similarities and 


differences in the stories. 


 


Task 


7. Tell the students that they are going to prepare and deliver a similar story about a 


bad or dangerous journey that they have made. Allow five minutes’ preparation and 


thinking time – go round and help individuals with any language problems they 


have. 


 


8. Put students into groups of 3 or 4 to tell each other their stories. The groups choose 


two of the stories to tell the rest of the class. The students listen to the stories and 


note down any interesting points that they hear. When the stories have all been 


delivered the students review the similarities and differences in the stories. Give 


feedback as necessary.  


 


Analysis of language 


9. Write up the example sentences from the students’ first conversations in Step 5 


(corrected as necessary) – some possibilities might be as follows below; it is likely 


that the Simple and Past Continuous tenses will have been used quite extensively, 


even if incorrectly! 


 


When he was landing in Voronezh, the plane came down so quickly that everyone’s 


ears hurt. 


 


He lost control of the car in the rain just as he was overtaking a lorry. 


 


When they set off first thing in the morning, the sun was shining and it was quite hot. 


 


They were expecting to get a full lunch, but the stewardess only brought round a bottle 


of water and cake each. 


 


Just as he was leaving the petrol station, it started to rain heavily. 
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10. Ask the students to note the Past Continuous tense that are used and then give 


them five or so sentences from their own stories that were incorrect with regard to 


the use of this tense, and ask them to correct them. 


 


11. Give the students a passage with gaps (with the verbs in brackets) and ask them to 


complete it. Go around checking on their work. 


 


12. For homework, ask the students to write a description of a very good journey that 


they have had, writing not less than 500 words. 


 
Both of these lesson plans are fine in their own way but with the TBL approach there is 


more emphasis on the students doing a task where the focus is on successful 


completion rather than on the language used. In other words, fluency and the message 


are more important than accuracy. However, the task has required them to use 


language which they may not be very familiar with. For example, in this particular case, 


they will find that they want to be able to describe an on-going action in the past. The 


growing awareness in them that they need a particular tense (Past Continuous in this 


case) is key to the TBL approach. The teacher then provides them with one or more 


practice activities in this tense and the students have a clear reason for learning how to 


use it. 


 


PPP and TBE compared 


Although we have suggested previously that you use the PPP model of lesson 


planning, at least during your first attempts at teaching English, it’s worth noting that 


some trainers and teachers have suggested that there are disadvantages to this 


approach. 


 


Task 10 


 


Can you suggest in what ways proponents of TBL might criticise the PPP 


model of lesson planning? What arguments do you think they might give in 


support of the TBL approach?  


 
 


In the following paragraphs we look at some criticisms of the PPP model and the 


benefits of TBL that have been suggested by its proponents.  
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1. With a PPP lesson, you may find that students are able to carry out the free 


production stage of the lesson without even using the target language that you have 


carefully introduced and practised in the earlier stages of the lesson. One reason for 


this may be that they are not yet at a stage where they have absorbed the new target 


structure into their developing understanding of the language. Another explanation is 


that the students may find that they do not need the target language to carry out the 


free production activity that you have set. 


 


2. You may also find that the students tend to overuse the target structure after a PPP 


lesson which could lead to a rather stilted form of the language, or even errors. For 


example, you may find that after you have introduced the Present Simple Passive (e.g. 


is made, am told, are produced etc) that the students start to use this new structure in 


cases where it is not necessary.  


A: What kinds of food do you eat at home? 


B: Rice, potatoes, meat and fish are eaten in my home. (More normally we 


would say We eat rice, potatoes, meat and fish at home.) 


 


Or, following the introduction of can to talk about ability, a possible conversation might 


be: 


A: Can you sing? 


B: Yes, I can sing and I can play the piano and I can read music. (More 


normally we would say Yes, I can sing, play the piano and read music.) 


 


3. Our expectation as teachers is that the students should be ready to absorb the new 


structure since it forms part of a syllabus which has been analysed and ordered to a 


perceived hierarchy of difficulty. However, this hierarchy of difficulty is not always the 


order in which our students learn the language. The result is that at the free production 


stage many students are still struggling to cope with the new target language and are, 


consequently, concentrating on the form of the structure rather than using it to 


communicate and to express meaning. 


 


4. Even in those cases where the students successfully use the target form in the free 


production stage, we can never be 100% sure that they have mastered it. After all, 


learning a new piece of language takes time and opportunities for practice outside the 


classroom. So, while the students seem to be able to use the language that you have 
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presented and practised in the classroom, you may find that in a real-life situation the 


form is either used incorrectly or not at all.  


 


5. Finally, the free production stage of a PPP lesson can hardly be called free in the 


strict sense since we are expecting our students to produce language that has been 


isolated and taught in advance. 


 


The view of learning that is taking place in the PPP approach is fundamentally 


behaviourist; that is, repetition and practice will help the students to achieve both 


accuracy and fluency. Also, the style of learning that is expected of the students 


involves the notion that we all acquire a foreign language by adding in discrete stages 


another new form or function to our present repertoire. However, research into second 


language learning has suggested that both of these behaviourist ideas can be 


questioned. The research suggests that it is almost impossible to predict what 


language items our students are going to learn and the order in which they are likely to 


learn them. It also suggests that language learners will learn a new piece of language 


only when their linguistic system is ready to acquire it and, although instruction does 


help this process, it is more likely that a rich and varied exposure to the language will 


be the best aid to acquisition.   


 


At first sight, it may seem that the Task-Based Learning cycle is simply reversing the 


order of the stages that are already present in the PPP approach. However, in fact, 


TBL differs in several ways. 


 


1. There is a greater emphasis on successful completion of a task than on the use of 


specific language. There are more opportunities for free language use throughout the 


TBL cycle. In the task, immediately following the introduction to the topic, students 


choose whatever language they want to use. In the planning stage, the students are 


also free to use any language they see fit to carry out the task. Moreover, the following 


report stage also allows the students to use whatever language they want to. Later on 


in the cycle, the learners are given the chance to review the language forms they could 


use and then to repeat the same, or a similar task. This provides them with an 


opportunity to use different language to carry out the task.  


 


2. The use of a task tries to provide the students with a genuine need to communicate 


and to express themselves rather than having to rely on a context/situation that has 
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been somewhat artificially supplied by the teacher. In addition, the task tries to provide 


genuine outcomes (as far as possible) through the planning and reporting stages of the 


lesson as opposed to the PPP approach where the students are asked to imagine a 


situation where they might need to use the language.  


 


Having held up PPP to scrutiny and pinpointed several questions about it, we should 


note that TBL also has several potential weaknesses.  


 


1. The first of these is that encouraging the students to switch to this kind of approach 


is not always a straightforward job. Often, we are asking our students to carry out tasks 


that they may feel they are not linguistically equipped to do.  


 


2. They may also feel that by withholding a good deal of the language that might be 


needed for the task, the teacher is being deliberately obstructive and it would be 


preferable if the students were linguistically better prepared to meet the challenges of 


the task. You may meet this problem more frequently with lower level students in 


particular as they do not have a lot of linguistic knowledge to draw on. You may also 


encounter those students who have a more analytical and serialist approach to learning 


who may not be very happy with this methodology. In such cases, you will need to vary 


your handling of lessons to take account of different learning styles. 


 


3. Perhaps more disconcerting is the lack of control that the teacher has over the 


grammatical forms and functions which are likely to crop up during the lesson. So, 


without a solid background knowledge of the grammar of English it is easy to see how 


the new teacher might feel exposed in the lesson if there are questions from students 


later on. (Why can’t I say …….?) This problem can really only be overcome with time 


and experience and so it might be best for the new teacher to stick to a rather more 


controlled PPP lesson format before embarking on a looser approach to lesson 


planning. However, don’t be discouraged from trying out the TBL framework if you feel 


confident enough to predict the language that may possibly occur in a particular task. 
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Task 11* 


 


Can you see any ways that a teacher might have to adjust modern teaching 


methodologies like the Communicative Approach and Task-Based Learning to 


fit in with cultures that put more emphasis on formal teaching methods? 


 
 


 


Task 12* 


 


Prepare the main steps of a PPP lesson plan to introduce the conditional 


construction if + Present Simple + Present Simple in sentences like If I don’t eat 


breakfast, I always feel hungry. Do not go into detail with your plan but think 


through and clearly outline the main steps you will require. 
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Feedback on the tasks 


 


 


Task 2 


Teacher 1 - "I'm hoping for an enjoyable lesson today. The students will be talking 


about music and their favourite pop singers. That should really interest them." This 


teacher has a plan but does not appear to have a clear overall aim in his mind. Fluency 


practice is important but it needs to be tied in neatly with the accuracy work. 


Discussions can be interesting and valuable, but they need to be a part of an overall 


plan. It doesn't sound as if this is the case with this teacher. 


 


Teacher 2 - "The students need a lot of writing practice so I'm going to try to get them 


to write about themselves."  Writing practice should be integrated with the other 


language skills so that the skills are self-reinforcing. In this case there is the danger 


that the students will be writing in isolation from the other skills. 


 


Teacher 3 - “I want my students to be able to arrange a meeting for a date in the 


future."  In this case the teacher has a very precise aim for her lesson. Where the aim 


is clearly stated, it is easier to devise activities that will provide the students with the 


necessary practice. A blending of the language skills will also help to fix the target 


language in the students' minds. 


 


Task 3 


There are many possible approaches, but here is one suggestion: 


• write the word 'holidays' in the centre of the board; ask students to suggest words 


that they associate with this word and arrange them around this central word (word 


web) 


• ask them which words in the web refer to something that is very important in a good 


holiday (e.g. good weather) 


• ask the students what sort of holidays they like; ask them where they have been on 


holiday; which was their favourite holiday? 


• ask them to tell you the popular holiday destinations in their country; why are they 


popular? 


• give them a handout showing adverts from five holiday destinations; ask them to 


work in pairs and list down what they like and what they are not sure about/don't 


like about the five places 
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• feedback on the pair work 


• ask them to work in pairs and prepare one advertisement for a particular 


destination that they know, or a particular type of holiday they would like to have 


(e.g. walking, diving etc.); this can be completed for homework 


 


Task 4 


There are different ways in which the interaction/class organisation might be structured. 


In many ways the teacher's decision will depend upon the outcomes that she is 


seeking. 


 


1. Answering comprehension questions following a reading passage. 


This is often an activity that is done individually after the passage has been exploited in 


a variety of different ways. However, many teachers also find it very effective to ask the 


students to work in pairs, especially where multiple-choice questions are involved. If 


the questions are thought provoking rather than purely mechanical, pair work is 


particularly effective. 


 


2. Placing words/sentences in order. 


This is an activity that is ideal for pairs, although it can also be very effective with small 


groups. With pairs, interaction should be encouraged between the two students. Some 


teachers use a silent approach with small groups. The group sits in a circle and the 


words/sentences are scattered on the floor/table between them. The students then 


have to make changes without saying anything. Each student is allowed to make one 


change at a time. It can be quite a demanding task and really forces the students to 


think about the logical/grammatical ordering of the items. 


 


3. Answering multiple-choice questions. 


Teachers sometimes ask students to complete this work individually but more 


frequently they encourage them to work in pairs and discuss the various options. When 


they have finished, it is advisable to have a whole class discussion on their choices.  


 


4. Preparing a dialogue. 


This can best be done in pairs or small groups. Where there are only two speakers, 


pair work is ideal because then the students can read out their own dialogue. 
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5. Writing a composition. 


This is traditionally an individual activity but there is no reason why it should be. More 


recently, teachers have been encouraging students to work in pairs to produce a piece 


of writing. This enables them to consider different ideas as well as having the 


opportunity to correct each other's work. 


 


6. Comparing pictures. 


This is most effectively done in pairs; the students have slightly different pictures and 


they have to find out in what way they are different without looking at each other's 


pictures. This is excellent speaking practice and always an effective and enjoyable 


activity. 


 


7. Completing a blank-filling passage. 


This can be done individually of course, but pair work or small group work is generally 


more effective. Whichever approach is adopted, the students need to work as a class 


at the end to compare their choices. 


 


8. Predicting what a passage will be about from the headline. 


This work is best done individually at first, after which students can get together in pairs 


or small groups to compare their suggestions. 


 


Task 5 


1. Who would like to explain to the class how the Present Perfect Continuous is used? 


(sounds too technical; may be linguistically too demanding; too much like a test 


question) 


2. Sit together in small groups and talk about when you were young. (too vague; 


unfocused) 


3. What do you know about families? (too vague; unfocused) 


4. Which of these sentences is describing the future and which one is describing the 


present? (clear question; well focused) 


5. Who can point to the subordinating clause and the relative pronoun? (too technical; 


too grammatical; focused on form not meaning) 


 


Task 6 


Criteria for evaluating a lesson: the list below is not exhaustive but it does cover a large 


number of significant issues that teachers will want to think about when evaluating their 


lessons. To what extent - 
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• was the lesson well planned? 


• was the lesson well timed? 


• did the students enjoy the lesson? 


• did the students learn what they were supposed to learn in the lesson? 


• were the students active throughout the lesson? 


• did all the students participate actively? Were some uninvolved? 


• were the four language skills being practised during the lesson? 


• were the students using English communicatively/creatively? 


• was the class organisation appropriate at different points in the lesson? 


(groups, pairs etc.) 


• were the handouts well designed? 


• were the teaching aids well used? 


• was the lesson too controlled by the teacher? 


• was there space for the students to take a lead? 


• was there enough material? Was there too little? 


• did the students use English throughout the lesson? 


 


Task 7 


Plan 1: a) Give the students a language rule.  b) Ask them to learn it by heart. c) Ask 


individuals to repeat the rule.  d) Give the students individual sentences that require the 


language rule to be applied.         


Order:  CCCR 


 


Plan 2: a) Tell the students to draw their family tree and then work in pairs to ask each 


other questions about their families.  b) Tell them to make a tape recording describing 


their partner’s family.  c) Ask them to write a comparison of their own family and their 


partner’s family.      


Order: AAA 


 


Plan 3: a) Introduce new language using a picture. b) Give out a dialogue for the 


students to practise in pairs.  c) Hand out a blank-filling activity. d) Hand out a picture 


for students to work with in pairs to prepare a dialogue of their own.  e) Give out 


magazines and ask students to find appropriate pictures and then develop their own 


situations and dialogues.   


Order: CRRRA 
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Task 8 


Presentation stage 


The teacher introduces the new target structure (e.g. using will to talk about 


predictions) in a context or situation that is intended to make the meaning clear. The 


presentation might use a short dialogue either on CD or in written form, or it could 


involve a song or a poem or a puppet. 


 


Practice stage 


The teacher provides two or more activities which will provide meaningful practice for 


the students. This is a very good time for pair work with the students using the target 


language in a practice activity that might include, for example, a dialogue, role play, 


descriptions, charts, tables or drawings. This gives the teacher the chance to walk 


around the class listening out for, and correcting any errors in pronunciation or form. 


 


Production Stage 


In a situation the students are then given the opportunity to use the new target form 


that they have just learned together with any other language they may have learned to 


date. Activities here could include role plays, simulations, sketches or other 


communicative activities. 


 


Task 9 


Example PPP lesson 


Step 1 There is an attempt to engage the students’ attention in the lesson using 


photographs.  


 


Step 2: There is no clear reason for the students to read the texts apart from the fact 


that they are going to be asked factual questions.  


 


Step 3: The language analysis section is not that typical for a PPP type lesson since it 


requires the students to participate in isolating the language to be learned. More often 


this would be a teacher ‘chalk and talk’ session where examples of the target language 


would be written to the board for examination. The approach used here will probably 


generate more student interest and help to activate latent knowledge about the 


language. 


 


Step 4: Some students find that practising using the target language in a controlled way 


is helpful when getting to grips with new language. A good range of exercises is 
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provided that require the learners to connect the main language features that were 


presented earlier. However, some students may find this too mechanical. 


 


Step 5: Time lines can be very helpful when dealing with certain tenses, particularly the 


Past Perfect. It’s important that the students themselves are given the opportunity to 


work with sentences and place them on time lines. This is another opportunity for a pair 


work activity.  


 


Step 6: Again, this is a good opportunity for pair work. The task is guided so that the 


students know precisely what they have to do. Asking the students to write freely would 


probably result in too many errors so this is a good compromise. 


 


Step 7: This is also a guided activity so that the students remain focused on the target 


language. It may not be an enthralling task, but it can help to provide practice. 


 


Step 8: This is the first time that they get the opportunity to use the language freely. 


Again, it may not be a thrilling task but at least it allows the students to build on what 


they have done in the lesson. 


 


The main weakness in this lesson is that the students are not given any opportunity to 


try out the new language for themselves in a communicative activity. The lesson moves 


from the practice section to a written consolidation exercise without asking the class to 


use the language more freely. It’s a very structured lesson with little freedom of 


movement by the students. However, it’s the sort of plan that you may want to prepare 


at the earlier stages of your teaching career when you may feel the need to control the 


classroom language quite carefully.  


 


One possible criticism is that the plan omits any overt pronunciation practice either for 


individual words or phrases or longer stretches that include the target language. 


Practice of the pronunciation of the Past Continuous is often useful if only because it 


gives the teacher the chance to reinforce the weak forms of the auxiliary verbs was and 


were. 
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Example TBL Lesson plan 


Step 1: This is an engaging lead-in section which is likely to stimulate the students’ 


interest especially as they are asked to contribute to the lesson itself by offering their 


own ideas. The topic itself is also going to grab the students’ attention since most of us 


have had a bad experience of one sort or another while travelling and like to talk about 


it. It may, however, be a little too long in its execution and will therefore eat into the 


time that you would want to allocate to student production. 


 


Step 2: Building up useful vocabulary on the board is often appreciated by the students 


since they can see the words and phrases they are expected to use. However, this can 


be a distraction because the students may be trying to note down what is on the board 


and so lose their concentration and focus. You need to reassure the students that you 


will leave the word web for them to copy later. 


 


Step 3 and 4: The notion of a type of jigsaw listening activity (see Unit 6) can be very 


motivating for students since there is always an element of the unexpected and 


anticipation will be high. It also creates a real information gap that can be exploited 


later in the lesson. The disadvantage here is that you need access to facilities that are 


not always available in every school – there may be only one cassette player per class 


with no spares and rooms may be at a premium. 


 


Step 5 and 6: The retelling of stories is a realistic activity that we all do every day when 


we want to convey information to friends about something that we have heard or read. 


The use of notes is, of course, not quite so realistic but, it could be argued, necessary 


for students at this level. Students should be using the language that appeared in both 


the taped and ‘live’ stories without too much thought being given to it since they will be 


more intent on conveying the main points of the tales themselves. This gives the 


teacher a good opportunity to listen in for mistakes and gaps in knowledge. 


 


Step 7 and 8: Preparing and delivering their own story to their group will build on the 


previous steps well. It should not be too intimidating as they will be working in small 


groups. 


 


Steps 9, 10, 11 and 12: Some students may possibly find the language analysis section 


comes rather late in the lesson and is not accompanied by sufficient practice. However, 


TBL can work well if the teacher makes sure that there is adequate practice in the 


target language in the last quarter/third of the lesson.  
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Task 11 


Any methodology that teachers choose to use in the classroom should take account of 


the local traditions in education in the country/area in which they are teaching. For 


example, it may be very difficult for those students who are used to a teacher-centred 


approach to suddenly be asked to take on more responsibility for their learning. To 


respond to this, the teacher should try to find ways of introducing a more 


communicative approach to language practice in the classroom while also providing the 


more traditional approaches that the students and their parents are used to. The 


teacher could use problem-solving type activities to generate meaningful interaction 


between the students. Similarly, maps, timetables and other stimuli could be used to 


encourage real communication not just repetitive practice. When the students put 


forward ideas for solutions to these problems they are using language in a 


communicative way since they are engaged in putting across meaning for a particular 


purpose. It is also important for the teacher to keep a focus on why the students are 


learning English. If the students’ main concern is to pass an examination then it is the 


teacher’s duty to see that they are given every chance of passing it rather than trying to 


impose what she sees as the ‘right’ methodology for teaching English. 


 


Task 12 


There are many ways in which this can be done. Here are some points to remember: 


1. This construction refers to events that always happen (If I cry, my eyes get red.). 


2. Stick to sentences starting with if. Don’t make things complicated at this stage by 


changing the order of the sentences e.g. My eyes get red if I cry. 


3. Don’t spend too much time on the form but focus on the meaning. 


4. Encourage pair work if possible. 


5. Remember that a writing activity towards the end of the lesson helps to reinforce 


what was done earlier. 


 


Here is just one example showing the main steps of a lesson: 


 


Step 1: Place some pictures on the wall; for example, a picture of a cake, a beautiful 


car, a lovely flower, a beautiful view etc. Point at one and ask the students if they like it, 


why and so on. Encourage discussion.  


 


Step 2: Say to the students, If I see a delicious cake, I always feel hungry. Pick out 


another picture: If I see a fast car, I always want to drive it. Point to other pictures and 
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elicit sentences from the students. Help them, as necessary, to get the right 


construction. 


 


Step 3: Write one sentence on the board e.g. If I see a lovely flower, I always want to 


smell it. Underline if, see and want. Ask the students what this sentence is telling us i.e. 


that when one particular thing happens, I always want to do another. Ask the students 


what tenses are used in this sentence. 


 


Step 4: Tell the students to work in pairs and to link A and B in any way they can. 


   A     B 


If it’s cold and wet, 


If I feel hungry, 


If my bicycle is dirty,  


If I feel thirsty, 


If the sun is shining and it’s hot, 


If my daughter is crying, 


If it’s snowing heavily, 


If it’s cold in the morning, 


I always want to give her a hug. 


I always want to clean it. 


I always want to drink some water. 


I never want to go outside. 


I always want to eat some food. 


I never want to get up. 


I always want to go for a swim. 


I always want to take photos. 


 


Step 5: Report back on Step 4. 


 


Step 6: Give the students these half sentences; ask them to work individually and to 


complete them in any way they can. Tell them to use always or never in their 


sentences.  


1. If I watch a sad film … 


2. If my neighbour starts to play his trumpet at midnight, … 


3. If John carries home all his weekly shopping, … 


4. If I boil rice for too long, … 


5. If Marie wants to look beautiful, … 


6. If I drink three glasses of wine, … 


7. If we want a snack, … 


8. If a bee wants some pollen, … 


 


Step 7: Feedback on the activity. 


 


Step 8: Give the students a map of a town centre. Tell them where they are standing. 


Tell them to work in pairs and give each other directions, like this: 
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Student A: Excuse me. Can you help me? I want to go to the market place. 


Student B: Ah, if you want to go to the market place, go along this road and then turn 


right at the crossroads. 


Tell them to take turns to ask and answer. 


(Note: this step can only be included if they have already done work on giving 


directions. This is not an easy skill in another language.) 


 


Step 9. Give the students various cards with pictures on them. Put them in groups of 


four. There are two pairs. Each student has to take it in turn to pick a card (or two 


cards) and make a sentence starting with if and including never or always. For 


example, a student picks a card showing a picture of a computer and says. If my 


computer stops working, I always get very unhappy. The other pair decides whether 


the sentence is correct (in grammatical terms) or not. If it is, that pair wins a point. If 


one pair thinks that a sentence is not correct grammatically, they must say why. If 


necessary they can call on the teacher to adjudicate.  
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UNIT TEN 
 


 


Teaching Vocabulary 


 


 


Introduction 


 


In this unit we will consider different approaches to teaching vocabulary. In the past, 


traditional approaches might have concentrated on providing the learner with long lists 


of words to be memorised. There is still an important place in language learning for 


memorisation, but the focus of the language teacher today is more on meaning and the 


appropriate use of language, even at the very early stages.  


 


Vocabulary can be viewed as the foundation of communication. Without a basic 


vocabulary we can do little even if we have an understanding of word order and word 


formation in the new language. We can survive in a foreign country even if we know 


nothing about the grammatical system of the language if we have a useful collection of 


individual words - food, drink, restaurant, hotel, bank, bus stop, train, toilet all spring to 


mind as useful words that can be offered with raised eye brows and a smile, in the 


hope of establishing a basic level of communication. We wouldn't get far with I want to 


go to the … or Please can you tell me the way to … if we didn't have the necessary 


vocabulary items to complete our sentences.  


 


There is strong evidence to indicate that a broad knowledge of vocabulary actively 


stimulates the acquisition of a wider range of grammatical structures. The confidence 


that the learners feel in knowing a range of vocabulary items feeds their confidence so 


that they acquire new structures more quickly. Knowledge of vocabulary and grammar 


reınforce each other very strongly and learners are able to push forward the 


boundarıes of theır knowledge far more quıckly where acquisition in both areas is 


actively encouraged. This unit will start by considering words before moving on to look 


at teaching and learning approaches. 
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Focus on vocabulary 


 


What is a word? 


As competent readers, we can distinguish words in a sentence without difficulty. They 


each have a space that separates them from the words around them, and they often 


have a very specific meaning that we can put into other words. Sometimes we have 


difficulty explaining (to ourselves/to a friend) what a word means and we sometimes 


end up in frustration saying I know what it means, but I just can't explain it! For 


example, how would you tell a student what the word yet means?  


 


However, as soon as we start to define what we mean by a word, this stable picture 


starts to unravel to some degree. We all know of words that look identical but have 


different meanings. Homographs are words that have the same spelling and might be 


pronounced the same or differently, but which have different meanings. (e.g. the bow of 


a ship, and a bow and arrow)  A homophone is a word that is pronounced the same as 


another word, but which has a different meaning or a different spelling. (e.g. so and 


sew). Look through your dictionary and see how many different meanings you can find 


for the word case. 


 


Task 1 * 


 


How many different meanings can you think of for the word 'class'? When you 


have a made a list, check in a dictionary. 


 


 


If you read that someone is a used-car salesman, is this one word or two? Sometimes 


we will place hyphens while in other cases we won't. For example, we will talk about a 


cost-effective method, with a hyphenated word in front of the noun. Is cost-effective a 


single word? If we take the noun away, we will describe a system as being cost 


effective and we would certainly define these as two separate words. This use of 


hyphenated words in front of nouns commonly confuses even native speakers so it 


would not be surprising if students were unsure as well. Look at the following examples 


of words, or are they combinations of words? 
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• house-husband 


• eyeball 


• hyperinflation 


• henpecked 


• ginormous (a combination of gigantic and enormous) 


• sitcom 


• sin-bin 


• dilly-dally 


• so-so 


• once-in-a-lifetime 


• never-to-be-forgotten 


• high-handed (a high-handed action) 


• fair skinned (a fair-skinned family) 


 


As teachers we may want to defer the question of whether these are individual words 


or not and instead concentrate on whether or not they act as individual units of 


meaning. If they do, then our best approach would be to teach them as such and 


regard them as a word, and only explore what we mean by word with an advanced 


group, as the need arises. 


 


We also have the difficulty of meaning. A language is never static; it changes 


constantly. It is easy to think about the many words that have entered the language 


over the last twenty years, or are pre-existing words that have become much more 


widely used: modem, mobile, catalytic, hard disk, format, laminate and so on. You will 


have noticed that the vast majority of the new words are scientific or to do with the 


media and this reflects the world we live in today. One non-technical word that has 


dramatically changed its meaning is the word gay. Conversely, there are words that are 


dropping out of the language as life styles change. How many people today can clearly 


distinguish between lounge, drawing room, living room and sitting room?   


 


As soon as we enter the realms of a new language as a learner, we enter a new 


culture. Some of the difficulties we experience as learners derive from differences in 


the culture and lifestyle of the people. The Eskimos have dozens of words to describe 


snow, while many Arab groups have hundreds of words to describe different types of 


sand conditions and words that relate to their camels. Cattle-herding peoples in Africa 


have a wide vocabulary of words relating to their cattle; learning their language is 
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learning to understand their culture too. Although most European students learning 


English will experience fewer difficulties in this regard, many learners of English from 


other cultures will nevertheless have to make a step into a new world if they are to 


learn the language successfully. As teachers, we should be conscious of these 


difficulties. 


 


Selecting the vocabulary 


In most cases we will be helped in the selection of new vocabulary items by the course 


book that we use. However, to some degree the selection of the vocabulary that we will 


teach will also rest with us as teachers. On what basis are we going to make a choice? 


One very important factor in the selection of vocabulary is the frequency of the word. 


There would be little point in teaching words to the students if they were rarely likely to 


need them or use them. The frequency of an item is particularly important at the earlier 


stages of learning, but it continues to be a factor throughout the learning process.  


 


The issue of frequency first began to be seen as an issue in the early 1950s when 


Michael West produced a frequency word count based on a wide selection of reading 


materials. Subsequent frequency studies have developed this approach more fully and 


have included spoken language, and today many of the course books refer to word 


counts in order to introduce new vocabulary in a structured way. The availability of 


computers has added a new dimension to this work; one of the most recent 


approaches to frequency counts has been the influential Collins/University of 


Birmingham Cobuild project that has been used by publishers in the preparation of 


dictionaries and course books. 


 


However, in many cases the actual vocabulary that you introduce in your teaching will 


depend upon the needs and the ages of your students. A group of Japanese business 


people will have very different needs from a group of young students, while a class of 


nurses may require very specialised vocabulary.  


 


Productive and receptive vocabulary 


Your students will have particular lexical needs, but this does not necessarily mean that 


they will use each lexical item in the same way. If you look through an English 


dictionary, you will find many words that you recognise but do not frequently use. Your 


everyday use of language may be restricted to a few thousand words plus a smaller 


specialised vocabulary restricted to your work or environment. When did you last use 
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the words boffin, desolate, intravenous, madam, occult, recess, snuffle but you will 


recognise each of them and know the meaning too. These words are more likely to 


reside in your receptive vocabulary while your productive vocabulary is likely to 


contain those words that you more commonly use. This overlaps to some degree with 


the points made above about frequency; however, while frequency counts are based 


on counting many millions of words and have general validity, the issue of 


receptive/productive vocabulary has more individual relevance. A particular word for 


one person can have special importance and be regularly used. Another person may 


not use it at all. Words can also drop out of one's productive vocabulary; a word may 


be commonly used for a period of time, but perhaps only for a short period of time. A 


word can be particularly useful at one stage in life, but disappear completely at another. 


How many young people talk about arthritis! 


 


As teachers, we need to ensure that the words our students need for their productive 


vocabulary are regularly practised using all of the language skills. As their needs 


change, so will their productive vocabulary, and hence their receptive vocabulary will 


gradually be enlarged. We are likely to avoid spending time on new words that appear 


in a reading passage but which are not significant in the understanding of that passage. 


We cannot teach every new word in a passage, and if a word is of little importance in 


the overall understanding of the text, we can safely leave it until a later date. 


 


Idiom, metaphor and similes 


Our students, unless they are elementary, will also need to know about the unusual 


ways in which language can be used; where, for example, we use well known words in 


an unusual context. Idioms are one such example. The meaning of an idiom cannot be 


worked out from the individual words so it presents a special kind of difficulty for the 


learner. The item has to be learnt as a whole and the meaning has to be taught with it. 


Idioms like those below generally cannot be worked out logically by the students. 


 


• to kick the bucket 


• to let the cat out of the bag 


• to face the music 


• to pull the wool over someone's eyes 


• to lead someone up the garden path 


• to bite the dust 


• to put the cat amongst the pigeons 
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Students always enjoy comparing the idioms that are used in different languages, and 


indeed there are often interesting similarities and amusing differences. This element of 


enjoyment makes idioms much easier to teach of course and they are far more 


memorable for the students. 


 


Metaphors and similes express an idea by relating two completely separate concepts. 


They are unlike idioms in that the expressions used are specifically designed to enable 


the listener/reader to understand the meaning clearly and very often the learners can 


guess the meaning. So, for example: 


 


• the city is like a jungle (simile) 


• my love is like a red, red rose (simile) 


• a stony silence 


• a volcanic temper 


• a babbling brook 


• the apple of my eye 


• a broken heart 


 


The difficulty for learners here is less in understanding these expressions, as using the 


correct wording. It would sound very comical to pull the cotton over someone's eyes or 


to put a dog amongst the pigeons and this inability to use other words in these 


expressions is a reflection of the collocations that exist in all languages, where words 


seem to naturally go together. In English, for instance, we can talk about a heavy 


shower, but a not a weighty shower or a large shower. We can describe someone as 


level headed but not flat headed; we can describe minutes as speeding past or 


creeping past but not walking past or striding past.  


 


Word formation 


This refers to the way in which the words are put together, particularly longer words 


that are built up from shorter words. Many words consist simply of a base form that 


never changes, but while all words must have a base form, many of them will also have 


either a prefix (something at the beginning of the word) or a suffix (something at the 


end of the word) to produce a longer and more complex form. This is called affixation. 


Some of the most frequently used prefixes include: 
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• un- (unlikely, unloved, unforgiving) 


• out- (outsmart, outdo, outlaw) 


• il- (illogical, illegal, illegitimate) 


• dis- (disagree, disappear, disapprove) 


• anti- (antifreeze, antidote) 


 


Some of the most frequently used suffixes include: 


 


• -able (washable, drinkable, eatable) 


• -ion / -tion (action, direction, exhibition) 


• -ly (slowly, hastily, ghostly) 


• -ic (historic, volcanic, alcoholic) 


• -ed (cooked, evaporated, painted) 


 


There are many other prefixes and suffixes and it is important to be aware of them and 


to point out any patterns to your students. The fact that some suffixes are used to form 


different parts of speech should be very helpful for them. For example -ly words are 


generally adverbs (carefully, easily, happily); -able words are often adjectives 


(enjoyable, eatable, achievable); -ness words and -tion words are often nouns 


(happiness, sadness, rudeness, relation, explanation, formulation). 


 


Task 2 *  


 


Look at the following list of words and disentangle the prefixes, base words 


and suffixes. 


overcook          safely          unconsciously          management 


misunderstanding          predestination           replacing          evocative 


invulnerable           anti-establishment           demilitarisation 


 


 


Words in context 


It is very important that you present new words in a context. We will be looking shortly 


at a variety of ways of presenting new words, but the most important point is that they 


should always be presented in a clear, and preferably memorable, context. This will do 


three things: 
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1. it will enable the students to make a guess for themselves about the 


meaning of the word 


2. it will make it easier for you to explain the meaning, if this is necessary 


3. it will make it easier for the students to remember the meaning. 


 


The most important point here is the first one, because the involvement of the students 


in their own learning is an essential factor in any successful course of study. A student 


who is actively striving to decipher the meaning of a word will almost always remember 


more successfully than someone who is told the meaning. There are times when you 


will want to pre-teach a vocabulary item, perhaps before reading a comprehension 


passage or listening to a taped dialogue. In such circumstances it is important to try to 


link the explanation with the context of the passage/dialogue that the students will be 


listening to, or to something very similar.  


 


How many words should you teach at one time? How much time should your 


explanations take for each word? These are difficult questions to answer because it 


depends on the lesson, the context and the students. However, you should try to avoid 


explaining more than five words at any one time, and this would normally only be done 


when you are dealing with a comprehension passage (reading or listening) and you 


need to teach certain key words. It is likely that a few other words might come up 


during the same lesson, but you should always seek first of all to get the students to 


explain these themselves rather than always offering your own explanations. A plethora 


of new words is likely to result in very little being remembered at all. 


 


Your explanation can take anything from ten seconds to an absolute maximum of one 


minute, but it should be as brief, as succinct and as meaningful as possible. You 


should not spend excessive amounts of time on explaining new words because this will 


be time lost that could be spent on other more productive activities. If you spend two 


minutes explaining five words that is ten minutes of your lesson gone already; you 


simply can't afford that amount of time. 


 


In addition, remember what we said in earlier notes; try to avoid the teacher's mantra 


Do you understand? If you wish to check their understanding, ask them concept 


questions that will require a simple factual answer. It is probably best to avoid asking 


the students to use the new item themselves straightaway in a sentence. It may well be 
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too early and they will simply make mistakes and get themselves confused. Save that 


activity for a later stage.  


 
Using dictionaries and keeping a vocabulary record 


Many of your younger students will need to be trained to use a dictionary effectively, 


and many elementary/pre-intermediate students will need practice in using a dictionary 


efficiently. More advanced students will also benefit from dictionary activities from time 


to time. Although many of the students are likely to have their own bilingual 


dictionaries, it is more useful for you to encourage the students to use a language 


learners' dictionary which is at the appropriate level. There are a number of different 


dictionaries published by OUP, Longman, Cambridge and so on that provide excellent 


guidance for learners. Some of these are targeted at beginners, while others are 


designed for intermediate or advanced learners. The lexical items in these dictionaries 


are set at a particular language level while the language of the definitions is similarly 


limited. 


 


Although we do not have the space to examine the use of a monolingual dictionary in 


detail, it is worth noting that regular, short periods of dictionary use can provide 


opportunities to explore: 


 


• using the alphabet and placing words in alphabetical order 


• using the headwords at the top of the page 


• finding words quickly 


• checking the pronunciation of new words 


• positioning the stress correctly 


• distinguishing different uses of the same word 


• distinguishing different meanings of words with the same spelling 


• checking the grammatical role of a word 


• distinguishing British and American spelling or meaning 


• checking on the formality or informality of a new word. 


 


While the students should not constantly be turning to their dictionaries to check the 


meaning or spelling of new words, they should learn to exploit this valuable resource 


without difficulty. 
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You should encourage your students to keep their own organised record of new words 


that they meet. This can be done in a number of different ways but the important point 


is that they should try to keep an organised record that they can refer to and revise on 


a regular basis. There is little point in them scribbling new words in the corner of a page 


in a file because they are very likely to be unable to find them again. An organised 


record can be kept in a number of ways: 


 


• small record cards with the word on one side and the meaning on the other 


(these can gradually be shifted from a 'new' container into a 'known' 


container as they become familiar) 


• a record book organised alphabetically 


• a record book organised by days or weeks 


• a computer-based record 


• a list of new words and their meanings clipped into the student's course 


book and so linked to the original work. 


 


It is helpful if the word stress can be indicated (where appropriate) and also a short 


sentence that places the word in context. 


 


It is very important that new words are regularly reviewed and revised or they are very 


likely to disappear from the collection that the student is able to understand and use 


with ease. In part, the responsibility for this lies with the teacher in constantly recycling 


important words in a number of different ways through the four different language skills, 


but of course some responsibility also rests with the students themselves. 


 


Task 3 * 


 


Look at this excerpt from a dictionary. Study it carefully and then decide in 


what ways you could utilise this to help the students to use their dictionaries 


more effectively. 


 


cut /k6t/ verb (pres part cutting; pt, pp cut) 1 [I,T] to make an opening using a sharp tool, 


e.g. a pair of scissors or a knife: I cut my finger with a vegetable knife 2 [T] to remove sth or a 


part of sth, using a knife, etc: she cut me a slice of bread (from a whole loaf) 3 [T] cut sth 


(in/into sth) to divide into pieces with a knife, etc: she cut the chicken into quarters 4 [T] to 


make sth shorter using scissors, etc: how often do you have your hair cut? 
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(phrasal verbs) cut across, along, through, etc (sth) to go across sth in order to shorten 


your journey: you should cut across the maize field for the shortest route 


cut back (on sth) to reduce sth: the government is trying to cut back on taxes 


cut sth down 1 to make sth fall down by cutting: they cut down over 20 trees 2 to shorten 


sth: I want to cut down my workload. 


cut down (on sth) to reduce the quantity of sth: many people are cutting down on the 


amount of oil they use in cooking 


cut sb off to stop a phone conversation in the middle; we keep getting cut off 


cut sth off to block a road, etc: the flooding cut off the whole of Nsanje district 


be cut out for / to be sth to have the qualities to do sth well; to be suitable for sth/sb: I’m not 


cut out to be a computer programmer.  That couple are cut out for each other. 


 


(from Oxford Wordpower Dictionary) 


 


 


It is worth noting here that many students from countries like Japan and Korea carry 


electronic dictionaries with them these days, and while these can also be a useful 


resource, they can also be a positive menace in the classroom. It can be very 


disturbing to have students snapping them open every few minutes to check the 


meaning of new words. It might be best to regulate their use in the classroom and only 


allow their use for particular needs. 


 


 


Focus on teaching vocabulary 


  


In this section we will outline a variety of different ways of teaching new vocabulary. We 


will start by considering ways in which the teacher can present new items, before 


moving on to ways in which the students themselves can be more actively involved in 


developing their own vocabulary. 


 


1. Using objects (realia) 


Where small objects can easily be brought into class, this can save the teacher time 


and energy. Why should you attempt to explain what a tin opener is when you can hold 


one up and show the class? Clearly you would not want to carry a large number of 


small objects to class, and there will also be many times when you will want the 


students to guess the meaning from the context. 
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2. Using drawings 


You need not be too concerned even if your drawing skills are not very good because 


there are a number of useful books that will teach you to draw simple stick figures and 


simple shapes. These can be used very effectively to teach objects and actions and 


sometimes spatial relationships between objects. An excellent book that contains an 


extremely valuable collection of illustrations that can be used in countries where 


resources are limited is Where there is no artist by Petra Röhr-Rouendaal. (pub. 


Intermediate Technology 1998). Anyone considering going to work as a teacher in a 


developing country should buy a copy. 


 


3. Using pictures 


It is useful to keep a collection of pictures because they can be very helpful in 


illustrating, for example, different facial expressions or different styles of housing. The 


pictures themselves can be strengthened by covering them with clear plastic and 


backing them with card, or pinning them to a piece of cloth. If you are holding up 


pictures at the front of the class, it is best to select ones that are not too cluttered. A 


clearly defined picture will be much easier for the students to see than one that has a 


lot of background detail. You may also want to make a collection of smaller pictures 


that can be handed out to the students.  


 


4. Using actions/mime 


Actions and mime can be used very effectively in teaching certain words, for example, 


the difference between shy and confident would be quite difficult to explain in simple 


language to a pre-intermediate class but could be demonstrated very simply in a few 


seconds with mime. Students generally enjoy seeing their teacher acting out a word or 


miming an expression and it can add a sense of enjoyment to a class. If they laugh at 


your mime, all the better, because it will be more memorable! 


 


5. Using synonyms / antonyms 


Some words can be taught very quickly and easily by comparing them with words that 


are already known to the students. Synonyms are words with very similar meanings 


while antonyms are words with opposite meanings. The word freezing can be 


explained with reference to something being very cold. Antonyms can be used to 


illustrate words such as depressed and elated. However, it is essential that any 


synonyms or antonyms that are used are already well known by the students. There is 


no value in trying to teach the meaning of one new word by using another new 
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synonym that they do not know. The students still will not understand. Note also that 


some words which appear to be synonyms may in fact not be e.g. beautiful – 


handsome; tall – big; little – a little; pebble – stone; moist – damp.. 


 


6. Using explanations or definitions 


New words can also be explained, or even defined in very precise terms, but there are 


difficulties here. The first is that it is often quite difficult to define a new word. 


Expressing the precise meaning can be difficult. It can also be difficult to define a word 


without using other difficult words that are unknown to the students. This is probably 


the most difficult way of all of explaining meaning to the students. It is an approach that 


can be used with more advanced students of course, but it can be particularly difficult 


with elementary or pre-intermediate students. Nevertheless, a simple explanation can 


sometimes help:  amble  -  to walk slowly. 


 


7. Using translation 


There is no reason why teachers should not translate words if they are able to, 


although this is a method that should not be used all the time. There are difficulties 


here however, since the teacher will often not know the students' language well enough 


to be able to translate directly. In other cases, for example in a language school, the 


students may come from a number of different countries so that translation is out of the 


question for the class.  


 


Whatever approach you take in teaching new words, you should try to ensure that the 


explanation is as memorable as possible. Clearly the students are going to remember a 


word more easily if the context is clear and the explanation (or whatever method is 


used) is memorable. This is one of the reasons why mime is a good method because 


students are inclined to smile at your efforts and remember the word more easily. It is 


also a reason for using as many different approaches as possible. If you constantly use 


the same approach, the students are less likely to remember the meaning. Have a look 


at Task 4, and then check the feedback notes at the end of the unit. 
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Task  4 * 


 


What methods can you think of for teaching the following words and 


expressions: 


 


staggering           tennis racket           ponder           dandelion       result  


dragon           empty           sunglasses           give up (lose interest) 


stand up for        a stony silence        weather         flabbergasted  


put up with (tolerate)               bite off more than you can chew 


 


 


Developing the students' vocabulary skills 


 


The students themselves are a valuable language resource because between them 


they will have a collection of words that can be used for a variety of different language 


activities. By pooling their knowledge they can broaden their vocabulary quite 


considerably. In this section we will examine different classroom activities that you can 


try out in your own classroom. 


 


Labelling  


Working in pairs or small groups, or pairs and then small groups, the students can, for 


example, label the various parts of a car, or the parts of the body. One student alone 


may not possess all of the vocabulary that he/she needs, but by working in pairs they 


are likely to have a larger group of words. They can then combine with another pair to 


see if they have a complete list when they put their words together; any missing words 


can finally be supplied by the teacher.  


 


At a more elementary level, the words can be positioned around a particular person or 


object, and the students can then match them with the appropriate part. Again, some of 


the words will be known to some students but not to others. By working in pairs or 


small groups they can expand their vocabulary. 


 


In a similar way, the students can be given small sketches illustrating a number of 


different actions (jumping, lifting, throwing and so on) and try to provide a label for each 
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action. More elementary students can be given the words so that they match them with 


the illustrations. 


 


Word webs 


A similar approach can also be used to create a word web of items that could come 


under a particular heading, for example, clothes or kitchen words. The students could 


begin individually, then work in pairs and then combine with another pair. In this way, 


their web of words would expand. You could then further develop their class list with 


selected items that they did not know but which you felt to be important. 


 


    plate  saucer 


  knife        fork 


  


 saucepan          frying pan 


     kitchen words     


   


       tin opener                                    breadboard 


 


  fridge           freezer 


 


   sink  tap    table  chair 


 


They could also use the same approach to develop a wider vocabulary of action words.  


 


             shout        cry 


          scream                speak 


 


 whisper            squeak      


                 sounds we make 


      


  


             gasp                   moan 


 


           mutter               mumble                  sing 
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None of these activities should be conducted in isolation but should be linked into other 


work (reading, listening, writing and so on) around the same topic. This will provide a 


full context for real understanding. 


 


At a more elementary level, the students could be given a mixed bag of words together 


with two separate headings (for example, cold things and hot things) and then asked to 


place them under a particular heading. These activities can start individually but they 


are most effective if they progress to pair work or small group work in order to 


encourage collaborative work and to expand the students' vocabulary knowledge. 


 


Grading words 


It is often quite difficult for learners to distinguish the subtle differences between words 


with similar meanings. For example, they may have problems managing the differences 


between walking, striding, stumbling, staggering and so on. They can be helped with 


the occasional 'grading' activity where they place words in a list according to particular 


criteria. For example the difference in closeness between: 


 


friend     acquaintance     comrade     partner     neighbour     mate    companion 


 


Even native speakers may be hard put to agree an order here from closest to more 


distant, but the value of an activity like this is that it provides students with the 


opportunity to explore differences between words, and broadens the learners' 


knowledge of the language. Another list of words that could be used to describe a 


welcome might include icy warm cold cordial effusive enthusiastic cool and frigid. 


 


The students could work individually, then in pairs, and possibly in pairs of pairs, using 


a framework looking like this: 


 


  a welcome you'd like to receive ……………… 


       ……………… 


       ……………… 


      ……………… 


a welcome you wouldn’t want to receive ……………… 
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Ordering 


A similar activity can be used to place events or actions in the correct order. The focus 


here will be on the vocabulary, and once again the students should be able to work in 


pairs even if they have an initial period of individual work. Here is an example, although 


of course the items would be out of order when given to the students. In this case, the 


correct order even produces a rather attractive pattern, which is another memorable 


feature!  


walk to the centre 


talk to the nurse 


read the notes 


sign the form 


wait for your turn 


lie down on the bed 


feel the needle going in 


think about something else 


feel the needle being removed 


firmly press on a piece of cotton wool 


get up slowly 


have a drink and a biscuit 


walk home happily, having donated a pint of blood 


 


Don't forget that an activity like this should not be done in isolation but should be linked 


to a reading passage or a listening activity on the same or a similar theme. 


 


Collaborative gap filling 


We have already considered gap-filling activities as an approach to language practice 


in general, but collaborative gap-filling can also provide an excellent basis on which to 


develop students' vocabulary skills. The style and the level of the passage will depend 


totally on the characteristics and the skills of your students but this approach can be 


used with learners at quite an early stage through to advanced students. The core to 


this activity is that the students work together to decide on the best possible words to 


place in the various gaps. They may start off by working in pairs, before moving into 


small groups; finally the class may work together to agree on the best choices. As the 


teacher, you can select the gaps very precisely in order to target particular words, or 


particular types of words. As with many of the other activities, you will link this work in 


with other activities that focus on the same theme, or the same grammatical or lexical 
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point of interest. Below are two examples, one at a pre-intermediate level and one at a 


more advanced level. 


 


The number of gaps that you leave will depend on the ability level of your students. 


You need not leave them in a regular way, so you will have the freedom to select the 


words quite carefully. The words chosen by the students may not be the words from 


the original, but this is not important. What is important is that they work in a 


collaborative way to come to a consensus on the most appropriate words, and in doing 


so they expand the range of their vocabulary. However, half the fun of this activity is 


letting the students know what the original words actually were, because this can 


provide a lot of surprise and laughter, as well as another opportunity for vocabulary 


development. 


 


Pre-intermediate:   


Mount Kilimanjaro 


 


Mount Kilimanjaro is 5,895m high and …… to the border between Tanzania 


and Kenya. The mountain is in Tanzania. It is the highest …… in Africa. It is 


the ……. mountain in the world that stands alone. Many people …… climbing 


the mountain. They start their …… by flying into Kilimanjaro Airport. The …… 


takes five days. It takes three days of slow …… to the top. It takes two days 


…… back down again. It is about 88 km ……. . The countryside is ……. . 


There are three huts for climbers: Mandara Hut, Horombo Hut and Mawenzi 


Hut. The …… are made of wood. …… climbers cook their own food. Some 


employ …… to cook it for them. There is …… at the top of the mountain. The 


climbers who get to the top can see …… views. 


 


Advanced: 


Earthquakes 


 


Dean Smith was working high above the harbour in his crane, when suddenly 


he found that it was shaking …… him. As the shaking got worse, the arm of the 


…… began to flip backwards and forwards like a long …… . The wheels of the 


crane came clear of the tracks and the crane began to 'walk around like a stiff-


legged …… .' Dean …… scrambled down the crane and tried to run away, but 


all around him …… were opening up in the ground, and getting ……  all the 
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time.  


 


Close by, Edmund Endresen, was running away as well, but he felt as if he 


was running 'on a rubber ……' and he kept  ……  and falling. Ahead of him, 


was a railway line, and behind that was high ground. Edmund …… under one 


of the carriages and, as he did so, he fell into a crack one metre wide, and 


perhaps 10 or 15 metres deep. As he …… on to the edge of the opening, water 


flooded into the crack, and …… him to the surface. He jumped to his …… and 


ran for the high ground. He looked back, and was just in time to see the 


carriages disappear into an …… crack in the ground. 


 


These are just two of the …… stories of men and women who experienced the 


great Alaska earthquake which occurred at dusk on Good Friday, 1964. The 


earthquake did a lot of …… to the towns of Anchorage, Kodiak and Seward 


although ……, the death …… in the whole of Alaska was only 115. However, 


the centre of the shake was out at sea, so towns on the coastline were …… 


damaged. Ships were flung onto the ……; pipelines were broken and oil 


storage depots were set on …… ; buildings were destroyed.  


 


A powerful earthquake is a …… shaking of the ground, normally lasting a …… 


or so, although the great Alaskan earthquake lasted for seven …… minutes 


before the world stood still again. Earthquakes can be caused in several 


different ……, but in most cases they are caused when the ground drops, or 


slips sideways, and this can …… the area around this fault to vibrate like the 


surface of a …… .  


 


There have been many other earthquakes since …… . One of the most serious 


was in Kobe, Japan, in January 1995. The earthquake at Kobe was caused by 


a …… of the ground very close to the surface. This is the most dangerous and 


…… type of earthquake. The area was …… populated so that about 5,000 


were killed, 25,000 people were injured and 300,000 were made …… . Many 


tall buildings in Japan have been built to make them …… to earthquakes 


because it is an …… that has many small quakes each year, and these 


buildings survived very well. However, in the poorer, older …… of Kobe, …… 


people live in traditional-style wooden houses with heavy tiled ……, there were 


many ……. . 
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Games / crosswords etc. 


A wide variety of games and other activities can be used to develop the students' 


vocabulary knowledge. Here is just a small selection. 


 


1. Ask the students to work in pairs or small groups. Give the class a list of words 


and then ask them to devise a short story using each of the words in the story. 


The words can be used in any order, but must all be present in the story. Try to 


include a number of words that few of the students are likely to know so that 


they have to ask each other, or use their dictionaries, to find the meaning. Give 


the students a guideline on the length of the story. This might be anything from 


100 to 500 words depending on the level and the time available although, of 


course, this work need not all be done in class. It is always interesting, and 


often amusing, to see how different pairs/groups use the same words. You may 


only want to give about 6 words to a pre-intermediate group, while up to 20 


words could be used with an advanced class. 


 


2. Crosswords provide an excellent opportunity for language use and language 


extension. These can be found and photocopied from a variety of language 


course books or resource books. The students work in pairs and each of them 


is given a partially completed crossword. However, the words that are 


completed in the one held by Student A are not included in the crossword held 


by Student B, and vice versa. The aim is for them to describe/define their words 


as well as possible so that their partner can guess the missing words. There 


may be words in the crossword that the students don't know. In such a case, 


they can look them up in a dictionary. Having read the meaning, they then have 


to close the dictionary and define the item in their own words. In this way they 


both achieve a completed crossword. It is good fun, quite demanding 


linguistically, and excellent for vocabulary development. 


 


3. Divide the class into four groups, and give each group the same four words. 


Nouns are possible although verbs (e.g. phrasal verbs like take up or set off) 


might be easier at first. Try to make sure that these nouns/verbs are ones that 


they are not already using in their productive output. Give the groups time to 


agree the meaning of each word; let them check the meaning in a dictionary if 


necessary. Ask each student to make up a sentence to clearly demonstrate the 


meaning of each of the words. Then give the group members time to compare 
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their sentences and choose the best sentence for each word - the one that 


exemplifies the meaning of the word best of all. Finally, let each group report 


back with their best sentences and let the whole class agree on the best 


sentences of all. 


 


4. Give the students a short dialogue, such as the one below: 


 


Anna: But why can't I go? 


 Mum: Because it doesn't end until after 11 o'clock. 


Anna: But that's not too late! 


 Mum: Yes, it is! I don't want you coming home too late. Look at your skirt! 


Dad: And what are these? 


 Anna: Have you been looking in my bag? 


 Dad: No! You knocked it over and they fell out.   


Anna: I don't smoke much.  


Mum: At your age! You shouldn't smoke at all. Give them to me and I'll go and 


burn them. 


 Anna: But half my friends smoke! 


 Dad: It's a stupid, dangerous habit and you should be ashamed of yourself. 


Anna: It's not fair! I can't do anything! 


 


Ask the students to discuss the situation and the characters of the people involved. 


Encourage them to bring out as many descriptive words (adjectives) as they can, such 


as selfish, concerned, thoughtless, worried, helpful, friendly and so on; provide them for 


the class as necessary and appropriate for the level of the students. Let them use a 


dictionary (and perhaps even a Thesaurus) to find the words that they want to use. 


Make a table to list all of the descriptive words that they come up with. Then let them 


work in pairs (or small groups) and give each pair/group a selection of the 


descriptive/character words and ask them to put together their own dialogue using 


those words. When they have finished they can act out their dialogues for the class. 
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Feedback on the tasks 


 


 


Task 1 


Different meanings you can find for the word 'class' - 


1. class (noun) a group of students in a school or college 


2. class (noun) a group of people within society with the same economic and social 


position 


3. class (noun) an official division of services, such as first class 


4. class (verb) classification From tomorrow I'll be classed as an adult. 


5. class (adjective) classification She's a top class tennis player. 


6. class (noun) quality She's got real class. (note also classy/ classier/ classiest) 


7. class (noun) classification/categorisation of plant and animal classes or word 


classes 


 


Task 2 


Disentangle the prefixes, base forms and suffixes: 


 


Prefix Base form Suffix 


over 


 


un 


 


mis 


pre 


re 


 


in 


anti 


de 


cook 


safe 


conscious 


manage 


understand 


destin 


plac 


evoc 


vulner 


establish 


militaris 


 


ly 


ly 


ment 


ing 


ation 


ing 


ative 


able 


ment 


ation 
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Task 3 


In what ways could you utilise this section from the dictionary to help the students to 


use their dictionaries more effectively? 


 


1. pronunciation 


2. past tense form 


3. past participle form 


4. part of speech 


5. different meanings 


6. phrasal verbs 


 


This is only a small excerpt from a dictionary. A more advanced dictionary would 


provide the learner with far more information. 


 


Task 4 


Suggested methods for teaching the following words/expressions: 


1. staggering  -  mime 


2. tennis racket  -  picture or drawing or real object 


3. ponder  -  mime or synonym (such as think about) 


4. dandelion  -  picture 


5. result  -  explanation + example sentences 


6. dragon  -  explanation/definition or picture 


7. empty  -  definition/explanation 


8. sunglasses  -  picture or drawing or real object 


9. give up (lose interest)  -  explanation + example sentences 


10. stand up for  -  example sentences or synonym (such as defend or fight for a 


person or idea) 


11. a stony silence  -  explanation 


12. weather  -  definition 


13. flabbergasted  -  mime and synonym (such as very shocked or surprised) 


14. put up with (tolerate)  -  explanation + example sentences 


15. bite off more than you can chew  -  explanation + example sentences 


 


Although we have suggested that example sentences should be used at times, this is 


only to help the students to understand more easily. Of course, all of these words 


should also appear in a context that should be used as the basis for any explanation. 
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UNIT ELEVEN 
 


 


Practical Language Activities 


 


 


Introduction 


 


Many of the games and activities outlined in this unit are designed to enable students 


to express themselves more freely than they might otherwise do during class activities. 


You are already aware that communication and communicative approaches are very 


important aspects of current teaching approaches, and these activities reflect that fact.  


 


Many of the activities outlined here are designed to encourage language use in a 


natural way. In the past, students might have been encouraged to speak in a rather 


formal, unnatural way through presentations and debates and so on. Sometimes these 


activities were part of oral English classes as if speaking was somehow a separate part 


of language learning. Nevertheless, these oral English classes were themselves a step 


away from very traditional teaching styles and a move towards the more natural use of 


language that we encourage today. These days, teachers try to integrate speaking with 


the other language skills and exploit natural situations that give their students a clear 


purpose. When the students know why they are talking, they are more likely to get 


actively and creatively involved in the activity. When the students have a reason to 


speak, they are likely to make a considerable effort to use the language that they have. 


Interaction will almost always take place where the students have a purposeful task to 


fulfil.  


 


A number of the activities in this unit involve the teacher standing back from the 


students and allowing them to use their own language despite the errors that might 


occur from time to time. At first, a teacher may want to step in and correct the students 


immediately but in many cases it is more effective to note errors so that they can be 


addressed at a later stage, while leaving the students clear to engage themselves in 


the struggle to communicate. This can be a very effective route to language acquisition 
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and fluency. However, this should not stop the teacher from sometimes contributing a 


point to a discussion or sometimes correcting a student when they have made an error. 


As the teacher, you will have to decide when to withhold your advice or corrections, 


and when to offer them. There will be times when you can provide the support that the 


students need to move forward or when an immediate correction can illustrate a point 


very clearly. At other times, you will want to make a note of the problem and deal with it 


at a later stage. These are decisions that you will have to make at the time. (Note: If 


you do spot a language problem that you want to deal with later, always make a note of 


it in a file because otherwise you are likely to forget the example.) 


 


Many of the activities here are group-based activities, although there are also plenty of 


pair-work activities and some class-based activities as well. Whatever the organisation 


of your class, it is important that you give all of the students the opportunity to talk as 


much as possible. With some class-based activities there may be opportunities for 


some of the more retiring students to hide away very effectively unless there is a clear 


purpose and direction in the task - unless they have a reason to participate actively, in 


other words. Clearly, pair work will maximise this opportunity because where two 


students are working together they will have no opportunities for sitting back and letting 


others do the work. The activities outlined here can provide that purpose.  


 


While no-one can guarantee that these activities are going to work with every class, 


every time, they have been tried and tested in many classrooms and have often been 


found to work very well. If you do find difficulties when you first try an activity, do not 


despair but try to think through the way in which you approached the work, and try to 


find ways in which you can change your approach in order to enable the activity to be 


more effective. On occasions, you may find that your initial presentation of the task was 


not clear enough and needs to be revised. On other occasions, a very slight change of 


approach, for example, saying less and requiring the students to say more, can pay 


huge dividends. Standing back and passing the responsibility to the students can have 


very positive results.  


 


Many of these tasks will require a little preparation in some way or other. This is an 


important stage because it is the time when you prepare the items that you will need, 


and you divide up the minutes of the lesson. Both types of preparation will help you in 


the future. Many of the items can be used again in subsequent lessons, and the lesson 


plan will provide you with ideas on how to modify your approach the next time you do 
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the same or a similar activity. Referring back to examples of materials in a file 


containing your lesson plans is a great help when approaching a new block of work.  


 


Timing is important because you don't want to be nine-tenths of the way through an 


activity when time runs out. You can, of course, carry activities into a second lesson but 


this should be done where you have planned to do it rather than where you have been 


obliged to do it. The timing difficulties will generally be solved by giving students very 


clear guidelines on how much time to spend on a particular activity. In fact without such 


guidance, they might feel unclear about how to approach their task. In addition, you will 


often want time not only for them to complete the activity but also to allow them the 


opportunity to talk about what they have learnt. So, give clear instructions. For 


example: 'You have 8 minutes to complete this task!' 


 


In the games/activities that follow, the title, the focus and the language skill are all 


detailed. In addition, the organisational arrangement of the students is suggested, 


together with likely proficiency levels. These are suggestions rather than instructions, 


and almost any activities here can be simplified for elementary students or developed 


in a variety of ways for more advanced learners. 


 


I hope you enjoy using many of these activities in the classroom, and perhaps 


sometimes outside the classroom in the sunshine! 


 


Word games and activities 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 1111    Title: Title: Title: Title: WordWordWordWord    linkslinkslinkslinks    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    Pairs / Groups / Pairs / Groups / Pairs / Groups / Pairs / Groups / 


CCCClasslasslasslass    


Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary  to Elementary  to Elementary  to Elementary  to     


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


In this activity, you write a single word on the board (or OHP or flip chart) and then ask 


the students to work in pairs and think of words that they associate with this first word. 


(The very first time you do a word web or brainstorm like this it is best to do it with the 


whole class so they are clear about what to do, and how to do it.) The central word you 


choose will probably be related in some way with another activity that you are doing - 
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perhaps a reading task. You will then ask the pairs to report back while you write their 


words in a circle around the central word, with a line directed inwards to the centre. Ask 


each pair for two new words that are not on the board. This activity can very effectively 


raise issues for group or class discussion. 


 
 


Game number:Game number:Game number:Game number: 2 2 2 2    Title:Title:Title:Title: Opposites Opposites Opposites Opposites    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    ListeningListeningListeningListening    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairs / airs / airs / airs / CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary  to Elementary  to Elementary  to Elementary  to 


IIIIntermediatentermediatentermediatentermediate    


 


The students draw two columns on a page in their books. You then give them a 


heading for each column, and these will be opposites in some way. For example, you 


might give any one of these headings hot - cold, fast - slow, big - small, fat - thin, long - 


short, light - heavy, food - drink, hard - soft, right - wrong, good - bad, new - old, loud - 


quiet, living - not living, fierce - cuddly, happy - sad. You then read out a list of words, 


saying each one twice, while the students write them down in one of the columns. 


Having done this, they can then compare their own lists with a neighbour. This can 


then lead on to an activity where the students make their own sentences. This is a 


helpful activity for elementary students, although quite abstract 'opposites' could be 


used with more advanced students.  


 


 


home 


pleasure 


friendship 
parents-in-


law 


families 


divorce 


children 


happiness 


mortgage 


love 
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Game number:  3 Game number:  3 Game number:  3 Game number:  3     Title: Title: Title: Title: Compare these!Compare these!Compare these!Compare these!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    ComparisonsComparisonsComparisonsComparisons    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre---- Intermediate to  Intermediate to  Intermediate to  Intermediate to 


IntermediateIntermediateIntermediateIntermediate    


 


Give the students two words and ask them to think of as many ways in which they can 


be compared as possible. For example, you might write dog and feather on the board. 


The students can then make up as many sentences as they can, such as A dog is 


heavier than a feather. A dog is bigger than a feather. A feather is lighter than a dog. 


The pair with the largest number of comparisons can then read them out aloud; other 


students can add other comparisons. You then give the students another pair of words. 


 


A variation on this activity is to ask the students to think of ways in which these two 


objects are similar. Of course, it is important that the students have practised making 


comparisons before playing the game. 


 


Game number:Game number:Game number:Game number: 4   4   4   4      Title: Title: Title: Title: Word CardsWord CardsWord CardsWord Cards    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    OrderingOrderingOrderingOrdering    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    ReadingReadingReadingReading    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to preElementary to preElementary to preElementary to pre----    


Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate     


 


On small cards, write a large number of common words, as well as words that you want 


the students to practise using. Make sure that you have sufficient words in each 


grammatical class i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositions, adverbs, pronouns, 


articles and so on. Before you try this with the class, try using the cards yourself to 


ensure that you have sufficient types of words for each class. Place the cards in boxes 


marked with the name of the word class. Give each group a set of boxes with these 


cards. The groups then try to make as many sentences as they can, using the word 


cards in the boxes. When they have completed a correct sentence they leave it on the 


table. As the number of cards decreases, the students (in their different groups) can 


combine them in an attempt to make new sentences. Existing sentences can be broken 


up and recombined in order to try to use all of the words. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 5 5 5 5     Title: Title: Title: Title: Make that word!   Make that word!   Make that word!   Make that word!       


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpellingSpellingSpellingSpelling    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary t0Elementary t0Elementary t0Elementary t0        


Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate     


 


This can be done in the classroom, but it is probably easier (and quieter!) to play it 


outside. Each student in each group has one or more letters, and each group has the 


same collection of letters. The students stand in their groups and you call out a word 


that can be made from the letters that they are holding. As soon as the students hear 


the word (listening skill!), the ones with the appropriate letters run to an agreed line if 


they are playing outside, or the front of the class if they are inside, and correctly form 


the word as quickly as possible, using their letters. The first group to make the word 


correctly, with none of the letters upside-down, wins a point. This is a very successful 


game! It is also an excellent way to revise words that have been practised recently in 


class. It will need some preparation, but it's worth it! 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 6666    Title:Title:Title:Title: Make a Sentence, or Two  Make a Sentence, or Two  Make a Sentence, or Two  Make a Sentence, or Two     


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Word orderWord orderWord orderWord order    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairairairairssss    ////    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to     


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Think of a sentence (depending on the level of the students) and then write it out so 


that each word is on a separate card. For example you might give this to an 


intermediate group: He was surprisingly strong and when he shook her hand she 


thought he would crush it. Give them the cards in jumbled order and ask them to try to 


make a sentence using all of the words. They might make the one above, but they 


could also make other sentences, and any grammatically correct sentence is fine. This 


is excellent word order practice. 


 


An alternative is to ask them to make as many different sentences as they can with the 


words that they have. Words can be used and reused. 
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Game number:Game number:Game number:Game number: 7 7 7 7    Title:Title:Title:Title: Board Crossword Board Crossword Board Crossword Board Crossword    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Defining/Defining/Defining/Defining/    


DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    //// C C C Classlasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


InteInteInteIntermediatermediatermediatermediate    


 


Write a word on the board; it can be any word or even a name. Ask the students to 


think of another word that uses one of the letters. A student then gives a clue to the 


word that he has thought of. If he has thought of a football, he might say I like to play 


with this and score goals. If the other students guess the word correctly, he then writes 


it on the board at the point where it crosses the first word. (Students may need your 


help to do this clearly.) In this way a simple crossword is built up on the board.  


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 8888    Title: Title: Title: Title: Draw the WordDraw the WordDraw the WordDraw the Word    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to     


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


This can be played as a team game with the class/group divided into two. Give a 


student a word and this student then attempts to draw something on the board that will 


help the other students in her team to guess the word. She can point to her ear to 


demonstrate sounds like and she can make other gestures although she cannot 'model' 


the object in the air. You may want to set a time limit of one or two minutes on the 


attempt by each student. If her team members guess the word, that team wins a point, 


and the student can have a second try. If the first team cannot guess the word but the 


other team can guess the word, they can win that point and then they can have their 


own turn. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 9999    Title: Title: Title: Title: Guess the WordGuess the WordGuess the WordGuess the Word    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre---- Intermediate to  Intermediate to  Intermediate to  Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


A commercial version of this game is called Taboo. You prepare a set of common 


words together with three or four words that cannot be mentioned when this word is 


defined. A group of about 10 students can be divided into two teams. You then give a 


student one of the words. This student tries to define the word without mentioning the 


forbidden words. If one of the words is mentioned, the student loses their turn and sits 


down. If the members of her team can guess the word then this student has another 


turn. The student tries to define as many words as possible within two minutes and is 


awarded one point for each word guessed by her team. This is a very popular game 


with intermediate to more advanced students. You may have to act as umpire. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 10101010    Title: Title: Title: Title: Change the OrderChange the OrderChange the OrderChange the Order    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Word orderWord orderWord orderWord order    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairairairairssss    ////    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    ////    


CCCClasslasslasslass    


Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----intermediate to intermediate to intermediate to intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Give the students a shortish sentence. Their task is to change one word at a time in 


that sentence whilst still retaining a grammatically correct sentence. For example: 


 


I like swimming in summer. 


I like swimming in Greece. 


We like swimming in Greece. 


We hate swimming in Greece. 


We hate swimming in rivers. 


We hate living in rivers. 


We adore living in rivers. 


 


Good word order practice and good for stimulating crazy sentences! 
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Game nGame nGame nGame number: umber: umber: umber: 11111111    Title: Title: Title: Title: How many …..?How many …..?How many …..?How many …..?    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Grouping wordsGrouping wordsGrouping wordsGrouping words    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to PreElementary to PreElementary to PreElementary to Pre----


intermediateintermediateintermediateintermediate    


 


Write a word (e.g. an object or place) on the board and then ask them a question or 


give them a task related to this word. For example, you might give them the word wood 


and then ask them to think of as many things as they can in one minute that are made 


of wood. Another example: give them the word shoe and ask them how many different 


things they can think of that can fit in a shoe. Other examples: How many things can 


you think of starting with the letter 's'? How many things can you think of that have 


rubber wheels? How many things can you think of that you would love to eat now! How 


many animals can jump over a table? How many things can you think of that are 


square? After each word, you can ask the students to report back their lists, perhaps 


starting with the student with the longest list. Other students may try to challenge some 


of the suggestions and this would provide an excellent basis for genuine language use. 


 


Game number: 1Game number: 1Game number: 1Game number: 12222    Title: Title: Title: Title: How many ways?How many ways?How many ways?How many ways?    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Expressing an Expressing an Expressing an Expressing an 


intention to leaveintention to leaveintention to leaveintention to leave    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    Speaking (in an Speaking (in an Speaking (in an Speaking (in an 


appropriate registerappropriate registerappropriate registerappropriate register))))    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to     


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Ask the students to think of as many ways as they can to indicate that they would like 


to leave someone else's house. For example, Look at the time! It's been lovely to see 


you again! Well, I've got to run. I must go. It's time I left. I'm off! I think I should go. Must 


be off now! Next, ask them to try to think of situations where these various expressions 


would be used. You will be able to think of other situations you can use in the same 


way. For example, when you want someone else to leave! 


 


An alternative is to give them the various forms directly, and ask them to think of the 


situations when they could be used. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 13131313    Title: Title: Title: Title: Hidden WordsHidden WordsHidden WordsHidden Words    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpellingSpellingSpellingSpelling    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to     


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Give the class one word of at least 8 letters (preferably more) and tell them to work in 


pairs. Their task is to make as many new words as they can from this original word. 


They will use the same letters as they find in the word over and over again, but each 


new word must not include a letter more times than it appears in the original word. For 


example, if there are two e's in the word, the students can use two e's in a new word. If 


there is only one letter t they can only use it once in a new word. The pair with the most 


words can read them out, and then other students can add their own words. You might 


want to list them on the board. This activity can be done in class as well as in their free 


time. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 14141414    Title:Title:Title:Title: Proverbs  Proverbs  Proverbs  Proverbs     


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    


ComparingComparingComparingComparing    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClaslaslaslasssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PPPPrererere----intermediate to intermediate to intermediate to intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Students love learning about proverbs. Give them a proverb in English and, through 


discussion, work out its meaning. Then ask them to think of proverbs in their own 


languages that have a similar meaning. This is always an enjoyable activity because 


the students always love comparing their languages, and the way ideas are expressed. 


Possible proverbs: Don't put the cart before the horse. Let sleeping dogs lie. Still 


waters run deep. 


 


A similar approach can be used with metaphors. He was caught red-handed. A stony 


silence. A rose amongst thorns. A babbling brook. The minutes crept by. Rooted to the 


spot. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 15151515    Title: Title: Title: Title: Add a Word or TwoAdd a Word or TwoAdd a Word or TwoAdd a Word or Two    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Linking wordsLinking wordsLinking wordsLinking words    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroup    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary Elementary Elementary Elementary to to to to 


Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate     


 


Write a short sentence on the board. For example: The woman drove the car. The 


students' task now is to expand that sentence in whatever ways they can by adding not 


more than two words at any one time. Encourage them to give you suggestions and 


write them into the sentence. For example:  


 


The young woman drove the car. 


The young woman drove the old car. 


The young woman drove the old car quickly. 


The attractive, young woman drove the rusty old car quickly. 


 


Whenever a student makes a suggestion, write it into the sentence. If it is incorrect see 


if another student can spot this; if not, indicate with a gesture that there may be a 


mistake. See if someone can correct it. If they cannot correct it, do it yourself as a last 


resort. Try to speak as little as possible in order to encourage the students to speak 


and make suggestions and point out any errors. The aim of this activity is to practise 


word order and placing grammar items correctly in the sentence. Let the sentence build 


as long as possible. 


 


An alternative to this is giving the students a long sentence and asking them to reduce 


it in any ways that they can (maximum two consecutive words at a time) whilst still 


retaining a grammatically correct sentence. Also popular! 
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Game numberGame numberGame numberGame number: : : : 16161616    Title: Title: Title: Title: Write a poemWrite a poemWrite a poemWrite a poem    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    PoetryPoetryPoetryPoetry    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    IIIIndividualndividualndividualndividualssss    ////    PPPPairairairairssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----intermediate to intermediate to intermediate to intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Give the students a sentence that includes an example of a structure that you have 


been practising. For example, you might have been practising the Present Perfect 


tense so your sentence could be I have just arrived in the city. The students' task is to 


write a short poem that includes this sentence. They can write it individually or in pairs; 


this can result in some very amusing poems. 


 
 
Picture Games 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 17171717    Title: Title: Title: Title: Draw this!Draw this!Draw this!Draw this!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


ListeningListeningListeningListening    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre---- Intermediate to  Intermediate to  Intermediate to  Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


In this pair-work activity, one student has a drawing that she has drawn, or that you 


have given to her. Her task is to describe the drawing clearly to her partner so that he 


can draw the same picture onto his own piece of paper. Neither student can look at the 


other's paper. The drawer can ask as many questions as he wants in order to ensure 


that he replicates the original as closely as possible.  It is important that the one with 


the picture does not look at what the drawer is doing so that both of them are obliged to 


interact effectively with questions and description if the new drawing is to look much the 


same as the original. This is an excellent activity that students of all ages and levels 


enjoy. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 18181818    Title: Title: Title: Title: Tell me where it is!Tell me where it is!Tell me where it is!Tell me where it is!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


ListeningListeningListeningListening    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


This pair-work activity is similar to the one above. In this case one of the students has a 


map with places and points marked and named. The map may be of a room, a house, 


an island or an area of land. The second student has the outline of the room, house, 


island or whatever but most places are unmarked. The task of the first student is to 


describe exactly where, for example the items of furniture (including the television) are 


positioned in a room. Objects such as the book that someone is reading can also be 


included. The students cannot look at each other's papers but the drawer can ask as 


many questions as he wants to. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 19191919    Title: Title: Title: Title: Find the Difference!Find the Difference!Find the Difference!Find the Difference!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


ListeningListeningListeningListening    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


A pair of students each has the same picture, but the pictures are different in a variety 


of ways. Their task is to find out in what ways they are different. There are activities like 


this in some resource books but you can also prepare your own by doctoring black and 


white drawings with white correcting fluid and then photocopying them. Some teachers 


will also be able to draw their own. The students cannot look at each other's pictures so 


they must describe what they can see and so arrive at the various differences. In order 


to provide more practice, each page can be divided up so that it has 6 - 8 small, simple 


drawings. Each student has a set of pictures that is slightly different from their partner's 


set. 
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Game nGame nGame nGame number: umber: umber: umber: 20202020    Title:Title:Title:Title: Link up! Link up! Link up! Link up!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGroupsroupsroupsroups    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary Elementary Elementary Elementary ----        


Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate     


 


The class is divided into groups and each group of students is each given about 4 - 8 


pictures. The groups all receive the same pictures. They then have to make up a story 


that links them in any order. When they have done this, the story can then be related to 


the rest of the class, or taped and then played back. Encourage the students to use 


their imaginations so that the stories are as interesting as possible. It can be very 


interesting and amusing to see how the different groups link the words. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 21212121    Title: Title: Title: Title: Picture ConversationPicture ConversationPicture ConversationPicture Conversation    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    ConversationConversationConversationConversation    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Each pair of students is given a picture showing two people talking together. These can 


be found very easily in magazines. Their task is to decide how the people are feeling 


and what they are talking about and construct a conversation (fantastic or quite 


ordinary) between the two of them. This can then be recorded and played back, or it 


can be acted out for the other students. 


 


Game number:Game number:Game number:Game number: 22 22 22 22    Title: Title: Title: Title: What a Character!What a Character!What a Character!What a Character!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Pin up a picture of a man or woman at the front of the class. Encourage them to try to 


guess what s/he is like. What does s/he do? Where does s/he live? What is her/his 
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history? This is good language practice but it can also lead to a number of stereotypical 


attitudes coming to the surface and these can be explored during the class. 


 


Game number: 23Game number: 23Game number: 23Game number: 23    Title: Title: Title: Title: Draw a StoryDraw a StoryDraw a StoryDraw a Story    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary Elementary Elementary Elementary totototo        


Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate     


 


If you have basic drawing skills (and the ability to draw stick figures is always very 


useful) this can be an interesting activity. On the board, draw a couple of major items, 


for example a house and a car and start off a story with a couple of interesting 


sentences. Then ask students to come to the front and add to your drawings (or tell you 


what to add to the picture) and to add to the story as well. Gradually build up the story. 


When it has reached a conclusion, ask other students to retell all or part of the story. If 


it is a large class, they could do this in groups.  


 


Game number:  24Game number:  24Game number:  24Game number:  24    Title:  Title:  Title:  Title:  Flashing a PictureFlashing a PictureFlashing a PictureFlashing a Picture    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DescribingDescribingDescribingDescribing    


AgreeingAgreeingAgreeingAgreeing    


DisagreeingDisagreeingDisagreeingDisagreeing    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to Elementary to 


IntermediateIntermediateIntermediateIntermediate    


 


Find a selection of pictures that can be clearly seen and without too much background 


'interference'. Alternatively you can prepare your own with felt pens of different colours 


and card. Hold the card with the picture towards you and then flick it over for a second 


so that the class/group can see it. Then turn it back, and ask the students to try to 


describe what they saw. This simple activity can produce a considerable amount of 


language use that involves describing, agreeing, disagreeing, asking for clarification 


and so on. Once the students have run out of suggestions you might want to flick the 


picture over a second time in order to let them add to their existing list of points. A 


picture with colours provides an additional challenge. You can also ask questions to 
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guide them. They might see that one person is wearing a hat but they might not have 


mentioned the colour. You might want to ask them What was the colour of the hat? If 


you have adequate resources, the students can work in pairs once they understand 


how to do the activity. 


 


GamGamGamGame number:e number:e number:e number: 25 25 25 25    Title: Title: Title: Title: Photo QuestionsPhoto QuestionsPhoto QuestionsPhoto Questions    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    AsAsAsAsking questionsking questionsking questionsking questions    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PPPPrererere----IIIIntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Find an interesting photo of yourself (or an interesting photo that you have taken) and 


blow it up on a photocopier so that the group/class can see it clearly. Pin it at the front 


of the class. Tell the students that you want them to ask you questions about the photo 


but they must be written up on the board beside (around) the photo. When a student 


writes a question on the board, indicate with a gesture whether it is correctly written or 


not. If it is not, the students should correct it. When it's correct, let another student write 


another question. When they have asked as many questions as they want to, you can 


tell them the story behind the photo and answer the questions. This might lead on to 


other activities such as students taking on the role of being you, or reporting what you 


have said or interviewing you about the story. Some of these activities could be 


recorded. Encourage the students to ask/write questions about the detail of the photo, 


not just questions about the obvious. These questions reflect the difference: 


 


More obvious questions 


Which country were you in? 


Were you by the sea? 


What year was this photo taken? 


Is that your wife? 


Did you feel happy. 


Questions on detail 


What are you holding? 


What time of day was it? 


Why is there a glass on the table? 


There's a cigarette packet on the 


table. Did you smoke at that time? 
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Group / class games 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 26262626    Title: Title: Title: Title: Ball in a Circle   Ball in a Circle   Ball in a Circle   Ball in a Circle       


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Introducing Introducing Introducing Introducing 


ourselvesourselvesourselvesourselves    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    ElementaryElementaryElementaryElementary to Pre to Pre to Pre to Pre----


IntermediateIntermediateIntermediateIntermediate        


 


This is a good get to know you activity. The students sit in a circle and then throw a ball 


to each other; as a student receives the ball she says her name. A second stage can 


start a little later where the students say something about themselves when they are 


holding the ball. My name is Yoko and I am from Tokyo. After a while, once most of the 


names have been learnt, the activity can change so that a student says the name of 


the student she is going to throw the ball to. I am going to throw the ball to Hussein.  


 


Game number:Game number:Game number:Game number: 27 27 27 27    Title: Title: Title: Title: Students in a lineStudents in a lineStudents in a lineStudents in a line    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Asking questionsAsking questionsAsking questionsAsking questions    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    Listening/Listening/Listening/Listening/    


SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to PreElementary to PreElementary to PreElementary to Pre----


IIIIntermediatentermediatentermediatentermediate    


 


In this activity, the students arrange themselves in alphabetical order as fast as they 


can. If you have a large class this can be done outside, or you can do one group at a 


time and make it into a competitive task. If the students find it a fun activity, you can 


ask them to do it once using their first name, and then again using their family name. 


During the activity, they will have to ask each other questions such as What's your first 


name? What is the first letter of your name? as well as giving instructions. No, you 


stand here! Stand beside me! This is always a popular activity with any age group. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 28282828    Title: Title: Title: Title: Making a linkMaking a linkMaking a linkMaking a link    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Talking about Talking about Talking about Talking about 


yourselfyourselfyourselfyourself    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to PElementary to PElementary to PElementary to Prererere----


Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate     


 


The students write their name on a label and then underneath they write four words 


that are important to them e.g. a name, a colour, an object, a place, a country and so 


on. The students then move around the room, meeting and talking to other students in 


order to discover things or ideas that they share. The important point here is that 


students should look for shared ideas or interests. At the end of this part of the activity, 


the students can report back. Lena and I both love the singer Nina Simone. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 29292929    TiTiTiTitle: tle: tle: tle: Story CircleStory CircleStory CircleStory Circle    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    OrderingOrderingOrderingOrdering    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    ReadingReadingReadingReading    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


In this group activity, each student has a sentence which is part of a story. They start 


by sitting in a circle and each reading out the sentence they are holding. Then you 


place the first line of the story on the floor in the middle of the circle. Without saying 


anything the other students place their own sentences under the first until the story is 


built up. If a student believes that a sentence has been placed at the wrong point, she 


can raise her hand and ask the others if she can move it. If they agree, it can be 


moved. 


An alternative game is one where all of the sentences are placed out of order on the 


floor at the start and the students take it in turns to change one sentence at a time until 


the correct order is achieved. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 30303030    Title: Title: Title: Title: Paragraph CircleParagraph CircleParagraph CircleParagraph Circle    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    OrderingOrderingOrderingOrdering    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    ReadingReadingReadingReading    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to     


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


This activity is very like Story Circle except that in this case they each have short 


paragraphs instead of sentences. The paragraphs can be read aloud as above, but it 


might be better to allow the members of the group to pass the paragraphs round first of 


all so that they can read each of them before they start to try to order them. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 31313131    Title: Title: Title: Title: Story SentenceStory SentenceStory SentenceStory Sentence    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Linking/Linking/Linking/Linking/    


structuringstructuringstructuringstructuring    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    PPPPairairairair    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


In this activity, a group (or perhaps a pair) is given a sentence which they then have to 


build into a story. They can add other sentences either before or after the original, but 


they should try to develop a short story. You may want to guide them on how many 


additional sentences to add on. For example, you might say not more than six 


sentences or alternatively you could give them a time limit of say, ten minutes. As with 


some of the other activities, encourage imaginative thinking even if the story sounds a 


bit wild at the end! 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 32323232    Title: Title: Title: Title: ConsequConsequConsequConsequencesencesencesences    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    OrderingOrderingOrderingOrdering    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to Intermediate  to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


This well-known children's game can be an amusing activity and it will also reinforce 


particular vocabulary and the importance of ordering sentences. The students each 
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have a small sheet of paper and at the top they write the name of a girl or woman. 


They then fold this over so that it cannot be seen, and pass the paper to the person on 


their left. Each student passes on their piece of paper so that the papers move 


clockwise around the room. The next student then writes the name of a boy or man. 


This is also folded over, and again it is passed to the person on the left. This student 


then writes the name of a place where they met. The next student writes what she said 


to him, and the one after that writes what he said to her. The last student writes down 


what happened, in other words, the consequence. Most students get a great deal of 


pleasure out of this game. There are many ways in which the topics that the students 


write about can be modified to make the task longer or more demanding. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 33333333    Title: Title: Title: Title: Yes and NoYes and NoYes and NoYes and No    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Agreeing and Agreeing and Agreeing and Agreeing and 


disagreeingdisagreeingdisagreeingdisagreeing    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    Listening and SpeakingListening and SpeakingListening and SpeakingListening and Speaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Elementary to PElementary to PElementary to PElementary to Prererere----    


InterInterInterIntermediate mediate mediate mediate     


 


This is another well-known game. The students have to respond to questions from the 


group or class without saying yes or no and without undue hesitation. They should 


answer the questions fully, but if they say either of these two words then someone else 


will take their place and have a turn. Clearly the students should have had prior 


practice in other ways of responding before they play this game. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 34343434    Title: Title: Title: Title: NapoleonNapoleonNapoleonNapoleon    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Asking questionsAsking questionsAsking questionsAsking questions    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    Speaking and ListeningSpeaking and ListeningSpeaking and ListeningSpeaking and Listening    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


One student thinks of a person and the other students have to guess who this student 


is thinking about. The person that the student thinks about could be a historical figure 


or someone alive today. It could also be someone known to the other students but not 


famous in any way. They are allowed between 10 and 20 questions (depending on the 


level), and an incorrect guess counts as a question. No questions can contain the word 
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or so that a student cannot ask Is this a politician or a sportsman? These must be 


asked as separate questions.  


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 33335555    Title: Title: Title: Title: What would you do?What would you do?What would you do?What would you do?    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Asking about Asking about Asking about Asking about 


possible future possible future possible future possible future 


actionsactionsactionsactions    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


One member of the group goes outside while the rest of the group think up a situation. 


This could be something good that has happened (the student has just won the lottery) 


or something bad that has happened (your car has just broken down and it is night and 


raining or, you've just seen your girlfriend / boyfriend kissing someone else) and when 


the student comes back in s/he has to ask questions such as If this happened to you, 


who would you talk to? or If this happened to you, where would you go? or If this 


happened to you would you go to a doctor? The students have to respond 


appropriately but while trying to avoid actually telling the student what the situation is. 


The question What would you do if this happened to you? is not allowed because it is 


too broad. The student has to try to work out what the situation was. 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 36363636    Title: Title: Title: Title: Story ChainStory ChainStory ChainStory Chain    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    NarratingNarratingNarratingNarrating    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


You start off the first line of a story (prepare a selection before the lesson!) and each of 


the students in each group then has to continue the story with a sentence of their own. 


If your initial sentences are well devised you can make sure that the students use 


particular tenses or vocabulary that have been practised in recent lessons. Make it 


clear to the students whether you want the story to go on as long as possible or 
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whether you want only one sentence from each student. This will help them to end the 


story at an appropriate point. 


 


Game number:Game number:Game number:Game number:    37373737    Title: Title: Title: Title: The If…… game The If…… game The If…… game The If…… game     


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    DeDeDeDescribing an scribing an scribing an scribing an 


uuuunreal presentnreal presentnreal presentnreal present    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Ask the students different questions, for example: Tell me what you would do if you 


won the lottery? Tell me what you would do if a fire started in this building? Tell me 


what you would do if you were the tallest man/woman in the world? If you weren't living 


here, where would you like to live? Tell me what people would do if the supply of oil ran 


out in the world? The students can first of all write their answers and then discuss them 


in groups. Alternatively, the students can discuss them in small groups first of all and 


then all come together as a class to compare their ideas. Another alternative is that 


each small group discusses an issue and then divides in two and joins up with another 


half-group to compare their ideas.  


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 38383838    Title: Title: Title: Title: Free Gift! Free Gift! Free Gift! Free Gift!     


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Giving reasonsGiving reasonsGiving reasonsGiving reasons    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to     


Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced     


 


Tell the students that you have something that you would like to give them. You will 


give it to the person who can provide you with the best reason for wanting it. You must 


decide whether the 'best' reason is the most imaginative or the most practical, the one 


that is expressed in the best manner or the best grammatically. For example, you might 


tell them that you have a cake to give away. Other possibilities include a bus, a pot of 


red paint, a painting of Nelson Mandela, a new leather coat, a Canon camera, a pair of 


roller blades and so on. In a similar way, you can also include more unusual items such 


as a frog, a tree 3 metres tall, a tennis racket with broken strings, a photo of George 


Bush and so on. 
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An alternative is for the students to think of ways of refusing a gift politely by making up 


the best and most improbable excuse! 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 39393939    Title: Title: Title: Title: Grouping  Grouping  Grouping  Grouping      


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Comparing. Comparing. Comparing. Comparing. 


Describing.Describing.Describing.Describing.    


Giving reasonsGiving reasonsGiving reasonsGiving reasons    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----IIIIntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to 


Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced     


 


In this activity, the students are given a number of words (usually object words but they 


could also be abstract words or even place names) that they then have to categorise in 


some way or other. The categories can be given to them the first time this activity is 


attempted and after that they can make up their own categories. The object of the 


activity is that the students attempt to defend their categorisation. For example, they 


might be given a list like this: 


 


grass, book, newspaper, tree, cloth, spade, shoe, leaf, flower, hat 


 


They can then group them into different categories, such as: man-made, natural. Here 


is an example of another list.  


 


house, car, crocodile, marmalade, wheel, snail, egg, pen,  


computer, jacket, camera, ruler, ladder, battery, spoon, coin 


 


The students might decide to divide them into groups headed metal, non-metal or 


living, non-living or modern, not modern and so on. 


 


The students can work in groups and then compare and explain their own 


categorisations. This can be done as a whole class, or the groups can split in half and 


then recombine with other students to explain their views to them. Other lists might 


suggest categories such as desirable, not desirable; good, bad; attractive, unattractive; 


fast, slow; insect, animal; Earth based, in space and so on.  
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 40404040    Title: Title: Title: Title: MarkingMarkingMarkingMarking    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Correcting errCorrecting errCorrecting errCorrecting errorsorsorsors    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PPPPrererere----IIIIntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Divide the class into groups. Copy a selection of sentences with errors from your 


students' latest homework and give them out to the groups. It's a good idea to select 


common errors. Let them work together to try to correct the sentences. When they 


have finished, let them write their corrected sentences on the board, or let them write 


on paper and pin these on the wall. The corrected sentences from the different groups 


are likely to vary, so let the whole class try to work out which sentences are correct. 


This type of practice is important. The value of this work is that it can lead on to more 


self-marking by students at a later stage. Much of the marking done by teachers is time 


wasted if the students don't look carefully at their mistakes.  


 


Role play 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 41414141    Title: Title: Title: Title: A New IdentityA New IdentityA New IdentityA New Identity    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Asking and Asking and Asking and Asking and 


answering answering answering answering 


questionsquestionsquestionsquestions    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced     


 


Each student takes on a particular role, usually a well-known person, although it could 


also be a police officer or a pilot and so on. They tell the rest of the group who they are, 


and then the other students have to ask the student questions about their life.  


 


An alternative approach here is that one of the students names someone who is known 


to the students. The student then moves to the front of the group/class and takes on 


the role of this person. The other students ask the role-taker questions about their life 


while the student answers in role.  
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 42424242    Title: Title: Title: Title: Taking a RoleTaking a RoleTaking a RoleTaking a Role    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Describing, Describing, Describing, Describing, 


Asking, Asking, Asking, Asking, 


Agreeing, Agreeing, Agreeing, Agreeing, 


Disagreeing etc.Disagreeing etc.Disagreeing etc.Disagreeing etc.    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    PPPPairsairsairsairs    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to Intermediate to 


Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced     


 


Give pairs of students cards with the outline of separate roles clearly described. The 


students should not look at each other's cards. They should then have a conversation 


that reflects the role they have been given. If the space/resources are present in the 


classroom, this can be taped and played back for further discussion. Examples of roles 


might be:  


 


Student A  


You have been speeding and you are 


stopped by a police officer. You tell 


her that you are on the way to the 


hospital because your wife is having a 


baby. This is true. You have had one 


small alcoholic drink.  


 


Student B 


You have stopped this driver who tells 


you that his wife is about to have a 


baby in hospital. You don't believe him 


and you think he's been drinking. 
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General activities 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 43434343    Title: Title: Title: Title: How interesting!How interesting!How interesting!How interesting!    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    IntonationIntonationIntonationIntonation    Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----IIIIntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to 


AdvancedAdvancedAdvancedAdvanced    


 


Give the students words, phrases or sentences and ask them to say them in different 


ways. For example the expression How interesting! could be said in different ways to 


indicate great interest or a complete lack of interest. The students should have done 


practice work on intonation before this lesson. Other possible words and expressions 


include:  Lovely. What a lovely dress. Of course. We must meet soon. Come over here. 


Congratulations. What a surprise. He's living next door. The door is open. I've looked in 


the garage. I'm sure I put it in the kitchen. I'm sure that John's won the prize. Good 


morning. It's snowing. Here comes John.  


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 44444444    Title: Title: Title: Title: Drawing up a QuestionnaireDrawing up a QuestionnaireDrawing up a QuestionnaireDrawing up a Questionnaire    


FocuFocuFocuFocus:s:s:s:    Asking Asking Asking Asking 


questionsquestionsquestionsquestions    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    WritingWritingWritingWriting    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    PrePrePrePre----IIIIntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to ntermediate to 


Advanced Advanced Advanced Advanced     


 


The students will have completed questionnaires at some point in their lives and they 


are likely to complete some as part of the English course. In this activity, the students 


prepare their own questionnaire. This will take time, and should not be rushed through 


in one lesson. Some of it could be done out of class. First of all let them work together 


to think of a topic that they could address. It might be helpful if they can brainstorm so 


that a list (or lists) can be prepared. When the group/class have decided on a focus, 


they will then have to devise the questions. Once the questions have been agreed, and 


any errors corrected, the questionnaires can be administered to a target group. This 


might be other students, local people on the street, teachers, administrative staff and 


so on. The results can then be collected and a report prepared. The focus of the 
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questionnaire could be something quite trivial (people's interest in going to the cinema) 


or relatively significant (bus services in the area). 


 


Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 45454545    Title: Title: Title: Title: Survival Survival Survival Survival     


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    Suggesting Suggesting Suggesting Suggesting 


Agreeing Agreeing Agreeing Agreeing 


DisagreeingDisagreeingDisagreeingDisagreeing    


SuSuSuSupportingpportingpportingpporting    


Giving reasonsGiving reasonsGiving reasonsGiving reasons    


    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GroupGroupGroupGroupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Intermediate to AdvancedIntermediate to AdvancedIntermediate to AdvancedIntermediate to Advanced    


 


This is a very popular activity. Students are presented with a survival situation together 


with a list of about twenty items that they have with them. However, they can only carry 


about six of them so they then have to agree as a group which six items they will carry 


with them. They will have to agree on a list and also explain how they will use the 


various items. The survival situations vary but include a crashed aeroplane lost in 


snowy mountains, a half sunken boat and a small rubber dinghy, astronauts in trouble 


on the surface of the moon, a car that has broken down in the middle of a desert. The 


items that they have with them vary but the boat/dinghy situation might include water, a 


mirror, a blanket, a knife, matches, a torch, brandy, fish-hooks, a telescope, a 


compass, string, a radio receiver, a large piece of cloth, tins of food, apples, chocolate, 


signal flares, a pump for the rubber dinghy, sun cream. Since the team can only take 


six items they first have to individually list the items in order of importance. They should 


then compare their priorities and try to come to agreement on the most important items. 


This activity will then be followed by the groups reporting to the whole class and 


explaining why they chose particular items. This can lead to a lot of discussion; 


definitely an activity for more adult students. 
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Game number: Game number: Game number: Game number: 46464646    Title: Title: Title: Title: QualitiesQualitiesQualitiesQualities    


Focus:Focus:Focus:Focus:    SuggestingSuggestingSuggestingSuggesting    


AgreeingAgreeingAgreeingAgreeing    


DisagreeingDisagreeingDisagreeingDisagreeing    


Giving rGiving rGiving rGiving reasonseasonseasonseasons    


Skills:Skills:Skills:Skills:    SpeakingSpeakingSpeakingSpeaking    


Org:Org:Org:Org:    GGGGrouprouprouproupssss    ////    CCCClasslasslasslass    Level:Level:Level:Level:    Intermediate to AdvancedIntermediate to AdvancedIntermediate to AdvancedIntermediate to Advanced    


 


This is similar to the activity above, but in this case you ask the students to rank a 


variety of qualities. For example, the heading might be car and the students would 


prioritise the following qualities: fast, rust proof, 5 gears, fuel efficient, 'green' engine, 


sound system, anti-theft device, metallic paint, comfortable seats, good heating 


system. In another example, you might write the word driver on the board and then give 


the groups a list of qualities; the students would then list these qualities in order of 


importance. For example: fast, experienced, quick thinking, careful, observant, 


thoughtful, helpful, calm, considerate. Another heading might be parent with the 


following qualities: organised, caring, efficient, tidy, pretty, loving, thoughtful, generous, 


quietly spoken, patient.   
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UNIT TWELVE 
 


 


Testing in the Classroom 


 


 


Introduction 


 


The development and administration of language tests is a complex area involving an 


understanding of the structure of a language and the uses to which that language is 


put, as well as an awareness of different approaches to testing and measurement. 


Each of these individually is a major area in its own right and it would be unrealistic to 


attempt to address such a wide range of issues relating to testing in a short course.  


 


The aim of this unit, therefore, is to provide you with a foundation on testing on which 


you can build at a later date. We hope that by the end of this unit, you will have an 


awareness of the different reasons for testing as well as an understanding of the basic 


elements of a test, and you will be able to prepare your own test questions with 


confidence. 


 


In this unit, we are defining testing as any classroom-based activity that is designed to 


assess the language skills of your students for whatever reason. Your test may have a 


very specific target and consist of a short activity lasting only 15 minutes. Alternatively, 


your test may be far more comprehensive in scope, consisting of several sub-tests, 


perhaps covering a significant number of items taught over the previous year. The 


distinction between a test and an examination may be thought of in terms of scope and 


origin. An examination can be seen as one that is wider in scope than a test, may cover 


several different subject areas, and may be school-based or nationally set. Our central 


focus here will be on those English tests that are constructed within the school 


environment rather than those that are designed at national level. 
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An introduction to testing 


 


The environment 


Whether you are working in a language school, a primary school or a secondary 


school, you are likely to administer tests at various times. The tests might be provided 


by the institution where you're working but there is also a good chance that you will 


have to prepare them yourself. This unit will give you practical guidelines on testing 


your students. We will examine some of the main features of English language testing 


in schools and colleges, and then we will examine the main techniques that are used 


so that you will be able to prepare your own tests. 


 


A couple of introductory points; whatever your approach to testing, or the approach of 


your institution, it is important that the environment in which the testing takes place is 


as familiar and unthreatening as possible. This is particularly important where speaking 


is being tested. The room where a test takes place should be well lit and any important 


instructions, for instance regarding time, should be written clearly on the board. It is 


also most important that the instructions to the students, both written and spoken, 


should be absolutely clear. The test will immediately be flawed if the written or spoken 


instructions are unclear, incorrect, or are expressed in language that is too advanced 


for the students. Although this might seem to be a very basic point, the reality is that in 


some institutions testing is approached in such an unprofessional manner that the test 


results themselves are almost worthless.  


 


The question of how often to test is a very difficult one. Many teachers in the past may 


have tended to limit the number of tests that they administered to their students on the 


grounds that tests could be stressful and demoralising. They might have argued that 


the strain of regular tests could undermine the students' interest in the language, and 


ultimately their level of overall success. In today's more competitive climate, some 


teachers might argue that it is important to administer short tests on a regular basis to 


ensure that no students are allowed to fall behind, and all students’ progress at their 


optimum pace. Testing in many schools today has become far more common and far 


more regular, on the grounds that it encourages both students and teachers to make 


greater efforts to achieve specific targets. Whether you are in favour of regular testing 


or whether you feel this is inappropriate for your students, you are likely to have to test 


at some stage and this unit should help you in this task. 
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Why is the test being conducted? 


We may not like setting tests ourselves, and some of us may even have ideological 


objections to testing, however they are a constant feature of most schools and 


colleges. There is a body of opinion that holds that tests (and public examinations in 


particular) have a damaging backwash effect on the teaching process to the detriment 


of the students. That debate is alive and well in the primary and secondary system in 


the UK at the moment, with many teachers expressing grave concern about what they 


regard as an unhealthy emphasis these days on testing in schools. They are also 


unhappy about the way that schools are graded according to the results that their 


students achieve in tests. The reality is that wherever you happen to be working, you 


will almost certainly find that teaching and testing are two elements in the overall 


process. The issue, therefore, is not about whether we should test or not test, but how 


we can test effectively, and how often we should test.  


 


Many different reasons are offered when people ask the question Why are you 


conducting this test? Teachers, trainers, researchers, educational managers and 


politicians may all put forward different reasons for testing: 


 


• to find out what the students have learnt 


• to find out what the students know 


• to motivate the students 


• to select a particular group 


• to find out if students are ready to move on to a new course. 


• to help teachers plan a future programme of work 


• to enable schools to place students in the right class 


• to facilitate placing students in groups of the right ability 


• to facilitate the organisation of mixed ability groups 


• to compare different classes 


• to compare different schools 


• to measure the success of teachers. 


 


The important point here is that those who are involved in testing need to be very clear 


about why the students are being tested. Unless you, as a teacher, are clear about the 


reasons, you are very likely to produce a test that fails to address your needs and the 


needs of the students. In other words, the time will have been wasted. 
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Task 1 


 


Think back over the tests and examinations that you have taken over the last 5 


- 10 years and decide what the purpose was for the different tests/exams. Were 


they class-based tests/exams or were they national? Did the tests all fit into 


the list above? Are there more categories that you can think of? 


 
 


In some institutions the testing programme is quite tightly controlled, while in others you 


may have the opportunity to decide yourself how you will test your students, and how 


often you will do it. It is not uncommon for teachers to have to prepare their own tests 


and you are very likely to find yourself in this situation on occasions. The difficulty here 


is that many teachers have no training or expertise in making tests so that their tests 


are sometimes poorly organised, contain mistakes or ambiguities, and ultimately 


cannot do what they are supposed to do, which is provide a picture of the students' 


abilities.  


 


It is essential to remember that tests are not merely for the students. A well-designed 


test will play an important part in helping you to evaluate the progress of a particular 


group and pinpoint learning difficulties and student weaknesses, as well as topics that 


need to be repeated. This can have significant implications in terms of your programme 


of work.  


 


A final point to make is that, surprising as it might seem, some students actually enjoy 


tests! The tests enable them to assess their own progress and compare themselves 


with their fellow students. Perhaps the fortunate few who enjoy the tests are the more 


proficient students but, nevertheless, we should not ignore this fact. Tests can provide 


a significant motivating force for some students. 


 


 


Test types 


 


There are two main reasons why we might plan to test our students. The first reason 


can come under the heading of formative testing while the second is often described 


as summative testing. The first type is designed to help the teacher plan for the 


future, while the second type is designed to assess how much the students have 
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absorbed from their language classes. Both can be divided into sub-tests which each 


have a different emphasis. For example, one part of the test might focus on listening 


skills while another might concentrate on writing skills. 


 


Formative tests 


Formative tests are designed to help the teacher to plan a programme of work in the 


future and if the test is well designed it will be to the advantage of the students. After 


administering the test, the teacher will know exactly which areas to concentrate on and 


will be able to target students' weak points. Formative tests can also be used to show 


whether a student has achieved the necessary degree of proficiency to successfully 


complete a new course of study, or perhaps to start a new job. In these ways, these 


tests are forward looking. 


 


One type of formative test is called a placement test and this is administered to 


students at the start of a course so that they can be placed in the appropriate class or 


group. (There is, of course, a continuing dialogue about the advantages and 


disadvantages of streaming, either between classes or within classes; however, we will 


not address this issue here.) A placement test will attempt to obtain a wide spread of 


marks amongst the students so that their level can be established relatively easily and 


they can be placed in the group that is right for them. Placing students at a particular 


level will have implications for teaching, and in this way the tests are designed to have 


an input into programmes of learning.  


 


A second type of formative test is the progress test. A clear example of a progress 


test would be one that is given by a teacher at the end of a relatively short period of 


teaching, for example one term. The test is designed to assess how much the students 


have learnt over a period of time, or on a particular topic. The results of the test would 


then feed back into the teaching process with the teacher perhaps revising certain 


aspects before moving on to new topics. The test focuses on a short period of 


teaching/learning and the results will influence the next stage and so this can be seen 


as a formative test. A test of this nature is likely to have been designed, administered 


and marked by the class teacher. 


 


A proficiency test can also be included under the formative heading. A test of this 


nature is less interested in how much the student has successfully learnt, but instead 


asks the question 'Does this learner have the necessary skills to complete a new 
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course of study or successfully carry out a particular job?' It is very unlikely that the 


class teacher will administer this type of test, and it is more likely to be administered by 


someone probably removed from the learners' classroom experiences. Typical of this 


type of test is the British Council/Cambridge IELTS test which is taken by overseas 


students before they start a university course in the UK, as well as by overseas doctors 


before they can practise in this country. 


 


Summative tests 


The most common form of summative test is that administered at school, regional or 


national level at the end of an academic year, or at the end of a student's course of 


study. While the internal school tests will probably have been prepared by the class 


teacher or the head of department, the national examinations will be based on a local 


or regional syllabus and are very unlikely to have been designed by teachers working 


in the classroom. They are likely to have been prepared by examination councils of one 


sort and another, where specialists in testing work full-time on test design and 


statistical analysis. Essentially, tests of this nature are looking back at the work that the 


students have done, and assessing how much has actually been learnt successfully. 


There is, of course, also a forward-looking element in these tests as well, since the 


results very often determine the next step taken by the student.  


 


Task 2 


 


1. Think about the tests and examinations that you have done over the last few 


years. Were they formative tests or summative tests?   


 


2. If you have already worked as a teacher, think about the tests that your 


students have had to take. Were they formative or summative? When you have 


done that, think about why the test had that particular character.  


 


 


 


Norm-referenced and criterion-referenced tests 


Getting a score in a test may provide the teachers with what they want i.e. a score on a 


scale of 0 - 100 (or 0 - 25, or whatever); however, some teachers may still be asking 


themselves what exactly this mark means. If a student gets a score of 25% and has a 


low score in the class, does this mean that this student is a weak student? Could it be 
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that the student just had a bad day? Could it be that the test was mainly a test of oral 


skills and this student's strengths lie in reading and writing? How would the student 


compare with a much larger body of students? Would this score of 25 be in the top 


10% of marks, or the bottom 10% of marks? What would a teacher say if the highest 


mark in the class was 25%? Could it be that the test was too hard? Was it a weak 


class? Was it a poorly designed test? Tests that provide a score in this way are 


described as norm-referenced tests in that a student's success is determined by 


his/her position in relation to the other students who also took the test.  


 


Ideally, if a norm-referenced test is designed properly, the teacher will find (with a 


particular group of students) that there is a classic bell-shaped distribution curve with a 


small number of students achieving very high scores and very low scores, and a large 


number in the middle. There will be 50% of the students above the mid-point mark and 


50% below the mid-point mark.  


 


 


 


However, this ideal may not be achieved if the test is inappropriately simple or difficult 


for the group, and this would push additional students above or below the mid-point 


mark. Nevertheless, teachers may sometimes overcome this by allocating A's, B's, C's 


and so on to students according to their scores, and hence re-establish a wide spread 


of marks. However, the difficulty of correctly interpreting the meaning of a score may 


remain. A student may be happy because she's 'come first' while another may be very 
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despondent because he has 'come last'. However, if those two students were placed in 


a different environment, their positions might change dramatically. Students changing 


schools can suddenly find themselves plunged to the bottom of the class, or thrust to 


the limelight at the top, despite the fact that their skills and knowledge have not 


changed in any way at all. This is the dilemma facing the teacher, and to a lesser 


extent the student; what exactly does the test score show? 


 


An alternative to norm-referenced tests are criterion-referenced tests. In tests of this 


type, students are not compared with each other, but with a particular set of standards 


which students have to meet if they are to pass. It's a pass-fail situation and there are 


no other alternatives. The driving test is often given as an example of a criterion-


referenced test. Theoretically, a student could be the weakest out of a group of 1,000 


students, but if this student meets the standards (the criteria) set by the test, then that 


student will pass nevertheless. There is no question of a student's position in relation to 


other students, merely whether they have passed or not.  


 


The likelihood is that teachers will set norm-referenced tests, in part because they are 


easier to set, and partly because this is the type of test that the students are most likely 


to be faced with in the future. However, it is important to be aware of the different types 


of tests and the reasons why they are set. A test designed to find out whether students 


can give each other directions effectively might be an example of a criterion-referenced 


test and it might be inappropriate to mark such a test as if it were a norm-referenced 


test. A writing test that required the students to write 15 lines of description with not 


more than 10 errors would be another example of a test based on a specific criterion. 


However, most tests are likely to be norm-referenced with students succeeding or 


failing with particular questions, and achieving an overall score at the end, and this 


score is likely to be judged in the light of what other students in the group achieve.  


 


What language skills are being tested? 


A history test may provide different types of questions (such as multiple choice or 


composition) but essentially the teacher will be trying to ascertain how much factual 


knowledge the students have acquired, as well as their understanding of historical 


processes. English language tests, in contrast, are sometimes viewed as being more 


complex because of the need to address any or all of the four language skills: listening, 


speaking, reading and writing. Teachers seeking to test the four skills frequently divide 


the full test into discrete sections which can be marked independently, with the sub-
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scores then being added together to provide an overall total. Testing all of the language 


skills is likely to provide a clearer picture of the student's ability. 


 


However, it is the manner in which the skills are tested that is perhaps the most 


important factor. The best approach is to provide the students with tasks that reflect the 


reason they are learning the language and, if possible, which integrate the language 


skills. Instead of trying to test each skill individually, the tasks could involve two or more 


skills at a time so that, for example, the students could listen to a passage and then do 


a writing task, or read a passage and then write about it. The advantage here is that 


the tasks reflect the realities of language use and so provide a clearer picture of the 


students' abilities. 


 


Task 3 


 


1. Think about your own language skills. Are you equally proficient in all skills 


in your first language?  


2. If you have knowledge of other languages, are you equally proficient in all 


of the language skills? If not, is there a particular reason? 


 


 


 


Getting the balance right 


 


Getting the right balance of questions is important and this is one of the reasons why 


we need to be very clear about the reasons why we are testing our students. If they are 


following a general course, it might be appropriate to allocate 25% of the marks to each 


of the language skills. However, if they are attending an English course as part of their 


training as driving instructors, you will want to concentrate on their speaking skills. 


Those students who are attending an academic writing course in English prior to 


attending a university course in the UK will need to have the focus of the test on their 


listening and writing skills.  


 


The balance of the test can also significantly affect the accuracy of our test. If we 


weight the test so that 50% of the marks are based on the reading comprehension 


passage, we may unfairly penalise those students with good writing skills. If writing a 


passage is awarded 50% of the marks, we may unfairly penalise those with good 
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speaking skills. When preparing a test we have to consider whether we will ask 


subjective questions or objective questions. We also have to think about how to 


make our tests as reliable as possible, and of course as valid as possible.  We will 


consider all of these points below. 


 


Objective and subjective questions 


Objective questions are those where there is only one clear answer; multiple-choice 


questions are a clear example. As a general rule, objective questions are more difficult 


to set but easier to mark. In contrast, subjective questions are those questions where 


the answer is not so clear cut and the marker has to allocate marks based on agreed 


criteria. Subjective questions are easier to set and more difficult to mark; compare the 


difficulty of setting 20 multiple-choice questions with that of setting one essay. 


However, time spent in preparing objective tests can easily be 'reclaimed' when 


marking, since the multiple-choice questions can be marked very quickly and very 


accurately.  


 


However, objective multiple-choice questions may not reflect a student's real ability. 


The problem is that while a correct answer on an objective multiple-choice question 


might lead the teacher to suppose that the student knows that particular grammatical 


structure, there could be other explanations; for example, the student might simply 


have guessed the right answer. Similarly, while a student might be able to answer a 


multiple-choice question correctly, this is no guarantee that the student is going to be 


able to use the structure in a real-life situation.  


 


An essay, in contrast, may be easier to set but far more difficult to mark, and the 


subjective element can mean that different markers may give widely differing marks. It 


is sometimes possible to find marks ranging from 8-16 being awarded by different 


markers, out of a total of 20. Of course, a set essay is not the only form of testing that 


might be in danger from subjective marking, and it might not in any case be very 


suitable for an EFL test. However, consider the example where the students have to 


write a short description of an illustration of an old man. The range of ways in which the 


man might be described would be considerable, and consequently the marking could 


be affected by the subjective views of the markers unless there is a very tight marking 


scheme. There would be similar difficulties where the students have to complete a 


dialogue or a short story. There could even be similar difficulties with questions where, 


for example, a single sentence has to be completed. The fact is that most teachers feel 
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that they would like to set a range of both objective and subjective questions in order to 


achieve a fair balance. 


 


The issue of being able to use a grammatical structure in everyday use is a point that 


needs to be considered in a little more detail. There is a difference between the passive 


skill of recognising which one word (out of four) fits a gap or completes a sentence, and 


the more active skill of being presented with a situation and having to think of the right 


words to use. An examination that includes a large number of multiple-choice questions 


is in danger of awarding high scores to those who can recognise the missing words 


correctly, while not testing their ability to operate in real situations. This suggests that a 


good test should include a variety of different question types that address a wide range 


of language skills in a way that is as realistic as possible. The students’ passive 


understanding should be tested as well as their more active, productive language skills. 


 


All of which brings us to the question of reliability. A good test will be a reliable test 


and this basically means that if the same students are given the same test on two 


different occasions (and marked by the same or different markers) they will achieve the 


same or very similar scores. If this process of testing and retesting is conducted and 


the scores are not the same, or very similar, then we can say that the test is not 


reliable. There are a number of statistical tests that can be used to assess the reliability 


of a test but teachers are rarely aware of them, and if they are aware of them, they 


don't have the time to test and retest and do the necessary analysis. The reliability of a 


test increases as the number of objective questions increases; however, a 100% 


reliable test is not necessarily a good test because it may be sacrificing realistic tasks 


in favour of a large number of multiple-choice questions. Tests with a large number of 


multiple-choice questions can be a reliable guide to fluency; however, a large number 


of multiple-choice questions are required and a great deal of thought and 


testing/retesting must go into each question. Many tests these days rely on a mixture of 


question types although this can reduce the reliability of the test to some degree unless 


great care is taken with the preparation, administration and marking scheme. 


 


The validity of a test is the degree to which it tests what it sets out to test. One 


example of an invalid test would be one where the instructions are so complex and 


difficult to follow that the students become confused and achieve low scores as a 


result. In this case the test would not have tested what it set out to test. Another 


example might be a test of English that relied totally on writing, without addressing the 
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other language skills. Students whose writing skills were weak would be seriously 


disadvantaged. There are two aspects of validity that are of particular importance. The 


first is, does the test look valid? This might seem an odd way of judging a test, but it is 


a step towards validity. If you show your test to your colleagues, do they look at it and 


agree that it looks right? For example, does it appear to be balanced in that it 


addresses the different language skills in a number of different ways? Does it include 


some real-life materials and some realistic tasks? Does it include a variety of question 


types? Is it too short? Is it too long? This is called face validity and it is particularly 


useful where there are experienced, knowledgeable teachers in your institution. It is 


unlikely to work so well where the teachers have been poorly trained and have limited 


experience of what a good test looks like. 


 


The second important aspect of validity for us to consider is content validity. This 


refers of course to the content of the test, and in particular to the inclusion of items that 


reflect the course that the students have covered. There should not be any undue 


weighting in the direction of items that are easy to mark or simple to prepare. There 


should not be any undue weighting on any one of the language skills, unless of course 


this is a feature of the course that they have just completed. To get the balance of the 


content right, it might be helpful to prepare a list that shows what you've covered in the 


course and what needs to be tested, and which also illustrates the degree of 


importance of the various items. For example, if listening and speaking are particularly 


important in the course, this should be reflected in the degree to which they are present 


in the test. Again, if you have experienced teachers in your school or college, it would 


be a good idea to show them your test, outline the course the students have covered, 


and ask for their opinion on the content of your test. 


 


It is important to note at this point that your test should normally only cover items that 


the students have addressed in their course and, just as important, the questions 


should reflect the type of activities that they have done in class. It would be 


unreasonable to introduce a completely new style of activity in a test that the students 


had not practised in the classroom. Your task as a teacher is to assess their language 


skills, not to trip them up, or catch them out with activities that are new to them.  
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Task 4 


 


If you have access to any English language test papers, look through them and 


check each question to see if it is an objective question or a subjective 


question.  


 
 


 


Correctness versus appropriateness 


Traditionally, the criteria on which a mark was awarded in a test was whether or not the 


answer given was correct, and in an English language test that usually meant whether 


the answer was correct grammatically. With questions based on listening or reading 


comprehension the answers would also have to be factually correct. Of course, it is still 


true today that a student will gain a mark if these conditions are fulfilled. However, with 


the adoption of a more communicative approach, there are occasions where an answer 


could contain a number of errors, but still be appropriate in terms of a response, while 


another answer could be grammatically perfect, but an inappropriate response. Let us 


look at an example where the students have to fill in the missing words: 


 


  Kate:  Are you coming to the theatre with us? 


Tim:  ……………………………………. 


Kate:  Ok, then we'll go without you. 


 


Student A wrote That's a lovely idea while student B wrote No, I do mine homework. So 


while student A has answered with a grammatically correct sentence, it is not an 


appropriate response and the student would lose any marks awarded for that question. 


In contrast, student B has made two grammatical errors in her answer, but the answer 


is, nevertheless, an appropriate answer and it should be awarded some or all of the 


marks available. You should be aware that effective communication with an appropriate 


response is sometimes more important than grammatical accuracy. Communicative 


approaches to language teaching have in fact made a significant impact on testing in 


general so that many tests today exhibit more purposeful, meaningful language 


exchanges that reflect real life situations. This does not, however, mean that all tests 


that focus on discrete items (single items of language e.g. in multiple-choice 


questions) are necessarily bad tests. They might be very easy to mark and they can 


sometimes provide an accurate reflection of the candidates; however, they can also 
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sometimes be inappropriate and also rather boring tests for the learners! They might 


also have unfortunate 'backwash' impacts on the language course itself. This term 


refers to the way in which teachers teach with regard to the final examination that the 


students will face, rather than in terms of the students' language needs.  


 


A final point - there is a growing move towards more effective computer-generated 


tests that are interactive in the sense that a correct response from a candidate triggers 


a particular level of question from the computer. A correct answer is likely to lead to a 


slightly more difficult question while an incorrect answer is likely to lead to more 


questions at the same level, or a lower level. Each candidate's test would be different 


as the computer responds to a student's correct and incorrect answers by randomly 


selecting questions at a particular level from a vast selection of previously tested 


questions. The test could be quite brief with the computer ceasing to present more 


questions when it has established a language level for the particular student. The 


expectation is that computer-generated testing of this nature will become far more 


common in the future where there are large numbers of students taking a particular 


test. One of the leaders in this field is the American TOEFL test. 


 


 


Stages in the development of a test 


 


It is important to be organised and systematic when you prepare a test. Cast your mind 


back and think how many students you've known who explained away a poor test or 


exam result by claiming that they only revised the night before. While it is sometimes 


possible to revise for a test the night before and still pass, few people would 


recommend this as an ideal approach. Much the same goes for the preparation of the 


test. If you attempt to prepare a test in a short period of time, it is likely to be a poor test 


that will provide you with few, if any, accurate insights into the ability or achievements 


of your students. The amount of time that you spend will of course be dependent on the 


length and complexity of the test, as well as other factors, such as whether it is 


formative or summative. In general, we can divide the test development stages into five 


distinct parts: initial design, question development, testing, administration and 


evaluation.  


 


Initial design - This is the stage where you consider the learners and try to specify the 


situations where they will typically use English, together with their functional needs (see 
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Module 1 Unit 1). You would also make an outline showing which language skills you 


want to test, as well as the balance between these skills in the test. Assuming that your 


test is summative, the design must reflect the work that you have covered during the 


preceding period. For example, if you have concentrated 60% of your teaching on 


writing skills, then your test should reflect this allocation of time. 


 


Question development - Having prepared an outline design, you would then set about 


preparing the individual questions. You should constantly check back to your design to 


ensure that you are meeting its specifications, and hence the needs of the students. 


 


Testing the test - It is advisable to test some or all of the questions on a sample group 


of students who are similar in make-up to your target group. Obviously they will not be 


students who are destined to take your test in the future. In order to disguise this 


process, you can trial specific elements from the test over a period of time.  


 


Administering the test - Having established that the test contains questions that are 


neither ambiguous nor irrelevant, and that the test appears to fulfil the criteria of the 


initial design, you can then administer the test to your students. 


 


Evaluation - Having marked the test, you should then be in a position to assess 


whether or not the test is doing what you set out to do at the start in the most effective 


and efficient manner. It is almost inevitable that you will find ways to change and 


improve your test so that when you use it again in the future (in a similar, but modified 


version) you will have a better, more effective tool. There are statistical ways of 


analysing the results and some of these are not difficult to use. However, we will not 


address this issue in this short course. 


 


Ideally, you should try to follow the five stages if you are serious about test design. 


Good tests sometimes take several versions, over several years, to perfect, and even 


then they are likely to continue to develop as new ideas regarding test design appear. 


We are not suggesting that you take years developing your tests, merely that effective 


testing is a complex business, and a time-consuming business too, so it is not 


advisable to take shortcuts because this is likely to lead to future problems. Each time 


you prepare a test, try to ensure that it reflects the lessons that you have learnt from 


your previous test. 
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Designing the questions 


 


What types of questions are appropriate for an English language test and how should 


we go about designing them? This section will examine a number of question types 


and provide guidance in preparing them. We will not attempt to cover every variety of 


question type, but will provide you with a range of practical and useful question types, 


and help you to prepare your own. 


 


Your choice of items to test will come from the work that you have covered with the 


group or class, as well as common errors that your students make in their written work.  


 


In this section we will consider how to prepare questions to test vocabulary, grammar, 


writing, reading comprehension, speaking and listening. We will begin by looking at 


multiple-choice questions. How will you set about making a multiple-choice question? 


The best approach is to select an item you want to test and then write out a complete 


sentence using that structure. Having done that, you can then think about the most 


appropriate distractors that you can use i.e. options that are not correct. There will 


normally be one correct option and three distractors. 


 


 


Testing vocabulary 


 
1. Multiple-choice questions.  


There are many different varieties of multiple-choice questions. Have a look at these: 


 


 Type1 


 Naomi came to my house because she wanted ……..  my bicycle. 


 (a) lend  (b) borrow  (c) to lend  (d) to borrow 


 


This example tests the use of lend and borrow as well as whether or not the students 


can use the infinitive (to lend/to borrow) and bare infinitive verb (lend/borrow) forms. 


The sentence itself provides a context for choosing the correct word. 


 


 Type 2 


 I went to the old lady's house because I was concerned about her health. 


 (a) interested  (b) worried  (c) pleased  (d) surprised 
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In Type 2, the student has to replace the word in italics with another word that has the 


same or a very similar meaning. The choices are all verbs and are all in the same 


tense. It would be a poorly designed question if there were a mixture of nouns and 


verbs. Option (a) results in a grammatically incorrect sentence, and although the others 


would be correct grammatically, only (b) has the same meaning. 


 


 Type 3 


 A woman who works with medicines in a chemist's shop is called ……. .       


           (a) a chemist  (b) an engineer  (c) a pharmacist  (d) a clerical assistant 


 


In this example the student has to provide the correct word to complete the definition. 


The choices should be as realistic as possible and all in the same form with, in this 


example, an indirect object (a/an) before the noun. All of the choices result in a 


grammatically correct sentence but only one is correct. It would be a poorly designed 


question if one option had a different format, such as (e) a well-trained person. 


 


 Type 4 


 (a picture of a boy smiling) This boy is  …….. . 


 (a) smiling  (b) laughing  (c) crying  (d) grinning 


 


In this example, a sketch is provided as the context for completing the sentence. All of 


the choices on offer result in a sentence that is grammatically correct so the student 


has to decide which is the correct one in terms of the illustration. 


 


Type 5 


 We've had some very ……..  rain this week. 


 (a) strong  (b) enormous  (c) heavy  (d) large 


 


This example tests the students' knowledge of collocations. The meanings of the 


options are similar in that they all refer to copious amounts of something, but only the 


word heavy can be used to complete the sentence.  


 


 Type 6 


 Did you see John ……..  to college yesterday? 


 Yes, I did. I offered him a lift, but he said he liked the exercise. 


 (a) walking  (b) travelling  (c) driving  (d) going 
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This brief exchange between two people provides a slightly longer context in this 


example and the students cannot correctly select a word to complete the sentence until 


they have read and understood both exchanges. Option (d) going is possible, but if the 


instructions are to choose the best answer, then that would have to be option (a). 


 


 Type 7 


 I would like to buy that bicycle. However, if I buy it, I  ……..  to go  


on holiday. 


 a) will be able  b) shall be able  c) would be able  d) won't be able 


 


This example provides a simple context for the students because there are two 


sentences, in this case both spoken by the same person. Where a context is provided 


in this way, it enables you to include slightly more complex forms of multiple-choice 


questions. 


Type 8 


 A dentist is someone who 


 a) looks after her teeth. 


 b) looks after people's teeth. 


 c) likes to look at teeth. 


 d) enjoys watching teeth. 


 


In this example, the students have to complete the sentence in the form of a brief 


definition. The instructions should always advise the students to look for the best 


option. 


 


You will frequently find that there are four options, although there could be more (or 


fewer) and on occasions you will find multiple-choice questions with three options, or 


five options. There will generally be one correct option and three distractors. The 


distractors are those options that are not correct, but which are close enough to require 


the students to think very carefully. 
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Task 5 * 


 


Look at these multiple-choice questions and then decide what is wrong with 


them and how they can be improved. 


 


1.  The boy was  ……..  slowly along the road. 


      a) sauntering  b) staggering  c) walking  d) ambling 


2.  When I saw her I was very surprised. 


     a) amazed  b) astonishment  c) shock  d) startle 


3. I went to the park and saw an  ……..  yesterday. 


    a) exhibition  b) film  c) concert  d) flying display 


4.  When I saw him he was  ……..  beside the river. 


     a) dawdling  b) walk  c) run  d) sit 


5.  An architect is someone who 


     a) builds houses. b) draws houses.  c) constructs houses and other buildings. 


     d) designs houses and many other types of new buildings. 


 
 


Remember that since we can use multiple-choice questions to do a variety of different 


tasks, it is important that the instructions for the students are always crystal clear. 


  


2. Gap-filling / sentence completion 


Gap-filling questions are also sometimes known as blank-filling questions. The 


emphasis here is more on production than recognition. Gap-filling questions can be 


used in many ways, and one of these is to test the students' vocabulary. Questions of 


this type provide the students with a more actively productive task in comparison with 


the more passive recognition tasks of the multiple-choice questions.  


 


 Type 1 


 Maria picked up the …….. and cut up the chicken. 


 


In this example, the students have to think of the correct word needed to complete the 


sentence. The teacher could equally well choose a multiple-choice option but that 


would make the task easier for the learner.  
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Type 2 


 You're coming with us on Saturday, ……..? 


  


Students often find that questions formed with the use of question tags (…,won't you? / 


have you? / couldn't you? and so on) are quite difficult, and completion questions such 


as this example, or the multiple-choice format, are easy ways to test their knowledge. 


 


 Type 3 


 a) …….. time did your sister say she'd arrive? 


 b) …….. will you start your course at the university? 


 c) …….. people are coming to your party on Wednesday? 


 


Gaps at the beginning of a sentence provide a different focus for the students, and can 


also provide the opportunity to test question words like who, where, why, how much 


and so on.  


 


Type 4 


 Can I borrow your …(1)…..? 


 I'm …(2)….. , but I haven't finished reading it yet.  


 Are there any  …(3)….. headlines today? 


 No, nothing very interesting today. You'll have to wait until …(4)….. . 


Can I have it when you've finished? 


 Of course!  


  


The short dialogue in Type 4 provides a more solid context for the reader so that the 


missing words can be accurately guessed. The whole dialogue has to be read and 


understood in order to choose correctly. In some cases, more than one choice of word 


is possible and the instructions should make this clear. For example, (3) could be 


interesting, exciting, thrilling and so on. In addition, although in (4) the word tomorrow 


might be the best choice, next week or the weekend would also be acceptable. The 


instructions should indicate that more than one word can be used in some spaces. 
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Type 5 


 If I were you I  ………   ……..  (marry) her tomorrow. 


 


In some gap-filling questions focusing on tenses, the students are provided with the 


base form of the verb to guide them. This is an ideal way of approaching more complex 


verb forms and providing the students with a clear context. It is important that the 


students know that they can use more than one word in questions like this, and you 


can do this by providing them with two clearly defined gaps, and clear instructions. 


 


Type 6 


Ferry Service 


 


The times of the ferry service from 


Dar es Salaam to Zanzibar are as 


follows: 


 


Weekdays: 


       Depart               Arrive 


         7.45                   10.30 


       10.15                   13.30 


       17.30                   21.00 


 


Weekends 


        9.30                    12.15 


      14.00                    17.20 


 


Price: Weekdays    $35 


          Weekends    $40 


 


All passengers will need to carry a 


passport or an identity card. 


 


              Tel:  Dar 4812 


 


 


 


 


(a) On …….. the first ferry leaves at 


7.45. 


 


(b)  If you don't have a travel 


document you will need to take your  


…….. . 


 


(c) The cost of a …….. at the 


weekends is  …….. . 


 


(d) If you have a question, the  …….. 


to ring is 4812. 


 


(e) The cost of the ferry is $5  …….. 


at the weekends. 
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In this situational-type, gap-filling question, the students have to read and understand 


the ferry timetable before they can complete the blanks. This is a very common and 


very popular style of question because it provides a clear context and a wide 


opportunity for many different question types. Question (e) could be completed in a 


number of different ways (more/higher/extra/more expensive) so it would be important 


for the marker to be aware of all of the possibilities. The instructions should make it 


clear to the students whether they can use more than one word in the blanks. 


 


 Type 7 


 1. I ran all the way to the shops and ……..   


2. I wanted to buy the bicycle but  ………. . 


 3. She said I could come to the market if  …….. . 


 


In sentence completion questions of Type 7, the students can complete them in any 


way that they want as long as their sentence is grammatically correct. These questions 


can sometimes be quite demanding for the students, and teachers also have to be 


careful about allocating marks because the marking scheme might allow half marks for 


completed sentences that have only minor errors. The instructions must make it clear 


whether or not the students can use more than one word to complete the sentences. 


This type can be used to test grammar, but students will find them difficult to complete 


unless they understand the vocabulary in the first part of the sentence. 


 


Task 6* 


 


Prepare a situational blank-filling task (along the lines of Type 6 above) 


suitable for a test for young teenagers in Europe who have been learning 


English for 2 years and are at pre-intermediate level. 
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3. Matching 


Matching is an effective way of testing vocabulary, particularly with younger learners. 


 


 Type 1 


pic of bucket 


pic of knife 


pic of spoon 


pic of plate 


pic of brush 


knife 


plate 


bush 


spoon 


bucket 


 


                            (pic = picture) 


 


The students have to match the pictures on the left with the words on the right by 


connecting them with a line. There are many matching exercises of this type in books 


for young students. 


 


 Type 2 


Peter has a bicycle 


 


Maria has a little dog 


 


Kibe has a red ball 


 


Chewe has a red kite 


and he flies it in the park. 


 


and she enjoys playing football. 


 


and it loves to jump up high. 


 


and he rides it to school. 


 


In this example, the students have to correctly match the beginning and the end of the 


sentences. Here you can see that the sentences follow a linguistic pattern, and this is 


often a good idea with younger learners or with elementary students. However, 


patterning is not always necessary and your sentences could take on different and 


more complex forms. It would be inappropriate to mix up questions and statements. 


 


 Type 3  


distance 


distress 


distinguish 


dissatisfied 


great mental or physical suffering 


to be unhappy about something 


the space between two points 


to see the difference between two things 
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Matching tests are certainly not limited to the more elementary learners and they can 


also be used with more advanced students as this vocabulary example (Type 3) 


demonstrates.  


 


4. Cloze testing 


A cloze test is designed to test a student's ability to complete a passage with a text 


where words have been removed in a regular manner i.e. every fifth, sixth or seventh 


word throughout the text. The word 'cloze' comes from the Gestalt theory of 'closure', in 


other words, the ability to fill in gaps in patterns. This style of testing has been shown to 


provide a very reliable assessment of a student's general linguistic ability as long as 


the test contains about 50 closures for the students to complete. If a test has less than 


about 50 gaps, the test may become unreliable. You may want to provide two 


passages with 25 gaps each in order to cover two different subject areas. 


 


At first glance, cloze tests might appear to be a rather odd way of testing your students 


but in fact research has shown that the task requires students to interact with the text in 


a way that is similar to real communication. They have also been shown to provide a 


very accurate picture of a student's overall language ability. The disadvantage to cloze 


testing is that they are not very specific and may not target the particular grammatical 


items that you have addressed during your course. This can be overcome if a cloze 


test is only one of your tests and the students also have multiple-choice questions and 


other question types to focus on specific language. 


 


There are two schools of thought concerning the blanks themselves; the first is that 


only the original words can be accepted as correct, while the second is that any 


acceptable word can be allowed. Common sense suggests that the students should be 


given a mark if the word they choose correctly fits the blank in terms of meaning; 


however, research suggests that if the test is well designed in every other way, and has 


at least 50 blanks, it makes little or no difference to the overall assessment. You will 


probably want to avoid having to explain to students why a word that fits the space 


does not get a mark, so your best policy might be to give a mark for any acceptable 


word. However, this makes the task of marking a little more difficult. The students will 


certainly think of some possibilities that you have not thought of and you will have to 


keep a very careful check on what is an acceptable answer and what cannot be given a 


mark. Clearly, this is particularly important where there are several markers. 
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Cloze tests are based on the deletion of words from the text on a regular basis, 


whatever the nature of the word, but research on test development differs on whether 


to delete every fifth, sixth or seventh word. The more deletions, the harder the test, so 


unless your students are very familiar with a test of this nature, it would be more 


appropriate to delete every seventh word. The nature of the test also makes it 


necessary to write, or select, a piece of text that is appropriate for the students. This 


means a passage at the right level, without too many difficult or low frequency words, 


and without direct speech. A suitable passage for a cloze test would be one that 


contains, for example, description with a variety of tenses. It is advisable to choose a 


general topic that everyone knows something about; holidays, shopping and education 


are three examples that spring to mind. Although this section has been included here 


under 'Testing Vocabulary' in fact cloze tests assess many aspects of language, 


including grammar, and this is one of the reasons why a good cloze test can provide a 


very accurate picture of a student's level of ability. 


 


The layout of a cloze passage can vary, but many teachers arrange the text so that 


there is one missing word on each line. This makes it much easier to mark. Look at the 


layout in the test below. Notice how the deleted word is placed at the end of each line. 


Notice also that it is important to make full stops bold and visible where the missing 


word ends a sentence. There is one complete line at the start of the passage so that 


the students know what the passage is about. Other cloze passages might need more 


than one line at the start. 


 


Type 1 


People eat different foods all over the world.  


To some people, some of the …….. 


we eat may look and taste …….. . 


For example, many people eat locusts  …….. 


termites. This may seem like strange  …….. 


to some of us, but they  …….. 


very nutritious and they taste very …….. 


when they have been cooked. 


 


1………… 


2………… 


3………… 


4………… 


5………… 


6………… 


 


Before you administer a cloze test you must always test it carefully. You can do this 


with native speakers as well as with students at a similar level as your own students. 


The native speakers are likely to come up with options for the gaps that you have not 
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thought of. This will help with the marking. Testing it on other students will help you to 


know if it is at about the right level. You are very likely to find some problems with the 


test and when this happens the text can be slightly modified. For example, a particular 


noun might be impossible to guess without knowing the original text and in this case it 


would be better to jump that word and place the gap at the eighth word instead of the 


seventh. Preparing a cloze passage is not as easy as it might appear and it can take 


both time and several trials before you feel confident about using it in class. It would be 


unfair to present your students with a cloze passage in a test if you had not previously 


done some practice examples in class. 


 


An equally valid alternative layout would be the example below. In this case, there are 


two deleted words on one line but the numbering will guide the students so that they 


write the answer in the correct space. 


 


Type 2 


People eat different foods all over the world. To 


some people, some of the ……..(1)  we eat may look 


and taste ……..(2).  For example, many people eat 


locusts  …….. (3) termites. This may seem like 


strange  …….. (4) to some of us but they  ……..(5)  


very nutritious and they taste very  …….. (6) when 


they have been cooked. 


 


(1)…………


(2)…………


(3)…………


(4)…………


(5)…………


(6)………… 


 


When it comes to marking the cloze test, most teachers ignore spelling errors as long 


as the meaning of the word is clear. This is the best approach because we are testing 


their overall grammatical/lexical knowledge and not their ability to spell specific words.  


 


Task 7 * 


 


Prepare a short cloze passage suitable for adults who have been learning 


English for 4 years and are at intermediate level. Arrange it as Type 1 above. 
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Testing grammar 


 


Many of the techniques used to test vocabulary can be used to test grammar. Multiple-


choice questions are particularly common. 


 


1. Multiple-choice questions 


The same general rules apply to the preparation of these questions, but the focus in 


these examples will be on grammar rather than vocabulary. The target will frequently 


(but not always) be verb tenses. 


 


 Type 1 


 I went back into the house because I  ……..  my keys. 


 (a) forget  (b) forgotten  (c) have forgotten  (d) had forgotten 


 


 Type 2 


 If the money arrives I ……..  it on to you. 


 (a) send   


(b) will send   


(c) would send   


(d) have sent 


 


 Type 3 


 When I stood at the front of the house I (see / can see / could see) 


right across the valley. 


 


2. Gap-filling 


Questions of this type are generally more demanding than multiple-choice questions 


because the students have to produce a suitable word themselves. The advantage of 


multiple-choice questions (from the students' point of view) is that there is a one-in-four 


chance of getting the answer correct; with gap-filling questions the emphasis is more 


on production.  


  


 Type 1 


 I haven't seen my brother  ……..  his graduation. 
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Type 2 


 I ran all the way but I was still late when I arrived (         ) the station. 


  


 Type 3 


 He had been travelling for more than an hour  //  he saw the lights 


ahead. 


 


 Type 4 


 If she had come earlier she  ……..  the work already. (finish) 


 


 Type 5  


 I  …..(see)….  the mountain through the clouds, and the snow at the  


top. 


 


In Type 4, the verb that is required for the completion is given at the end of the 


sentence while in Type 5 the verb is placed in the gap. Both of these arrangements 


provide the students with additional guidance. If the completion requires more than one 


word (as in Types 4 and 5) the instructions will generally make this clear. 


 


3. Transformation questions 


Transformation questions can take many forms but all of them require the students to 


rewrite a sentence in a particular way. The students have to follow instructions for each 


question, and it is important that these instructions are clearly expressed so that there 


can be no misunderstanding. Look at these examples. 


 


 Type 1 


 'Can I borrow your umbrella?' Lucy asked. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: Lucy asked me if  ……………… . 


 


 Type 2 


 The villagers grow rice in the hills. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: Rice  ……………………………….. . 


 


 Type 3 


 'I have lived in Marangu for five years,' said Jacob. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: Jacob said that  …………………… . 
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 Type 4 


 Dilly goes to the market every Tuesday. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: Yesterday was Tuesday so  ………… . 


 


 Type 5 


 It is not necessary to report to the Headteacher's office. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning:  There is  ………………….. . 


  


Type 6 


 Flora is much taller than John, but she can't run as fast. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: John is  …………………………… . 


 


 Type 7 


 I haven't been to Seville for ages. 


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: It's a long time …………………… . 


 


 Type 8 


 Another letter has been delivered for you today.  


 Rewrite this sentence beginning: You have  ……….…… . 


 


 Type 9 


 It was raining yesterday. I got very wet. 


 Rewrite as one sentence beginning: Because  ……………….. . 


 


 Type 10 


 I couldn't work out the right answer. I tried very hard.  


 Rewrite as one sentence beginning: Even though  …………….. 


 


Questions of this type can be quite simple, but they can also be very demanding. 


Notice how Type 8 requires the students to use a different verb when they rewrite the 


sentence. Types 9 and 10 require the students to rewrite two sentences as one 


sentence, and the instructions should make this very clear.  


 


Marking these questions may involve a little more thought than some other question 


types since a student may get a sentence partially correct. You will have to decide 


whether or not to give half marks in such cases. 
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Task 8 * 


 


Prepare six transformation questions for teenagers in Italy who are at 


intermediate level.  


 


 
 


Testing writing 


 


There are so many different ways of testing writing that it will not be possible to attempt 


to cover all of them here; however, we will try to cover the commonest, and some of the 


more interesting types of questions. 


 


First of all, a few brief points about testing writing skills. In a school or college in 


England, it might be appropriate to provide the students with a title and then expect 


them to write on a topic such as 'An exciting experience' or 'A supermarket visit with a 


difference'. The objective would be to see how imaginative the students are and how 


well they can write in English. In a TESOL test, imagination will normally be a less 


important element. The emphasis will be on the students' skills in handling the 


language and their ability to adopt an appropriate style. A vivid imagination tied in with 


a high level of other language skills would be a pleasant surprise, of course, but for 


TESOL teachers imagination is not the priority. In Module Two you will have addressed 


the use of writing tasks that are controlled, guided and free and the same general 


principles can be applied to writing tasks in tests.  


 


As an English language teacher to speakers of other languages, you will be interested 


in your students' ability to write accurately as well as their ability to tailor their use of 


language to the needs of the situation; this is known as adopting an appropriate 


register. The word 'register' is a very important feature of language for native speakers 


just as much as for those learning a new language. It refers to the situation-specific 


language variety that is used in a particular social setting or with a particular group. In 


other words, the style of language that people use with their family will be different from 


that used when talking to their bank manager. In the same way, the register used in an 


application letter will not be the same as that used in a letter to a close friend.  


 


The tasks that students are set in language tests should be relevant to their level and 


their needs, and these tasks should not come as a surprise in any way. The object is to 
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assess the students' writing skills, not to place unreasonable barriers in their way. The 


writing tasks should always be set in a clear context and this can be demonstrated with 


the use of short sentences, a passage, a dialogue, a description, a picture, a diagram, 


a chart and so on.  


 


Wherever possible (and particularly with more advanced classes) the students should 


have an audience in their minds so that they know for whom they are writing, and why. 


This is unnecessary with individual sentences, but where the students are writing a 


paragraph of text (a letter, instructions, a description and so on) it is particularly 


important.  


 


Equally, you should have a clear idea of what you are marking, and why. The marking 


of written work is notoriously subjective and it is important to ensure that your marking 


is as objective as possible. This can be done in a number of ways: 


 


• marking and remarking, with two markers working separately 


• marking specific elements within the essays (and disregarding all others) 


• establishing criteria by which to mark the text, for example fluency, register, 


grammar and handwriting/punctuation and giving, say, 5 marks for each 


• deducting from a total score, say, a quarter mark for each error, whatever it is 


• drawing up bands within which to place each piece of writing, ranging from poor to 


excellent with outline criteria for each band, perhaps designed around the criteria 


mentioned just above. There might be six bands, and markers will find it much 


easier to agree on a band than a specific mark for a piece of writing. 


 


You may want to experiment with different approaches to marking before you decide 


on one that suits both you and the needs of your students. You may change your 


approach depending on the proficiency and needs of your students. Experimenting with 


different approaches is almost always a good idea, and a good way to learn new skills. 


 


What types of writing tasks can we set our students? The tasks outlined below do not 


attempt to exemplify every type of question because that would be impossible here, but 


they do provide a range of different approaches. The questions have been roughly 


graded from elementary to more advanced, although almost any approach can be 


modified for different levels of students. 
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1. Reordering sentences 


 


 Elias ran out of the house. (1) 


 When he had finished it looked new! 


It was very dusty. 


 Then he jumped onto his bicycle and cycled away to see his friend. 


He went outside again and started to clean his bicycle. 


 So he ran into the house and put some water into a bucket. 


He put the bucket back into the kitchen.  


He found his bicycle behind the house. 


 


In questions of this type, the students are given a number of sentences in the wrong 


order. Their task is to rewrite the story in the original form. It is generally a good idea to 


indicate the first sentence of the story (in this case with a number 1) in order to ensure 


that the students know where to start. The example here is quite simple, but even 


slightly longer examples (with more sentences) can quickly become complex and they 


can be demanding even for advanced students and native speakers. Questions of this 


type are an excellent way of assessing a student's general linguistic skills. 


 


2. Rewriting a passage 


Rewrite this paragraph, beginning like this: I'm standing beside a gate. 


 


The girl was standing beside a gate. She was wearing a long 


green coat and she had a red hat on her head. She didn't see 


the dog running up the road. Suddenly she heard something, 


and turned round. The dog saw her. It suddenly jumped up 


and barked at her. The girl was frightened. She tried to push 


the dog off, but she fell down and banged her head. It started 


bleeding. The dog ran off. 


 


Once again, the students have a context in which to work and this will enable them to 


focus on the language rather than having to concern themselves with what to write 


about. 
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3. A picture series 


A series of small illustrations can provide an excellent foundation for a short piece of 


writing. Similarly, a single picture can provide the basis for a written passage; the 


students can describe the picture, or perhaps what they think will happen next. 


Whatever the task, it is essential that the instructions are very clear and simple. It is not 


a good idea to present writing tasks like these to the students for the first time in a test, 


but if similar activities have been practised in class, the students will be able to address 


the task with confidence. Whatever they attempt in the test must have been tried out in 


class first of all. Our role as teachers is not to put difficulties in their way but to ensure 


that our students are given the opportunity to demonstrate their language skills. 


 


4.  Dialogue 


Study the sentences carefully and then complete the dialogue. 


 


 Lili: Do you want to come for a swim? 


 Anna:   …………… 


 Lili: Well then, what about a game of basketball? 


 Anna: …………….. 


 Lili: Oh, you're so lazy! You never want to do anything! 


Anna:   ………….. 


Lili: Tennis? Where can we play tennis? 


Anna:   ……………. 


Lili: But that's a long way from here! It would take us an hour to get there. 


Anna:  ……………… 


Lili: By taxi? That would cost a lot of money, and I'm broke! 


Anna:   ………………. 


Lili: Well, if you've got the money, and you want to spend it, then ok. 


Anna:   ………………. 


Lili: We can borrow them from Peter. 


 


Once again, a task of this nature can be quite a simple task for elementary students, or 


it can be a far more complex task for more advanced learners. The dialogue above 


might be suitable for intermediate students. 
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5. Story completion 


Read this paragraph and then complete the story in not more than 150 words. 


 


Last week Fatima went to visit her grandmother. She hadn't 


seen her grandmother for about two weeks. She decided to 


take her some flowers. She went to the river to pick some 


flowers. As she walked beside the river, she heard a cry. 


'Help!' She looked around. Then she saw a young boy in the 


river. 'I can't swim!' he cried. Fatima looked around quickly. 


'What can I do?' she thought. 


 


Questions of this type provide the students with a good context on which to base their 


writing but it is important to provide a limit to the length of the passage they should 


write. Without a target in terms of length, some students might write a long passage 


while others might write quite short passages and this can make the marking task more 


difficult. 


 


6. Situations  


Writing tasks of this type provide the students with a very precise context within which 


to work. 


 


Type 1 


Your aunt has invited you, again, to stay with her for a week over the summer. You 


stayed with her two years ago and you were very bored and unhappy. Write a letter to 


her to thank her for her invitation and to give her reasons why you cannot stay with her 


this summer. Tell her about the plans you already have for the summer. Also, tell her a 


little about your life at the moment. 


 


Type 2 


Read this advertisement carefully and then write a letter of application. You have 3 


years of experience in hairdressing. You trained at a college locally for one year and 


you have a diploma. 
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WANTED: A hairdresser 


Charlie Parker's is looking for an experienced 


hairdresser to join its staff. 


 


The successful candidate will have at least 2 years’ 


experience. She or he will have a hairdressing 


certificate or diploma. 


 


Write an application letter telling us about your 


experience and naming two referees. 


 


Write to 


Ms. Donalson 


Charlie Parker's 


Institute Road 


Kings Heath 


 


8. Charts and tables 


In the example below, the students are asked to study this table and then write a 


comparison of the eating habits of different people. The task may involve the students 


making individual comparisons in single sentences. Alternatively, the students could be 


asked to write a paragraph 100-200 words.  


 


Name Vegetables Fruit Starch Meat/fish 


Allen spinach  


peas  


carrots 


apples 


oranges 


cherries 


bread  


potatoes 


pasta 


roast beef 


chicken  


trout 


Theresa sweetcorn 


peppers 


tomatoes 


apples 


 grapes  


dates 


potatoes  


fried bananas 


pork  


lamb  


salmon 


Ian tomatoes 


mushrooms 


lettuce 


oranges 


bananas  


pears 


rice  


bread 


 potatoes 


pork  


beef  


plaice 


Thomas cauliflower 


peas 


eggplants 


grapes  


dates 


peaches 


rice  


bread 


spaghetti 


trout  


salmon  


pork 
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Task 9 * 


 


Prepare one side of a dialogue (see 4 above) that would be suitable for testing 


writing with elementary level adults. It should be at least 10 lines long. 


 
  


Task 10 * 


 


Prepare a table (see 8 above) that you could use in a test of writing skill with 


17-year-old students at a language school after 3 years of study. 


 
 


Testing reading comprehension 


 


Reading tests can take many forms, although in a traditional reading test the students 


are likely to be provided with a passage and a series of questions of varying difficulty 


and style. However, since reading itself is a complex and varied activity, it is 


appropriate that the tests that we provide for our students reflect that complexity. 


Reading passages and factual questions have a place to play in testing but so do a 


host of other activities such as matching, linking, re-ordering, looking for main points, 


deducing the meaning and new words and so on. We read a great variety of different 


types of material each day - newspapers, announcements, notices, instructions, 


novels, cereal packets and books on TESOL/TEFL - and we read them in different 


ways. For example, when we are reading the cooking instructions on a packet of food, 


we read them quite carefully. When we look through a newspaper article to find out 


what it is about, we skim through it. When we look through a textbook for specific 


information, we scan the text. Our questions should try to reflect these differences.  


 


Some of the easier questions may be matching activities while more difficult questions 


may involve multiple-choice items or the reordering of sentences. The most difficult 


questions are generally the open-ended questions i.e. those questions that demand a 


full written response from the students, usually in the form of a sentence or a short 


paragraph. Don't forget that beginners having to learn a new alphabet are likely to need 


more recognition-type questions than those familiar with the Roman alphabet that is 


used in English. 
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The students that you are testing are likely to be at different levels and there will also 


be students whose language skills differ in subtle ways. Providing one passage for the 


class to read may not provide for all the interests and abilities of your students so it is 


advisable to give them three short passages at slightly different levels of complexity. 


This will provide a much better basis on which to assess your students. The passages 


should always be appropriate for the level of your students and appropriate for the type 


of language needs that they have. In other words, it would not be appropriate to give 


primary students a section of text from a newspaper, or students on an academic 


writing course, a section of text from a children’s novel. The materials should be similar 


to the types of passages that the students are likely to work with in the classroom. 


 


The style of the questions will vary according to the age and level of the students. Here 


are some of the question types that are commonly found when testing reading 


comprehension. 


 


1. Word recognition / word matching (elementary level) 


 


(a)  boy  toy  boy     (the students underline the odd one out) 


(b)  cat   bat   hat   sat   bat   fat   (the students underline words with the 


same shape) 


 (c)  let  pet  (the students have to link pairs of  


  get  let   words) 


  net  met 


  pet  get 


  met  net 


 


2. Picture and sentence matching 


Test questions of this type consist of small illustrations together with associated 


statements. For example, the learner may see four illustrations of similar rooms, each 


with slight differences. The students' task would then be to match each sentence with 


the appropriate illustration. Correctly matching the sentences and the illustrations 


demonstrates that a student has understood the four sentences. 


 


3. True - false questions 


Questions of this type could be related to a passage, or even a single sentence. The 


advantage of questions of this type is that they are very easy to construct, very easy to 
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mark and provide a clear indication of a student's understanding of the passage, or of 


course, the individual sentence. The disadvantage of these questions is that students 


have a 50% chance of getting them right and lucky guessing could mean that a student 


gets an unrealistic mark. However, this will not be a difficulty where T/F questions are 


only one type of question amongst many. The other types of questions will have their 


own advantages and disadvantages too but if the test is well designed they will balance 


each other out. True/false questions are particularly suitable for younger students, or 


those at an elementary level.  


 


4. Multiple choice 


Where these are well designed, they can provide a clear reflection of a student's level 


of understanding. Here is an example: 


 


There once was a rich woman. She believed in God and tried her best to please 


him. She often prayed to God. One day, while she was praying, she decided to ask 


God to her house for a meal. 'Please God, come to my house for a meal on 


Sunday, at midday.' She wasn't sure, but she thought she heard God agree to 


come. The following Sunday, she cleaned her house carefully and prepared her 


food. When she was ready she opened her window and looked out. She saw an 


old woman standing by her front gate. She was dressed in old clothes. She looked 


very poor. 'Go away,' shouted the rich woman. 'I'm expecting someone very 


important.' The old woman came again to the gate during the day but the rich 


woman sent her away. She didn't see God that day and she felt very disappointed. 


She prayed to God that evening. 'Why didn't you come?' she asked.  


  


1. The rich woman  


 (a) often invited God to her house for a meal. 


 (b) invited God to her house to eat. 


 (c) wanted God to come to her house every day. 


 (d) invited God to her house to pray. 


 


 2. The following Sunday, she 


 (a) looked at the old woman through the window. 


 (b) dressed in old clothes and cleaned the house. 


 (c) prepared food and cleaned everything. 


 (d) waited for the old woman by the window. 
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 3. The rich woman was disappointed 


 (a) because God didn't come that day. 


 (b) as the old woman kept on coming back. 


 (c) because she didn't recognise God. 


 (d) but God did come to her house that day. 


 


Notice that the layout of the questions may be somewhat different from multiple-choice 


questions that are designed to test grammar. When they are used with comprehension 


passages, they are generally arranged on separate lines as the options are likely to be 


longer. Perhaps the most common style of question is the one shown here where the 


first half of the question is given, and the students have to choose from the four options 


in order to complete it correctly. However, there is no reason why the options should 


not come at the beginning or in the middle of the sentence. 


 


The fourth option in Q.3 is the correct answer. This question requires the students to 


deduce the answer from their understanding of the passage. This question demands 


an understanding of the whole passage if it is to be answered correctly. This is a very 


effective variant on the most common form of multiple-choice question where one 


feature of the passage is the focus of the question. 


 


Where multiple-choice questions are part of a reading test, there are not likely to be 


more than about 6-8 questions. These questions should be demanding in that they 


require reference back to the text, and this will take time. When devising your 


questions, and the distractors to go with them, remember these points: 


• keep the four options at about the same length 


• avoid double negatives because they are confusing even for native speakers! (It 


wasn't because he didn't have ….) 


• make sure all the options are grammatically correct so reading any one of them will 


produce an acceptable sentence 


• ensure that the options are at the same level of linguistic difficulty as the passage 


itself. 


 


The four options are likely to consist of three distractors and one correct answer, just 


as with the grammar questions. The guidelines concerning the writing of genuine 


distractors will operate very much in the same way as they did with the grammar 


questions. However, there is also a slightly different style of question which requires 
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the students to find the best answer out of the four. In other words, it is possible for all 


four options to be correct, but only one of them can claim to be clearly the best option. 


This is a particularly good approach with more advanced students who have the ability 


to discuss why one particular option is better than the others, and this is commonly 


found in more advanced tests. 


 


5. Open-ended questions 


Open-ended questions are questions that require the candidates to decide what will or 


won't be included in the answer; the students themselves will have to frame their own 


answers. For example, open-ended questions are likely to be why questions (though 


not exclusively) so that they might start with Why do you think …….? or Explain why 


……. . The very fact that the questions are open-ended, and hence the students can 


write what they want, makes this type of question more difficult to answer and more 


difficult to mark, and it is important to establish the marking criteria very clearly. In EFL 


tests, it might sometimes be useful to guide the students as to length or time. Explain, 


in not more than three sentences, why …… ..  


 


6. Reordering 


In a test of this nature, the students are given a passage to read and then a list of 


sentences in jumbled order. In order to demonstrate their understanding of the text, 


they need to order the sentences correctly. 


 


7. Testing vocabulary 


In a test of vocabulary, the students may be given a word or phrase and then asked to 


find a word of phrase of equivalent meaning in the passage. Alternatively, certain 


words from the passage may be underlined and the task for the students would be to 


match them with words or phrases of equivalent meaning in the question. 


 


 


Testing speaking 


 


There are a number of different approaches that you can use if you wish to test 


students' speaking skills. The factors that determine your approach will be the 


characteristics of your students, the time available to you and the resources available. 


In other words, if your students are completing an academic writing course in English 


you may not want to test their speaking skills at all. However, if speaking is an 
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important element in their course, and if you have a study centre / computer centre 


available to use, you may want to provide your students with programmes so that they 


can complete a variety of recorded tasks that you can later assess. On the other hand, 


there may not be a study / computer centre, but you may be able to use the services of 


other members of staff to conduct interviews with your students. All of these factors will 


influence the way you conduct your speaking test activities. In the points below, we will 


assume that a study / computer centre is not available. 


 


What approach will provide a good basis for testing speaking skills? One approach is to 


have a short interview followed by a number of activities using a picture, a series of 


pictures or role play. This combination can provide a good basis on which to assess the 


speaking skills of your students; however, there are difficulties. The first one is that the 


speaking test may be stressful on the students themselves. Some students will 


respond far better than others to the testing environment. One student may be 


relatively fluent, but feel nervous and constrained during the interview. Another one 


may be less accurate but more relaxed. In terms of marking, it is important that there 


are very clear marking guidelines to follow because the reality is that sometimes an 


interviewer will be influenced by the appearance and manner of a student rather than 


their linguistic skills.  


 


However, there are ways around these difficulties. 


 


a) Conduct the speaking test yourself with your own students. You know the 


students and you will be able to make them feel more comfortable than a stranger.  


b) Reinforce that relaxed feeling by starting off with very simple questions about 


themselves that will settle the interviewees and help them to feel more relaxed. 


Ask them about themselves and their hopes for the future. 


c) Establish clear marking criteria based on, say, six bands so that you can 


position a student more confidently. If you set up a range from excellent speaking 


skills through satisfactory to poor and each of these bands is defined as clearly as 


possible, then the assessment will be more accurate. 


d) If possible, try to avoid 'marking' the students during the course of the test itself 


(for example, by writing on a paper) unless there is no alternative. This may make 


the student feel more nervous. If possible, record the interview as this will facilitate 


marking. 
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What activities can you provide for the students during the speaking test? 


 


1. Dialogue / appropriate response 


In this activity, the students are given one side of a dialogue and they are then asked to 


respond appropriately. Having had, say, one minute to look through the dialogue (this 


is very important) you will then read the first sentence and the student will respond 


appropriately. The situation should be a common one of course (at home, at the post 


office, in class and so on) and as long as the responses are appropriate and accurate, 


the student can be awarded the marks. Notice in the example below that the dialogue 


can proceed whatever responses the student makes. 


 


  TT: Oh look! It's raining. Have you got an umbrella? 


  SS: ………. 


  TT: Shall we go to the cinema or the theatre? 


  SS: ………. 


  TT: Good. I'll call Mary and tell her where we're going. 


 SS: ………. 


 TT: Do you like her new house? 


 SS: ………. 


 TT: I like it from the outside, but I don't like the colour of the  


paint inside. Do you? 


  SS: ………. 


  TT: But her new car looks lovely. What make is it? 


  SS: ………. 


  TT: It is a fast car? 


  SS: ………. 


  TT: OK, let's go, shall we? 


  SS: ………. 


 


Remember that activities such as these have to be practised in the classroom before 


the test itself because it would be unfair to present the students with an activity in a test 


that they had never done in class before. 


 


2. Situation / role play 


In this activity, the student is presented with a situation and then has to respond 


appropriately. The teacher can take the part of the other speaker. However, there is 
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also another possibility here, and this is that students can be tested in pairs, and the 


two students can then build a dialogue around the situation. The advantage here is that 


it sets up a more realistic situation for the interviewer to assess. Nevertheless, there 


can be difficulties if the students are at slightly different levels, or if one is more nervous 


than the other one. One student may also try, consciously or unconsciously, to 


dominate the other student and this might result in an unbalanced dialogue. A situation 


for them to develop might be expressed in this way: Student A gets this card:  


 


You want to return a pair of shoes because they 


are uncomfortable The leather has also changed 


colour. You have had them only one week. 


 


while the teacher (or Student B) has this card: 


 


You work in a shoe shop. A customer comes in 


to say that she/he wants to return a pair of 


shoes because they are uncomfortable and the 


leather has changed colour. You believe that 


something has been spilt on the shoes. You 


suspect the customer has had them more than 


one week. You do not want to take them back. 


 


The two then have a short conversation where they respond to the guidelines on their 


card. They do not look at each other's card. The students will need a minute to think 


about their roles before they start. It is most important that the students are told how 


long the activity will last so that they can structure their conversation. In general, a 


period of 3/4 minutes should be adequate. 


 


Task 11 * 


 


Prepare two different situations for role-play that you could use for different 


groups of students. 
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3. Picture response / description 


In this activity, the student is given a picture (drawing / photo) or a series of pictures, 


and asked to describe what they can see, or what is happening in the picture series. 


This is an activity that is easy to control and very straightforward for the student. The 


student will need a minute or two to study the picture(s) and then will be expected to 


produce a description lasting perhaps two to three minutes. This can provide a clear 


picture of a student's ability to describe a scene or to narrate a story. It may help the 


student if the picture is accompanied by some introductory words. For example: Last 


week James went to the station to catch his train as usual. The student can then be 


asked to continue the story.  


 


One alternative to this is to test two students at one time, and to give them two subtly 


different pictures. They would then have to describe their own pictures and, without 


looking at each other's picture, try to establish the differences between the two 


pictures. This would present the students with a genuine communicative task that 


would reflect their real speaking ability. 


 


Whichever approach you follow, it is most important that these have been practised in 


class so that the students are not presented with something entirely new and unfamiliar 


during the test. 


 


4. A short talk 


The students can also be asked to prepare a short talk on a particular topic. The topic 


must be a very general one that could apply to any of the students, and, of course, the 


topics will vary with the age of the students. For example, for young students: My 


favourite animal; for older students: My first school.  For adults: My ideal house. You 


may feel that it is fairer to provide the students with more than one title and give them 


the chance to select one of them to talk about. You may give them a short time to 


prepare - say, five minutes.  


 


 


Testing listening 


 


The testing of listening can best be done in a study / computer centre where students 


can work individually, listen to a recording and respond. An alternative is to read to a 


group of students. A recorder should not be used with a large group of students 
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because this may be unfair on those students at the back of the class. However, it can 


be used with a small group in a small classroom. 


 


Unless there is a specific reason, the language that the students listen to should 


normally be in full sentences, and in a clear context. The precise context of the 


passage may need to be explained to the students before they listen. Although some 


teachers do sometimes test individual words, there is limited value and little reality in 


this activity. Even native speakers find it difficult to distinguish individual sounds and 


words in isolation, and the students will find the task even more difficult.  


 


The students, therefore, can be tested on a number of areas: stress, intonation and 


understanding. 


 


1. Testing stress 


The students' ability to recognise stress in a sentence can be tested by providing them 


with sentences together with different interpretations of those sentences. The first 


sentence will be read to them and they will have three sentences on a paper in front of 


them so that they can mark their answer. For example: 


 


  I want David to help me. (the word in italics is stressed) 


  a) I want David to help me, not to help someone else. 


  b) I want David to help me. I don't want anyone else. 


  c) I want him to help me, not to carry me. 


 


  I saw that man driving my car. 


  a) It was my car, and nobody else's car. 


  b) I was the one who saw him, not anyone else. 


  c) I saw him driving my car, I wasn't just told about it. 


 


2. Testing intonation 


In much the same way, students can listen to sentences and then check possible 


meanings on a paper in front of them. They might be expected to say whether the 


sentence was a question or a statement, or whether it was a command or a request. 


The students could also be asked to say whether the speaker was expressing surprise 


or anger; acceptance or disbelief; sarcasm or pleasure, and so on. Here are some 


possible sentences. Think about how they could be spoken in different ways. 
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  You're going to the office. 


  Put it in your drawer. 


  He's bought another red car. 


  She just got married again. 


 


The selection of a specific task will depend on the level of the students. 


 


3. Testing understanding 


This can be done in a number of ways. 


 


Type 1 


The students are given between 3 and 5 small pictures that look very much alike but 


which have subtle differences. A sentence is then read out and the students have to 


select the picture that is described by the sentence. 


 


Type 2 


The students are given one picture and a number of sentences are read out one by 


one. The students have to note whether the sentences correctly describe the picture or 


not.  


  


Type 3 


The students listen to a short passage and then answer a number of written questions. 


The passage should be relatively short, with about five or six questions to follow. This 


would ensure that the students' scores were based on their ability to understand the 


text and that it is not their memory that is being tested.  


 


Type 4 


The students are given a simple map; you then give them directions that they follow on 


the map and they record the point that they reach. Their success in arriving at the 


correct point reflects their understanding of what the speaker said.  


 


Type 5 


You give the students clear directions that describe what you want them to draw on a 


blank sheet of paper. These instructions may entail the students drawing simple 


shapes at different points on their paper. Their success reflects their understanding.  
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For example: 


Draw a large tree on the left hand side of the page. Now 


draw another large tree on the right hand side. Draw a line 


joining the two trees together. Draw a girl standing on that  


line. She is holding an umbrella above her head. Underneath  


her is a cat. The cat is looking at the girl. On the left side of  


the page, draw a boy. He is watching the girl. 


 


The quality of their drawing is completely unimportant. What is important is that they 


place the objects described in the correct place on their page. 
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Feedback on the tasks 


 


Task 5  


1.  The boy was  ……..  slowly along the road. 


      a) sauntering  b) staggering  c) walking  d) ambling 


This question is not well designed since all of the options can be used to make a 


sentence. Whatever choice they make, the students will produce a grammatically 


correct sentence. Including more than one correct answer in a multiple-choice question 


is the most common mistake by teachers, although including four correct answers is 


unusual. 


 


2.  When I saw her I was very surprised. 


     a) amazed  b) astonishment  c) shock  d) startle 


Only amazed results in a grammatically correct sentence. Its similarity in form to the 


word surprised is likely to encourage students to choose it as the best option. The other 


words have different grammatical forms. A good multiple-choice question will offer 


distractors that are in the same form as the answer (e.g. all nouns or all adjectives and 


so on). 


 


3. I went to the park and saw an  ……..  yesterday. 


    a) exhibition  b) film  c) concert  d) flying display 


Since exhibition is the only word that can be used with the article an this is not a good 


question. The use of two words instead of one in (d) may also unsettle some students. 


 


4.  When I saw him he was  ……..  beside the river. 


     a) dawdling  b) walk  c) run  d) sit 


The word dawdling is a far more complex word than the other three. It is important to 


ensure that options are chosen that are at about the same linguistic level. In addition, 


only one word takes the -ing form, while the others are bare infinitives. A well-designed 


question is more likely to have four words ending in -ing. 


 


5.  An architect is someone who 


     a) builds houses. 


     b) draws houses. 


     c) constructs houses and other buildings. 


     d) designs houses and many other types of new buildings. 
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Multiple-choice questions that involve definitions should provide distractors that are 


about the same length. The students are likely to guess that two-word 'definitions' are 


not the best choice. 


 


Task 6 


A situational blank-filling task suitable for a test with young teenagers in Europe who 


have been learning English for 2 years and are at pre-intermediate level. Here is one 


example although many others are possible: 


 


ODEON CINEMA 


 


New Programme for this week! 


 


Monday - Thursday 


 


3pm  The Vampire 


5pm  The Return 


8.15pm Happy Day 


 


Friday 


 


1pm  The Trench 


3.15pm  Alone Again 


5.30pm  The Matrix 


8pm  Spycatcher 


10.30pm  Ghost 


 


Saturday 


 


1pm  Superdog 


3.15pm  Home Alone 


5.30pm  Spycatcher 


8pm  The Matrix 


10.30pm  Ghost 


 


Adults - £4.50 


 


 


 


1. The name of the cinema is the  


……..  and it is in  …….. . 


 


2. On Monday to Thursday the 


cinema shows  ……..  films. 


 


3. On Friday, it is possible to watch  


……..  films. 


 


4. I can see The Matrix on  …….. 


at  …….. and on  ……..  at  …….. . 


 


5. If I want to see Superdog, I will 


go on  ……..  at  …….. . 


 


6. If I am a  ……..  it will cost me 


£3.50 to go to the Odeon. 


 


7. It costs an unwaged person  


£……..  less than a student. 


 


8. A visit to the cinema costs an 


adult £1  ……..  than a student. 
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Children under 12 half price 


Students - £3.50 


Unwaged - £3.00 


 


To book tickets ring Luton 41959. 


Cards accepted. Cheques 


accepted with bank card. 


9. The £……..  tickets are for 


children aged 11 or below. 


 


10.. I will ring Luton ………..  if I 


want to  …………………………. . 


 


 


Task 7 


A short cloze passage suitable for adults who have been learning English for 4 years 


and are at intermediate level. Here is an excerpt from a cloze test. Remember that a 


cloze passage should have 50 gaps if it is to provide an accurate guide to general 


ability. The alternative is two passages with 25 gaps. 


 


Students who are struggling with exams or people 


who just want to improve their brainpower can 


now do it by taking a combination  …….. 


two different herbal remedies. New research ……. 


that this can improve our concentration …….. 


memory within one hour. Research proves  …….. 


combining two Chinese herbs can improve  ……. 


the speed and the accuracy of  …….. 


brains. Researchers carried out three tests …….. 


these showed that taking ginko improved …….. 


attentiveness. Taking ginseng was shown to  …… 


people's memory. Combining the two drugs …….. 


found to significantly improve speed and memory. 


 


 


1.  ……………….. 


2.  ……………….. 


3.  ……………….. 


4.  ……………….. 


5.  ……………….. 


6.  ……………….. 


7.  ……………….. 


8.  ……………….. 


9.  ……………….. 


10. .……………… 


 


 


Task 8 


Six transformation questions for teenagers in Italy at intermediate level. Some possible 


examples: 


 


1.  "Are you coming to the play tonight?" asked Angela. 


Rewrite the sentence beginning: Angela asked me if  ……………………… . 
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2.  "We have lived here for nearly two years," said Jacob. 


Rewrite the sentence beginning: Jacob said that  ……………………. . 


 


3.  Christine is older than George. 


Rewrite the sentence beginning: George is not  ……………………….. . 


 


4.  Mark goes to the gym every Friday. 


Rewrite the sentence beginning: It was Friday yesterday and  …………………. . 


 


5.  Patrick is very short. He is a very fast runner. 


Rewrite as one sentence beginning: Although  ……………………………… . 


 


6.  Helen felt sick in class on Friday. She managed to finish the exam. 


Rewrite as one sentence beginning: Despite  …………………………………. . 


 


Task 9 


An example of a dialogue that would be suitable for testing writing with elementary 


level adults.  


 


Neil:   Can you drive a car? 


Beth:  ………….. 


Neil:   When did you pass your test? 


Beth:  ………….. 


Neil:   Do you like driving? 


Beth:  ………….. 


Neil:   That's good. Lots of women seem to hate driving.  


Beth:   …………. 


Neil:   A motorbike too! How interesting. 


 


Task 10 


An example of a table that you could use in a test of writing skill with 17-year-old 


students at a language school after 3 years of study. In this example, the students 


demonstrate methods of expressing comparison.  


 


Write a paragraph comparing the four different vehicles in this table. 
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Make Price Country Engine size  Average L/100km 


Ford Focus £11,250 UK 1300cc 8.8 


VW Polo £12,550 Germany 1250cc 9.2 


Toyota Corolla £12,100 Japan 1200cc 6.5 


Seat £10,430 Spain 1350cc 7.5 


 


Task 11  


Here are two different situations for role-play that you could use for different groups of 


students. The first example is suitable for younger learners. Time: 3 minutes. 


 


 
Student A 
Your mother wants you to take your younger brother to the 
cinema. You don't want to because you want to see your friends. 
You can't say this to your mother, so you try to tell her that you 
want to say home and do your homework. 
 


 
 
Student B (or teacher) 
You are the mother. You don't believe your eldest child when s/he 
tells you that s/he wants to stay home and do homework. You try 
to persuade this child to take her/his younger brother to the 
cinema. 
 


 
 
This example is more suitable for older students. Time: 4 minutes. 
 
 


 
Student A 
You are recovering from a broken heart and you want to go to 
France on holiday but you don't speak French. Your friend does, 
so you try to persuade him/her to come with you by talking about 
the wonderful weather and the lovely things you can do together. 
 


  
 
Student B (or teacher) 
You speak good French but you don't want to go on holiday with 
your friend. You've just met a wonderful man/woman and you've 
fallen in love. You don't want to tell your friend this so you try to 
think of other excuses. 
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Teaching around the world 


 


You have now completed your TESOL course… apart from the final set of assignments 


perhaps? Whatever your progress with the assignments, congratulations!  


 


In this final short section, you will find various types of useful information that you can 


use to help you to establish yourself in the TESOL/TEFL teaching world.  


 


A useful list of books 


 


There are hundreds of books on TESOL/TEFL but here are a few that you might find 


particularly useful. Books are heavy but if you are going abroad, and you have an 


airline ticket, send them by unaccompanied baggage or order them from a company 


that does cheap overseas delivery such as Amazon.  


For more resources, go to www.waylink-english.co.uk . 


 


Planning Lessons and Courses by Woodward 


Keep Talking by Frederika Klippel  


Writing with Children by Reilly and Reilly 


Where There is No Artist by Petra Rohr-Rouendaal  


Practical Classroom English by Hughes, Moate and Raatikainen  


Ways of Doing by Davis, Garside and Rinvolucri 


Using Newspapers in the Classroom by Paul Sanderson 


Advanced Learners by Maley 


Using the Board in the Language Classroom by Dobbs 


Storytelling with Children by Wright  


Teaching English in the Primary Classroom by Susan Halliwell 


Games for Children by Lewis and Bedson 


Discussions that Work: Task-centred Fluency Practice by Penny Ur 


Teaching Large Multilevel Classes by Hess 


The Q Book by Morgan and Rinvolucri 


Lessons from Nothing: Activities for Language Teaching with Limited Time and 


                 Resources by Bruce Marsland 


Language Activities for Teenagers by Lindstromberg 


Games for Language Learning by Andrew Wright, David Betteridge, Michael Buckby 


Learner-based Teaching by Colin Campbell and Hanna Kryszewska 
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Doing Task-based Teaching by Willis and Willis 


Teaching Adult Second Language Learners by McKay and Tom 


Communication in the Language Classroom by Lynch 


Success in English Teaching by Davies and Pearce 


Teaching and Learning in the Language Classroom by Tricia Hedge 


Grammar for English Language Teachers by Martin Parrott  


Practical English Usage by Michael Swan  


Language Teaching by Jim Scrivener  


The Cambridge International Dictionary of English  


1000 Pictures for Teachers to Copy by Andrew Wright  


The Practice of English Teaching by Jeremy Harmer  


How to Teach Pronunciation by Gerald Kelly  


Sound Foundations by Adrian Underhill  


How to Teach Vocabulary by Scott Thornbury  


How to Teach Grammar by Scott Thornbury  


Inside Teaching by Bowen and Marks  


Children Learning English by Jayne Moon  


The Language Teacher's Voice by Alan Maley  


Source Book for Teaching English as Foreign Language by Lewis and Hill  
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 Professional Organisations  
 
 
ACCREDITAT 
21 Mortonhall Park Crescent,  
Edinburgh  
EH17 8SY 
Tel: +44 (0)7855 969597 
Website: www.accreditat.com 
 
 
College of Teachers 
Institute of Education  
20 Bedford Way  
London  
WC1H 0AL 
Tel:  020 7911 5536 
Website:  www.collegeofteachers.ac.uk 
 
 
International Association of English as a Foreign Language (IATEFL)  
Darwin College 
University of Kent 
Canterbury 
Kent 
CT2 7NY 
Tel: +44(0)1227 824 430 
Website: www.iatefl.org 
 
 
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages Inc. (TESOL)  
700 South Washington Street 
Suit 200 
Alexandria 
Virginia 
22314 
USA 
Tel: 703 836 0774 
www.TESOL.org 
 
 
 


Useful Sites 
 
 


Waylink-English  
www.waylink-english.co.uk 
A valuable site packed with good ideas, grammar support, lesson plans and other 
resources. 
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Breaking News 
www.breakingnewsenglish.com 
A very useful site and TEFL/TESOL resource. 
 
 
World 66 
www.world66.com 
An interesting open-source travel site. 


 
 
BBC Learning English 
www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish 
A useful site. 


 
 
Teaching English 
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/ 
A BBC/British Council site for teachers of English.  
  
 


Humanising Language Teaching 
www.hltmag.co.uk  
The site for all teachers interested in humanistic language teaching.  
 
 
The ELGazette Guide to English Language Teaching  
EL Gazette Ltd  
Unit 3, Constantine Court 
6 Fairlough Street 
London 
E1 1PW 
UK 
Tel: +44(0)20 748 6700 
Fax: +44(0)20 7488 9240 
www.elgazette.com 
 
 
TESOL Publications  
PO Box 753  
Waldorf  
Maryland 20604-0753  
USA  
Fax: 301-843-0159  
www.TESOL.org 
 
 
Keltic Bookshop 
Inside St.Giles College  
154 Southampton Row  
Bloomsbury  
London  
WC1B 5AX 
www.keltic.co.uk 
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Volunteer Organisations  
 
 
Voluntary Service Overseas  
317 Putney Bridge Road 
London 
SW15 2PN 
UK  
Tel: +44(0)8780 7200  
Fax: +44(0)208 780 7207  
Website: www.vso.org.uk 
 
 
The Project Trust  
The Hebridean Centre 
Isle of Coll 
Argyll 
PA78 6TE 
UK 
Tel: +44(0)1879 230 444 
Fax: +44(0)1879 230 357 
Website: www.projecttrust.org.uk 
 
 
World Youth International  
18 Third Street  
Brompton  
South Australia 5007  
Tel: 011 61 8 8340 1266 
Fax: 011 61 8 8340 3677 
Website: www.worldyouth.com.au 
 
  
Village Education Project (Kilimanjaro)  
UK address:      Tanzania address:  
Mint Cottage      Village Education Project (Kilimanjaro) 
Prospect Road     PO Box 737  
Sevenoaks      Marangu 
Kent       Tanzania 
TN13 3UA      Tel: 0 744 312 086 
Tel: +44(0)1732 459 799   or:   0 272 756 555 
Website: www.kiliproject.org 
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activity, 19ff, 32ff, 50, 54, 61, 63, 64, 65 
aim of the lesson, 3, 4, 5, 29 
antonyms, 79 
ARC, 31, 32, 33, 34 
blank-filling, 13, 14, 16, 60, 137, 140, 


167 
cloze test, 142, 143, 144, 168 
collocations, 73, 135 
criterion-referenced test, 126 
crossword, 87, 97 
development of a test, iii, 132 
dialogue, 5, 10, 14, 16, 59, 75, 88, 123, 


128, 138, 149, 151, 154, 160, 161, 
169 


dictionaries, 71, 76, 77, 78, 87, 90 
distractors, 134, 136, 157, 166, 167 
errors, 40, 53, 54, 62 
Formative tests, 123 
frequency, 71, 72, 143 
games, iii, 17, 87, 91, 93, 107 
gap-filling, 84, 139, 140, 145 
goal, 35, 38 
grading, 83 
headings, 2, 3, 4, 8, 83, 94 
Homographs, 69 
homophone, 69 
idiom, 72 
illustrations, 79, 82, 151, 155 
input, 40 
intonation, 116, 163 
Labelling, 81 
language tests, 119, 126, 148 
lesson activities, 7, 9 
lesson plan, ii, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 


27, 28, 29, 92 
lesson plans, 8, 11, 12, 16, 93 
lesson steps, 7, 9, 11 
matching, 141, 154, 155 
Metaphors, 73 
mime, 79, 80, 90 
mistakes, 18, 64 
multiple-choice questions, 59, 128, 129, 


131, 134, 136, 137, 142, 145, 157 
norm-referenced test, 125, 126 
objective, 35 
objective questions, 128, 129 
open-ended questions, 154, 158 
Ordering, 84, 95, 108, 109 


pair work, 8, 59, 60, 83, 92 
paired objectives, 29 
phrasal verbs, 77, 87, 90 
pictures, 6, 13, 16, 60, 79, 103, 104, 


105, 141, 159, 162, 164 
placement test, 123 
Planning 


planning, 2, 11 
prefixes, 73, 74, 89 
productive vocabulary, 72 
proficiency test, 123 
progress test, 123 
pronunciation, 62, 63 
question types, 129, 130, 134, 140, 


142, 147, 155 
realia, 6, 78 
receptive vocabulary, 72 
register, 99, 148, 149 
reinforcement, 23 
reliability, 129 
response, 46 
role-play, 161, 170 
scheme of work, 30 
similes, 72, 73 
stick figures, 79, 105 
stress, 76, 77, 163 
Subjective questions, 128 
suffixes, 74, 89 
summative test, 124 
Synonyms, 79 
task cycle, 39, 40, 41, 55 
TBL, 20, 35, 39, 41, 43, 46, 53, 55, 56 
teaching vocabulary, 68, 78 
testing, 119ff, 127ff, 141, 142, 144, 148, 


154, 155, 159, 162, 169 
timing, 16, 93 
Transformation questions, 146 
validity, 72, 129, 130 
variety, ii, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 30, 59, 74, 78, 


81, 87, 93, 103, 118, 129, 130, 134, 
137, 143, 148, 154, 159 


vocabulary, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 68ff, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 109, 111, 134, 
137, 140, 141, 142, 145, 158 


Word formation, 73 
word web, 11, 12, 58, 82, 93 
words in a context, 74 
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